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Editorial

We are pleased to offer our readers the latest issue of our journal Electronies. I invited the

authors of distinguished papers presented at the symposium INDEL '98 (Banja Luka, October

1998) to share in the publication and give their permission to publish their papers, either in

full or abridged. A11 of them kindly welcomed the idea. Most of the authors abridged or

expanded their papers, such as: Vladimir Kaii6, Predrag Petkovi6, SaSa Risti6, Milun Jevtid.

The paper Failure Mechanism in Power MOSFETs in Radiation Environment by Predrag

HabaS and Ninoslav Stojadinovi6 was accepted at INDEL '98 as invited paper. The authors,

however, were not able to attend the symposium so the paper was not presented. The papers

by Danilo Mandid, Bratisiav Dankovi6, Petar Mari6 and Milojko Jevtovid do not pertain to

INDEL'98.

I hope that our readers will be satisfied with the quality of the papers. I shail be particularly

happy and obliged if some of them decide to share with us in the future publications of our
journal an<i thus give us the honour of offering their papers to our readership for the first triai
of their quality.

Branko L. Doki6, Editor



Failure Mechanisms in Power MOSFETs in
Radiation Environment
Predrag Haba$ a,nd Ninoslav StojadinoviC

Abstract- Degradatiorr mectranisms in power MOS-

FETs (VD and LDMOS structurrs) and IGBTs sub-
jected to irradiation are briefly reviewed. TVo qual'

itatively difereut classes of failures ure observed: 1)

silicon bulk-related, and 2) gate and insulation oxide

related failures. Bulk e'{fects are caused by upset of ion'

ized (charged) particles or secondary charged particles

genelated by upset ofhigh energy neutral particles (e.g.

neutrons), and thereby created electron-hole pairs in the

forrn of charge wake and burst in silicon. The gener-

ated ftee can'riers may lead to: (1) [riggering of internal
parasitic strugtules iuherent in VDMOSFST (bipolar

transistor), and IGBT (thyristor) - single everrt burnout

(SEB), arrd (2) discharging ofthe charge collected at the

oxide/silicon interface through ihe gate oxide - single

event gate rupture (SEGR). Both effects (l') and (2) re

sult in a catastxrphic device failure. Moreover, particle

bornbarcling causes silicon lal{,ice danrage, resultirlg in

increased concentration of brrlk recombination centers.

The or<ide-related failures occur when high enerry par-

ticles or photons pass through the oxider which leads

to a sequence of complex, but today relatively under'

stood processes in the.gaoz matrix. These finally reult

in trapping of ch:rrge in the o>cide and in creation of eles-

trically active traps at the oxide/silicon interface. Both

effects do not lead to MOSFET catastrophic failuret but

derogate device characteristics, which may result in a

faulty circuit operatiorr. In this Paper' we concentrate on

the techniques used for electrical characterization ofthe

gateoxide and interface damage in power VDMOSFETs

ercposed to radiation. In particular, various current-

voltage, chargepumping and capacitancevoltage tech-

niques are briefly reviewed with respect to their (possi-

ble) application on power VD(LD)MOSFETS'

I. INtnonuctloN: Pownn IvIOSFETS eNo

Re.m.""rro x Exvnosulix r

T)OWER 1\'IOSFETs are exposed to radiation il sev-

-f- elol applicirtiors: aero$pace (satellite, spacecraft),

airpla,nes, ndlitar;', and some uredical, nuclear and in-

dustrial environurents ([1]). The effects may even occtr

in everyday commercial use due to cosmic r"ays and nat-

ural radiation. Radiatiorr repre.sents a serious reliability

l'. HabaE is with IIIEC, Kapeldreef 75, B-3001 Leuven (B)' and

Lrstitute for Solicl $tate Ekxtlonics, Vic'rura Urriwrsit"v of 'fcrlr-

nolory, Floraga,sx ?, A-1'040 Vienna (A), F-mail: habasdoimet'be

ald phabas@fl<esewcr.{ke.tuwicn.ac.at.
N. Stojadinwid is with l'aucu'lty of Eltttronic Engincr:riug'

Univer*ity of Ni3, BevgruJslca 14! 18000 i\iS (Yu)' Smail:

niao@uai top.elfalr.ni, ac.Yu.
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concelu in technologr desigtt and application of po$'er

IVIOSFETs, parrticularrly for the a€rospace use. For the

a€rospa(4 applications <mnpact high-fjequenry s'tf itch-
ing power supplies (SPS) rvith small and light induc-

tive and capacitirre components are require.d. Thanls

to theil fast switching sptrd, high input resistarrce (rel-

atively easy drive circuit), negative iernperature ooeffi-
cient of the drairr saturation cullent and the absence of

the <lassical second breakdonm, poril'er VDMOSFETs
a.re very suitable for switc.hes in these SPSs. Irr the

space, \IDMOSFETs are ex?osed to ve,ry high cosmic

radiertion; thel' czrn ilccurnulate an i<rnizatiou dose up to

10-1.00ftrad-s ol'er the 10 y'ears satellite rnission ([2]'[3]).

A sirnple protection by shieJding is inefficient, and the

devices have to be desigrred to tolerate hhe large radia-

tion dose ibr a certain period of tirne (desired lifetinre).

Prinrar): cosmic rays zu€ isotropic ar,nd consists of 89%
protons, 10% cr-particles ard 1% heary ions. Their huge

energies ra.nge up to 101eeY [4]. After enterfu€ Earth's

atrnosphere the prirnarl'rays collide with aLtnroryheric

atoms ploducing se.condary rays oli electrons, protons'

neutr-ons, nelltrirlos, $luons, photous, etc. The eners/

of secondary rays sprcads from lou' Lctrl to slill high

100GeIz xar\Bes. The flux of secondery ctlsrnic rays

is significaraly larger at the aircraft altitudes than at

the sea level (occ. 100 tirnes [5]). The anvironmeltal

c.onditiotts rnay be simulated iu the laboratory chalac-

terization of ihe radiation hardness of serniconductor

devices by the use oflarious artiflcial sources: neutlon

be.irms [4], a-particJe sources and heavy ions soruce; (t<r

r'€place rreutron beuns [6],F]) for irrvestigation of bulk-

related failures, and 7 rays [3],[8],[9]'[10]' high eIrcr'SI

Uy light [11], i, rays (electrons) [12] and X ravs [9]'[13]
for studies of oxide.related failules-

ID this patr)er, a brief overview of the silicon bulk-

related failules in povier I\{OSFETs orposed to radi-

ation is g1l'en in Section II. Section III corlsiders tlre

gaieoxide de.gradation of irradiated power IvIOSFETs'

The iurpact of oxide daunage on powe,r IvIOSFET chat-

acteristia;, and the techrriques used to rneasure the <x-

ide daLrnage in ilradiated devices are shortly revierved

in Seciion Iv--. Se.ction V pr-ovicles a few examples of
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the char-acterization of irradiated pow-er IVIOSFETs by
using tedmiques in Section W'

II. Brnx-n:TLATED FAILURES: Stxclr Evsxt Upsnt

The upset of high-energy charged particles (protorr,

ele.ctrors, rr-particles, ions) into siliqon bulk (singte

er.ent upsetl SEU) muses ioniza.tion and generation of
a la,rge amount of free elec'tron-hole pairs along the par-

ticle trajectory in silicon - charge wake. Since the par-

ticles are higbly energetic, they lormally p?t.ss through
the device actir.e area. After the upset whidr lasts ottly
a few /s (rnay be estinated as device dinre.usion/light

$peed), the generated ele.cbrons and holes separate due
to internarl electric field in the device and flow towards
the oxide/silic.on interface urd terminal contacts (it is
assuured that pow'er NIOSFET (IGBT) is norrnally bi-
med, with large drain (alode) bias in the crff-state -

low gate bias). This proces$ lasts iu 6tt lo ns range.
In DR-A.Ms and SRAI\{s, the generated char-ge may in-
duce tlre soft eror, a well trerowu failme ruechauisrn,
traditionally caused by a-palticles emitted from the
package rnaterial. Tipicaily, cr-particles deposit a.bout
L$f Clpnin silicon, while protons (H+), electruru and
rnuorls geuerate less cha.rge trer pnt. Energetic herr,vy
ions, holvever, can deposit uruch larger charge than
c-pa.r'ticles. On the other side, high-energy ueutlons
norrnerlly pa.ss the device without interaction. Rarely,
they collide r,\rith ̂ S'i nucleus inducirrg secondary parti-

cles in the silicon bulk: prutons, n-partides, neuhurts,
and recoiling rrucleus of silicon or a, lighter elenrelt,
Fig.L. Sinc.e the recoiling nueleus are heavy, they hare
short trar-el distance in silicou, but are higtily ionizable.
They can deposit up to 154f C f p.m tu silicon (which is
at least 10 tirnes la.rger than the cha.rge generated by ct
and other chalged light palticles) [4]. Due to their short
path in silicon (about Sp.nt fot L\IVIeV enrrgr) ald high
ionization rate, they irroduce a localized charge burst
in the bulk (rather than a ehasge w-ake). Note that the
charge collection due to the upset of high energy neu-
trous aurd healy ions is considered as the rnajor source
of soft errors in DRAI\fs and SRAlvIs todal', but not
due to the cr-particles from the paclage [4].

Heary ions generated by neutron bombarding uray be
recoiling charged Si nucleus, or paxts of 5a nucleus as
Al, fuIg, tVo, F, etc. The lalge free charrge iu the bulk
garerated lry ihe upset of a heavy ion or by a recoil
nucleus may cause the following two eft'ects in porver
NIOSFETs and IGBTs: single e'r'eut burnout (SEB) and
single event gate ruptule (SEGR).

F'lg, i, Schamatic view of t'h(r effa(:ts of upset of neutrons, rmd
chalgnd light pa.rticles a.nd heavy ions into the silictxr bulk.
High trrc.rgy ncutror$ typically pass tl(r material withoul iu-
teractiou, but some of thern collide rvith .9i nuckrus producitrg

charged ligbt partides and highly ionizable recoiling nucleus
of silicon or a lightcr elcnrcut.

A, Single anmt b'utnout (SEB):

Parasitic bipolar transistor inhererfi in \iDMOSFET
stluctru'e (Fig.2) ciur latch-up, The hole c:rrrrent due to
a totarl emrount of .lf generated +h pairs in t&e device
nray be calculated by 4,(r) : e.fsaL.If, whe.re 'r{,r1

Ls the hole saturation drift r.elocitS (the electric field is
suficiartJy high for uorninal high drain bias). The <n1-
lected hole curent J6 pass the n--e.pi/p junction and
flows towards the external p+ contact, @usillg a direct
polarizati<m of the n+-source/p- (BB) juuctiorr due to
the lateral series resistauce of p- region. If -I1, is suffi-
ciently large, it can susain: the direct polarization of
the F-B julction, electron injectiot into the base (p-
region) and flow towards the collector (n- region) due
to transistor effect, eurd impact ionization in the B-C de-
pleted re.gron. The later efect increasres the initial base
hole current, and results in the brearkdown of bipokr
structure (breakdown voltage of bipolar trausistor with
a resistor i:r the base briurch BVce c) Fig2, fuiaily lead-
ing to device destruction. The tunr-offof the i\,IOSFET
charurel cannot stop this regenerative pr,ocq$. Note
that the probability that a neutron pass through a \{D-
I\4OSFET rurd collides with a silicon uucleus is very
surall, but if this eve.nt happens, the probabiliqy of the
device bunrout is very high. By prcper dmigt] of de-
vice geometry and doping profiles (n+ and p+ regions)
the susceptibility of VDMOSFETs to SEB failure ca.n
be minirnized [14], An equivalent buurout effect may
occur in IGBTs due to latch-up of parasitic thyristor
structure rvhich consists of p+ anode, u- regiou (IUOS-
FET drain), p (il,IOSFET bulk) and n+ cathode (MOlj.
FET source), as rvell as in the other power de.r,{r:es [15].

charged light particles

o, H*, e- and heavy ions



Renenber that the latch-up of the pararsitic t;'ristor is

a r,,.ell lctc;rvn catastrophic tailure of IGBTs in short-

circuited load conditions' kr both \''Dh'IOSFETs end

IGBTs the SEB effect t:auses a short bels'een the drain

[a:rode) anrl sou:'ce (cat]rode)'

Fig. 2. 'fhc gcvnelry of poin'er \rDMOS1'-F'"I' across tu'o hali--

celLs. Qhargt: collcction causiug single cvent l:urrrout (SEB)

<iue to iatch-up of pariu;itic bipolar tralsistor, an<l the cla'rge

collct:liol causitrg singlc everrt gate rupturc (SEGII) dut to

gatc oxidc brcakdos'n a:'e <1clol*d' 'I1c clcctlou-bole pairs

fe,nuratccl bl- ttrxet 6f i1 ]ri8]r enetgv partide (SEU) separatc

in thc elec{ric iielcl due to irigb drain bias appiied' 'fhe shawn

<iopirrg pioliic is ca.lculaicd by nurncrica'l proocbs simu]ation

fr.rr dericc EFL1N10 proclucad b)' Ei-tr'Iicroelectrorfcs {lrTi$)'

B. Si,ngte e'uent gate rn'ptt'trv (SEGR):

After a high energr ionizing peuticle paris thr.ough

the cievice in the regicn of the gate oxide' the holes

geilerated in the buik flou'' tcrwards the <xide/silicon in-

ter{ace because <-rf t}re drain bia"s. Nforeover, i}re gan-

era.tecl electrons flo'r'i' towar<ls the drairr c'oritact' Note

thal an enhanced carrier Seneration can crccur by int-

peLct ionization process *'hen the drain bitr"s is high and

lhe ir,duce,l di,oole charge in the buik i"s large {p5])'

The build-up of the exces$ posiiiYe cha'r-ge a't the inter-

face rlue to holes lasts bypically in the p's range (E g' fcr

{) ts :1C0}' and epita-rial layer thiclcrrcss of 20;rru' an

average lield of 50hV I tnt' rcsults in saturation drift r'+'

locity ua N #"ot = I x Latit:rnf s at 300'I{' ald tralsit

tirne irr the order of L{Jprn f I x !06crrt f s ro 100ps)' 'ts a

conseqlrence of ihe char-ge build-up, a trarlsient ilrrease

in the oxide {ield occtlls, I'hich vanishes in tirne with

the floqi of the collected hcles lox'arcls the p re'gion of

the \,'DI'IOSFET (bulk regiorr of the cha'rurel)' If the

trafisient fielti peak is suffidently lixge, caniers rnay Lre

i.:rjectecl into the gate oxide b]'a shorL Fowler-Nordheim

turxrelilg (in this case, f<rr n+ type of gate, electrons ale

injecteci frr:nr the gate uxrcluc;tion baurd lowards the n-

subsLrate). If the inje-ctecl clarge exceeds the charge'
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to-breakdos'n (Qsd a catastrophic breakdown of the

gate oxide occurs,. resuiting in a short between the gate

and substrai* single erenl gate rupture effect (SEGR)'

The steady-state oxide lield Ec,s is rather ilrsensitile to

the drain liia-s in i)o\{,€r VD\'IOSFETs (for high Lrpg

tlre interi'ace is inveried (holes), so tire surlace poten-

tial is lirnitecl). The stead-1-state -E * depen<ls directly

orr tlle gate biix, but the tr:uisierrt lieJd peak is stroug!-v

efffected by the verticiil eleciiic field due ro Lrp.g' If iJre

ga.te oxide breakclowrr occrirs ai a critical oxide field of

Elr,t"trcsteadfsla;g oxide field rvhich will be errhxrced

up to the r,:ilte of Ef* due to the upset of an ion tith

a linear transer ener€y LET may be ernpirically e'x-

presseci z-s Ef,l (7+ c'LET) [7]. T]ris lelationship nieely

reflect the er1:etirnental data for differerrt heavy' iorn m

showrr in Fig.3. Note thai LET is the stopping po$''ex

divided l>y the rnass <{ensitl' of the target rnaterial'

- -15
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O ChlorireLET=11.5

:&- ConuollETd)
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lig. 3. \.{trasurtrcl critical gatc arrcl dlzin biascw lor lvhich the

critita.l traasieirt <xiclt field E$r occurs ia po'n'er \Dl'IOS-

I'Ell a,s a coli,J{Jquulc{: o! ugxrt oi'dif'Ru'ent' encrgelic ltlus

with chat'ac',;cristic lincar enr:rgv transfer: SEGIT ellcct (LEf

in a,IeVm*fr,g). From f]'

(1. Si,licon lattice damage i,n the balk:

Silicon atorns t:arl Jre displaced ii'orn their equilil>

rium posibion in the crystat lattice byr collision ofneu-

trons s4th ,92 atorns (darnage fonns as clusters rvith

swe 170nm),, irradiation rrith high energy B-particles,

and ?.lecoil due lo transnutation reat:tions' Displac+'

rnerrt of .9,i atorls results in vacancies arld iilterstitials

in the la,ttice' Vacancies may be stable il si!'con as

phosphoru-s-yacalcy ald vaca'nc1-\'acancy complexes'

lVloreover; boarbarding of r+S'd nucler:s wiih neutrons

rnay cause nuclear rezrcticns which result in 13Al (ac=

ceptor irr siiicon) and nA'Ig (deep recurnbination center

in sillcon). hrcrea*sed conce.l*ration of crystaLl defects

a.rd recombinaiion centels after ilradiation reduces the

carrier life-tirne in the silicr:n bulk' The later may

x-coordinate [mlcromete4
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change. sorne device electric.ai characteristics (leakage

curre:rl anrl breerktlown therracteristics)" lfeutron irra-

diahion is also use.d i:r po$€r clel'ices to produce rurifonn

low doped n-type siiicon b)' tralsrnr-rtat'ion of '52 into P

(transnrutation doping by neu$ol alrsorption), buf low

ene;r€y ithennal) neutt-ons u'e used in thls case'

IItr. OxtPr-nnLATED FAILURES

Passilg an ionizeci perticie or photon tfir*ugh the

SiOz (gee axide, insuiation oxides) triggers sequences

of relatively mrnplex ald still rrot cornpletely under-

stoocl phenomena. These plocesses take place during

krarliaNion, but also lasts long time ar,fter t'he radiation

strips (seconds, houts, -vears); the later li'e caII postrzr-

<iiatiorr effects. Alt these processes fuiaily result in four

ci:xses of daunage in irradiaLecl cxides:

1, Tiapped char-ge iir the oxide l{os'

2. Tlaps ai the uide/silicon intert'ace AIa,

3. Sr"'itt:hiug states (traps deeper in t'he oxide, but

close to the oxide/silicon interface): l:order traps'

4. Increase<l concentration of electrcn and hole traP-

ping siies in the oxide"

A- Classes of d,unage i'tr' irrad;isted, orid,es

1) Total trapped charge (1ixed charge) in the oxide

is giverr by l{i$' = #''" p'*(a)dy.Note that IvIOSFET

characteristics are rlot influent:ed by N,i3t' b*t by the

effectir.e chixge reduced to a charge sheet at the <lx-

ide/bu& interlirce No* : JJ"" y ' tt'"(.U)dult""' Both

electrons and holes cacr be trapped, but trapped' holes
'i,s a tppical eJfrt:t lor invd,iatei orid,es (positive A;").

This charge dces not conumuricate with lhe underlyittg

silicon bulk {except for turneling effects - detrappilg )-
The oxide vacancy il silicon nratrix Os=Sio e Si,=O.2,

knolr'rr as E' cerrter. is an irnportant and the besi stud-

ie<l deep trappilg site f'or holes in SiO2l191,l2O] (double

Conor-like trap). It is the domiirant hoie trap in ther-

rnerlly grown ,9ioz used for gate mides il h{OS tech-

nolog,.. Hole lrapped on E' is stable. The physics of

other hoie traps irr SaOz is Irot completely understood

at present, but there is a clea.r eviderrce for the role of

sites differe.nt than E'. I{norvn delbcts ale non-bridging

o,.rJ-gen; ():t: Si,- (} (donor-like hole trap), and 5rl

l'?lcalrclr (induces shaliow acceptor and don<lr-like traps

n SiOz).
2) Interface traps a't the Si'O2lSt interface cofiinlu-

nicate with conduction emd valence band of silicon in

a broad tirre s<:ale (frorn - ps 1'or traps close to the

band edges, ttp to - 100nm fbr traps at bhe nridgap
- a,bout intrinsic lerel). The trap oc{irparcy depends

5

on the rates of four- processes: electron capture and

emission, an<l hole capt'ure zmd einission with respect

to the conductic.n :xrd'r''alence band in siiicxm, r'espec-

tivel-v. Fr>r irrterface iraps classic:a3 Schockley-Read-Hal1

statistics is assuniecl to hold. Ir etluilil>rium, lhe trap

population is governe.<l b-v the Feruri-ler'el at the inter-

tace. TodaJ', it is acceptecl that the free dangling boird

of the sur{ace 5i atorn S't,.s = Sic' rvhere c reptese'nts

an weakly bonde<l electron, is the major soul'L€ of traps

art the Si,AzlSi interiace. This detbct is called P6 cen-

ter (o:r (111) surface; on (100) Pro a,nd P61 defects ate

deteded). After thermnl gate oxide p'own, the inter-

face contains a large concentration of Pa defects, tnit

rnost of thean arc passivated by hydrog.t in a regularly

applied subsecluent high-" forriilg gix ameal by the

rea<:tion: S'h=Sja * Hz -+ Sd3 =Si- H + Ho

(witlr activartion energy Eo=2"6V). Sorne of Pr, certtres

remain or :tx€ gererated by depinsir'-zLt'ion in subseque:rt'

very high-T steps duling device processilg (in junction

:nrd other anneals, by the reac.titln: Si':t=Si-H -+

Si:. = Si c + -FlO). They represertt low iV;t uhich is

siea,surecl in devices after final lxocessi-rlg (today irr the

orde-r of T0rDcrr'-zeV-1)' Radlation causes depassiva-

tion ofpassivate<l Px centr€s by the reactions described

in the next subsetlion, which results in the -t\r;1, inctease'

From the electricarl poirt of vier', it is beiieved that the

& defect !s runphoteric [19],[20]. It induces tn'o t'r'a;r-

ping ie,vels in the bald gap: an ac(€pt{x-iike trap in

the upper half a.nd a donor-like trap in the lorver half

of the band gap. BotJr traps can accept and relea'se

one electlon. Acc'eptor-like trap is neutrstl t'hen e.rnpty

iurd. charged with onenegative elenentaql'chalge when

occrrpied by electlon, rvhile dorior-like trap is charrged

with one positir,e elernenta,r.r'' iharge v'hel empfl', arid

neutral when occutrrie.d. The errelg)'levels of trappulg

sites spreild. across the lvhole uppe: and lorver haLlf of

the b;md gap. \4iiren the Fermi-lelel at the interface

coilcides ir,ith the irrt"r'insic lelei in silicol (niidgap) the

charge in interface traps due to trap occupzircJi shouid

be zero for all traps related to P{, cer$res (so'called leu-

trai poirrt). This assrur4rtion is the ba-sis for the oftel

used nri<1gap tex;hnique (section N). The acculacy of

this trssumption is" ltowe-,'et, riever corrfinned- Apart

ftom the Pr, defect, experinents show the evide'nce for

other defee-Ns a.t*ing as irrter{:ae traps' but theS' seern

to be of less irnporharice. Their physical structure and

electrical Dature is uol clear at present-

3) Switchilg siates (also calied border traps) are

fixecl chzu'ges in the odde, buh which cornntunicate

with the underlying silicon on long tirne scales (m'.s to
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daus). Their population can be changed by applyrng
gate bias in a sufficiently long tinre. hr thin <rxides,
switihing traps represent zur inrportant fraction of ox-
ide trapped charge, and caonoh be neglected in analy-
fiiD, It iD denrorut'rated that some {if nob ail) sriitching
state.s iue E' centres located close to rhe Si,Q2/Si, nter-
face [i8],[20]. Switching states are those traps observed
in random-telegraph-sigrral (RTS) and low-frequencA
noise. Todary, ii is finally established that they cause
1// noise in I\{OSFETs. Swit<tring traps cal be cr+
ated in a large arnorurt in inadiated thin oxids. It is
important to note thai they may contribute to the ralue
of AIlr rn'hich i*s extracted by lorv-f and DC tecturiques
for mea.surement of interface trap densitS' (QS C-V, HF
C-\r shetcfi-out ernd I-V nrethods), but a.re not sensed

by mediurn/high-f tecluriclues (like <'harge purnpiql).

4) Generation of neutraul electron and hole traps in
the oxide by ilradiation is confinned by experirnents in
which Fowler-Nordheim (FI,i) and substrate or char-
nel hot carrier iljections are applied on the previously

irradiated oxides (see e.g. [13]). Enharced charge trap-
ping is observed in irradiatecl with respect to contml

oxides, n'hich may be attributed to defect creation by

breaking of bonds during irradiaution. On the other side,
it is know front unifonu substrate ele.ctrou and hole
injection studie.s that high elect'ric field in the oxide
durilg canrier i-rrjechion strorrgly enhances hhe genera-

tion of neutral f'ra1x in the oxide bulk [i6]. Contrary
to Flf injection conditions, the oxide field is relatively
lovi in radiatiolr studies because they are perforrned for

nonrinal biases rutder ntodera.te oxide fieltls. Conse
querrtly, electrotx a.re noh strorrgly heated in the oxide

alter their gereration by incident radiation, so hot elec-

trons do not c.ause defect cr-eation in irradiated oxidm.

lVloleove.t, the trride fietd in poll'e-r \{DMOSFETs for

nornirral bias conditions is uruch srnaller that the ox-

ide lietd in submicron CIVIOS devices' E.g. for poll'er

VDMOSF.ET with to' = 100nnr ab Lrcs : 10]/ it fol-

lorvs Eo' x lMVf an (a lon' field), 'w'hile for a 0.18pnr

]\'IOSFET with fo' = 4.0nm, a nominal gate bias of

Llcts = 1.8V nxrrits in Eo, x  ,\iltVlan (relatively

hish field).

B. Chend,mJ/elech*nl phenomerr,a i'tt, in'adiuted ox'id'e

The present understanding of the effects occurrirr.g

after high-enrrgy photun pilss tJre oxide is summarized

in the fcillorving. A photon with energy hz ptoducas

+h pairs arrd e-h excitons in the ,9aOz. Note that ther-

miilly grou'rr oxides on silicon ha:l'e vitreous structure

(fusecl silica), not of quar'tz or arnorphous. F\rsed silica
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contains a lot of non-bridging oxJ-Ben atorns. In these
proc€sses various weaker bonds ale broken n SiOz:
:5.i4-Si= * hv -t:Si4t * :S,ic * e- * hl,
=Si-H * hv -+:,9 ' ie + f lo + e- * h+, and
:Si-OE * hv -+:3d. .F .OE + e- I fiI- 0,o.1n
field is suffi<iently high to re;Inove generatal electrons in'
a short time (for o:ride thickne$s te.? = tl}nnt,it follow-s

r =torlu:']iT x0.77ts, where u'];11 = 1.5 x 107crrz/s is
the electron saiuration veJ<.rcity in conduction band of
Si,Or). Corrtrary to electrons, geDerated holes flow very
slowly through the oxide under the influeuce of electric
Iield due to theb very large eJtbc'tive mass in the va.l€nce
band of 51iO2. They becorne easily trapped on oxide va-
cimcie.s O:t: Si. tSi: Os * h+ -+ Os: Sic + Si: Os'
non-bridging oxyger] Oz= Si-O o +h+ -+ Os: Si-O+,

and trivalent S'i fur the oxide Os = Si t + h+ -+

Os = Si+. The holes rnor-e tow'ards the polysli.on-
gate/oxide or oxide/silicon-bulk interface rnostly by
hopping process, deperrdent on the oxide field polar-

ity. Consequentl;', radiation produces a lot of trapped
hoies in the buik of oxide, i'esulting in posihive JVr'. Af-

ter irradiatiorr, A*r* rnay dec.rease in time due to slorv
po$radiation effects:

. electron turureling froru the silicon veLlence band
into trapped holes in <xide.,

. ther:nal reconrbirration of electrons frorn the S'iOz
ralernr band (hole exrission into the oxide valence
band) - T-aclivated procass'

. reaction with atornic hydrogen [23]:
O3=,9e+ tSi:Oz + Ho -+

Ot:Sit cSi=Ot, * I/+, iutd

O3=Si.+ + Ho -+ Ot=Si, t  *  H+.

The ge.neration of inter-Iace traps involve Inore com-
plex processes. In "hole triursport iurd trapping modef'
generated holts move tolt'ards the oxide/silicon inter'-

t'a<re, and becprne deeply tlapped close to ihe interl'ace-

These holes may fitrn irrto intertbce traps by reaciion:

Sh:50-u + h+ + e- -+ Sfu:54. + Ho. The')hole

trappingt' rnechanisrn is beliere.d to be dourinamt in

themralll' dq^grown gate oxidas in s<;rne studies [2]'[28].
The second class of models give the donjlant role to

"hydlogerr lrarnport" [11], [12],[19], [22]. Neutral hydro'

gen atorns Ho are ge^nelated in lhe bulk of oxide by

breaking of Si - -fJ bonds (given abore), or by lrreak-

iog of OH in the reaction which involves e-h excitons:

S|-OH * excitonenffgJi -+ Si-O o + ffo. H-v-

drogen atorns diffuse towzrds the interface (the process

is ?-activated in the range 90 -1201{, and gate bias

indepenrlent). At the irrterface -Flo can react with a

passivate.d P1, center (depnssiration) iu the ocothermic
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reaction with practically no eners/ barrier:

Si's=Si'-H + Il0 + Sis: Sio * Ifz' Thus, interferce

defect Pr, (,9'ir = Seo) is generated. This ffO process

accourrts tbr a srnalle.r part of the geuerated inberface

itaps, ancl occlll's relatiYe,ly short aftel the irtadiation'

A morc important role in the AIl o'eatiou plays the drift

of J/+ ion (lxoton). It is related to the T-actiu'ted

proce.sse$ in the rarge > 200K, amd is strongiy girte

bias ciepe.ndent. F<n positive gate bias, IJ+ iorr drifts

toy,ar4s rhe SiO2/Si interfacp, n'he're it rnay produce

ilter{ace trap ("proton tralsl>ort urodel") b}'the rea<i

tion; ,923=Si-E + H+ + e- -+ Sis'=Si'e * Hz'

Here, an ele.ctron e- is conzumed ft'orn the silicon bulk'

Thc model of. H+ drift caur e4plain the experimenta'l

obserration that the Artr build-up during postradiation

a,nneal is accele.r'ated l>y applf ing positive gate l>ias, and

rather suppressecl by apptyilg negative gat'e bia's' Fig'4

shows the famous erperiment by Sals [12]' whic] mg>

pqrts the I/0 turcl f/+ models. Note that the postradia-

tion A'rt inc:ease depends strongly on the nnne'al T' The

build-up of .lf;r during postradiation iuureirling, fr'ont

snrall derwities irrunediirte.ly afte.r the radiatiorr up to

laige densities which may exceed the density of 'Ntos, i's

cailled "rebound effect" [25]' The If+ may be produced

in oxide by:

1. cratkiqg of -Ilz nrolecules gene.rated in otJrer pre'

cesses oll positive charged celltres' a.s E' center

(Eo=$.}eV orily) and broken Si-O bonds with

trapped h+,in a reaction of tYPe

, 4 + + H z l A - H + H + ,
2. reactiou of .FfO t-ith a. self-trapped hole:

trapped h+ + Ho 1 H*,

3. reaciiou of .FfO with a hole trapped on trivalent ^9i;

Ot:Sf+ + f fo -+ Oz:S' io +l l+.
4. reaction of f/o with arr E' center:

Os: Sio+ Si=Os* If 4 O3: Siel.Si'=Os* H+ .

Tfre "hydrogen rnodel" assunes that hydroge:r is

pTesent in the ga.te oxide, but way it is preselt? Ox-

idle (eve.n thermally grorirrt contain hydrogen because

it can ea.sily penetrate du:'ing various te-durologlr pro

cqsses. I\'Ioreol-er, hydrogeu is used to pxsivate free

dangling bonds at'ter oxide grorvn (reaciion is given

io Subsection III-A). Oxide nray irlso corrtairm water,

nlostly in the fonn of O-FJ. Nobe that a Inore corn-

irlete moclel should also account for the following pa+

sination reactions Sis: Si. + //o -+ Si't: Si-H
(rrsentitrlly no enerry barrier, E" :0.3-0.6ell)' and

S' i ,z:Sic * HzO -+ S' i ' r=S;-UH + / /o,  and

for ffO + Ho -+ Hz, The depassivation reaction

Sri.z= Si- H -+ Si.:s: S'i, c * ffO norrtally does not
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occur', because it requiles very high T'

It is well-known from e.xperimells that the interface

trap genelati<m after irradiation is rnore pronounc'ed

i-u vet than in ck1'gro'wn oxides. This fact nray be

attlibuted to the tr)resence of a large antouut of OE

group which is involved in the I{o imd, indirectlX; I{+

gen€ration (as described above)' Due to problems in

the proton transport nrodel, advanc'ed considerations

have involvecl. HsO+ in the processes; details may be

found in [19].
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Fig, 4, Increas: in density of interfar:e traps AD;t in four irra-

diatctt MOSFEfs s'ith different gate biarxs during postrzr-

tliatiou tlrerrral alncal. 'fhc 
"eallvt build-up of traps is

bias irdependent and may be atlribute<l to the ncar-interface

trappcd trole ald -l{0 proctxses. 1'he "Iatt" procoss issmrugly

gutnt Ufu-A,p*derrt ald is causqi by lhe protorr drtl't (/{+)'

Note that thc initiat trirp densiiy in the devicst before ir-

rudiation was atrout 1.2 x l010crn-?eY-Li only the charge

purnpilrg tc.clurique is abltr to rosohe srna,ll AD61 in thc ear:ly

pha.se. Tlre figure is takel fronr [12].

The No, an<l AI;1 ale not proportiorral to the total

ilracliation dose. 1\'Ieasurements, like those shown in

Fig.5, show a po*'er-law relationship ([2]' [3]' [40]'[44)'
The power (the slope in the log-log scale) is < 1. This

sub-ltrear relationship is regulzu'ly found in the hot-

canie.r injectiorr experirnents, as well. A clear expla-

nation is presently not arailable.

I!-. Errnct oF oxIDIi DAI{AGE AND IT's

CIIARACTEI1IZATION IN POWEII VDI\'IOSFETS

In all MOS devices, radiation induces spatiadly rather

unifomr chage trapping in the oxide and traps at the

oxide/silicon intertace ([1]). Damaged devices show:

. shift in the tlreshold voltage Lt1, (Fig-6),

+ reduced transt:onductarce gz? ruld drain trurrent Io

(Fig.9),
. increased sulrthreshold slope (Fig.6)'

e increased subtlu'eshold leakage <rurre.nt (Fig.6)' arid

. degraded breaftdown characteristics ([3])'

rdrdrd
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vc ry)

Fig. 6. SubtJrr€$hcld (lharacterir,lic.s in saturatioa of porver \iD-
MOSFE"I' subjected to 60Ca 'y-i:rradial;ion [40]. 

'fhe gate is
poeir,ivcl;' biastrci al UGs = 9Iz during thcr irradialiou, and
the p<x;r;rad.iation a.nueal is not pelfnrme<1. The rlrain cur-
rert at tlio threshold l'oltage 11.11 alrd thc rnidgap cofiditioris
J1r6, is dcnolcd, 'fhc radiation causcs negativc s]dfi in thc

characteristics due to positirc fi-xed chargc trapptd in the ox-
ide, alrj the stret<*r-out of thc ttra.r'acte'dstiol (subtlrrtx;hold

*lop<r iocr-casc) duc to intcrrfactt ti'ap liclctation.

o surface rrrobilitl' degt-adation, observed either a's

I'IOSFET gain-fb.ctor /l change [28],[29] or L'IOS-

FET lransconductance gr,, chemge [27],
. midgzr.p voltage shift [B],[33],[34i,
' gate C-\r ixrd G-V cherauleristic$ [35],[36i,[37], and

. cJra.rge'1>runping chalacteristics [13]'[38]'1391.

The dual-transistor rnobility [34], and the dual-

traasistor charge-pumping me;thods [33] represent ad-

\,-ailced approaches.

These tet*rniques iu"e used routinell- for mea"sureme:rt

of the spatia.lly DnifoilIl danage iri irradiated corlYert-

iioual trulk and SOI N'IOSFETs. Ivlost r:f Lhem hare

also been applied on irradiated porv-e: YDi\'IOSFETs:

" the threshold voitage shift A[i6, in conrbination

with the gail factor i/ change [2],140]' 
:

. the rnidgap ntethod [26],[40],[41], and

" ihe A[4r, irr courbilation n'ith the subthresholci.

slope nethod l3].
Limitations <f these comrronl-Y used tectufques trre

lnowr. The subthreshold-slope rnethods hase a low

$en$itivit.v, and are not appiicable orr short-c:hanrel de-

vices, as rvell as on devices rn'ith high leakage cur-

lert. They become inacc-ura,te il bhe presence of lateral

nonuniforndties ([31])' The Irrethocls are aJfected by

the nnface poterrtizrl fluctuatitns l42l' rvhich result in

inaccurate \alueri of the interface trap densiby [30]. The

accurtrcy of the subllueshold slope rneJhod for \''DI\4OS-

FETs w'hic'h har-e a strorgl"v nomudforur iateral channel

profile, has never been studied.
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Fig. 5, trrlcasu.rcd increasc in the oxid<: Iixtd charge and intarface
tlap clcnsi[y in pcrler \'']11{OSFIII' as * iulction of applitttl
6oCo 1.u <iostr in th<r rate 4ra<is(Si)/.r [a0]. 

'fhc gatc is pos-
itir-ely biiu;ed 4,1 [/cs * 9Y du.ring the irradiation' imcl the
pcitradiaiion an:rcal is uot perlbrnicd. Thtl data is exuacted
by' rxing thc uidgap ttrc.hniquc and thc p's-dcgraclatiol tmh-
niqur;. The orperimeutal dala can bc fitt{xl by a pon'er-law
r-clirtiolsldp with a poncr lcss tha& l.

The shilt in the threshold voltage has t+rc compone-rrts
A.(117: AUtt ,o,r *AUut,l: aconstant shif't due to fixed
cherge AIu" (gate bizx indepeldent), antl a shift due to

charge captuled on interface traps .nff rn'hich depends
on the sur{ace Fernri ier'el (gate bias). As w-ell ktlolvtt,

for urrifornt sur{ar:e drarge LU*,o*.(it) = al' Nr,x(3t)/Co*

Irolds, r'here Co,r : eo*ltr*' The drain c"turellt de-

creases as a consequence of de.crea.se in the surface nro-

biltty- p" due to sur{ace charge cr.rulcmb or enhanced

sur{ace roughness sca.ttetirg. For irradiated rl-<fiannel
po*'e-r \ID\'{OSFETs particularly critical is the large

ne-gative shift in the tlu'eshold voltage due to poti

itive fixed cha,rge accurmilated in the oxide (Fig.6)'

nhich causes a, catastrophic faiiure of the sil'itching cir-

cuit (the sr'*'ittfi c?ulnot be turrred-cff)' Ivloreover, the

tra$coriciuctance degra.dation arid erentualll:, a posi-

tive tlueshold vol'cage shift due to irrte.rface trap build-

up duting longterm anneal (rebound effecb) ma1'result

in impro;rer devic.e ope.ration point.

Simitar to irradiatioti, var-ious electricirl stress a,lsr:

remlt in a nearly unifortn spatial dislribution of tx-

icie trapped drirge iuld interface traps in N{OSFET:

Forn'ler-Norciheim tunuelhg, substrate electron or hole

irijection, optically i:iduced injec:tion' etc- In l]lunerous

studi.es of tniform gate oxide de.gradation in the iitera-

ture, set'eral experirnental tec.hniques ha,r'e been derel-

oped for a separate extrac:tion of unifoi-m AI{uo ard

ANit after stress. Usrtall-r' rnorftored quiurtities ale:

o threshoirl r-oltage shift A{Is, l27l,l2B]'[29],
e subtluesholct slope decrezue [30],[31]'[32],

V o  = 5 V
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The sufac+mobility techniques are sensitive io virJ-

rret of the m<;<{el coefficients [2]'[29] (the paranteters

,f.fUa be adjusted for a partlcuiar technoiog')' They

arf, i:raccwate i:i the presellce of spatiiil nonu*ifo'm Jv";1

urr[ ,q". The surface ruobilitf is not only affected b-v

indu*tuc." ha'ps ([27]), but also 
'by 

c]rau'ge trapped in

th[ oxide [23];[29],[37],111-1,[43], in the strength which

st{ongly ciepends on the distance of the trapped driuge

fi'drn the irtter{ace [43],[44'145]' 1\'Ioreor''er' i1 contro-

ve[siai behavior has treen reported that positir'e fixed

oohd" ,h*'g* iucteases sur-lar:e mobiliby, but not d+'

cr[ases [28]'[41],1461.
The miclgap melhod is strongiy ba'sed ori the asflfinp-

titn on the acceptor-llke ald donor-iike natrre of traps

iir] ttre upper and lorver hall of the band gap, r€spec-

tlf,e5'. This ph-l-sicaLt pictule re{lects the Po cartres' but

stlveral authors liave proposed the existe:rce of donor

fife an<i acceptor-iike traps also iri the opposite part of

*l.e cap. The miclgap rneLhod is affected by th'e spa-

tiot i.uituttifor:nities [S],i33]' An exact determi$ation of

tlie miclgap (:ulrent is diflicult for non-tuffornt cha:t-

nbls" like those in \rDN'IOSFETs' This rnethod is not

ai,plicable on de'vices with tligil leakage and anomidous

s'iibthreshold current {ofben the crse for pover L'fOS-

finfrt. l\ie have conflr:ned by mimerical inodeling with

*nrfq,{OS-A 1571,[59] thaut the midgap ntethod is inac-

c]wate if interface traps are localized in the arergy space

alnd the densiby of {ixed oxide charge is srruLll'

The durr"i-transistor methods hat'e or"etcome sone

linritatioris of the single trnasistor techniques, but re-

cluire n-channel and grchacriel devices n'ith sirnuitane-

dusl-v processecl gate oxicles [33]'[34]' This is never the

ciase fbr po'lver h{OSFtrTs'

The linitations of the x'ell establisheci C-\r :md G-V

lechniques rvhen applied on conr''enticinal L'IOSFETs ane

f]ully clalified, a,ncl may be fourxl in e'g' 124l'[36]' The

0-\r tectuiiques can also be applied on VD1\iIOSFETs,

even in Lhe fonrr of the split C-V rueasurenrents" These

nor-el r-esults $/il} be presented in [aB]'

Chalge ptmpirrg (CP) enabtes accurate, extrernely

{riglr sensitive an<l dilect nreastrernents of lv!, [49]'[50]'
i,[rdependentl-v of Aro* ilr l'irrious MOS devices (bulk

il,tosrgtr. ,5OI N,IOSFETs, SOI grirr-diodes, thin-fiin

trausistors, EPR.OX'Is). The CP culrent is gil-en by

{"p: 8'f'5<;'N;1, where I is the gat+pulse frequency''

g ihe elernentary chzrrge, Sc ihe active gate atea, and

Fh = .f Du.{E)cl,E wt average arreerl trap densitS' a{ross

lhe part of the banci gap which is attive il CP efl'ect'

Rer:ently, a nethod is derelcped by the authors of this

paper for the application of CP technique's direct'ly on
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standard power VDN'{OSFETs [10],[51]'[52])' t" several

further stuclies' this method h:n been used on stemdard

VDI\,IOSFETs [53],[56], or speciirl foru'-ter"rninal VD-

MOS structures ale usect [54]- The method proposed

in [10] can be apptie<l or] po$'er LDN{OSFETs, as well'

The main problem whit-h has *ielayed the applicaiion of

the CP teclnique ori VDMOS structure il the research

communi't-v rl'eus the absence of a separate bulk c'ontact'

hr YD ard LD\'fOSFETs, the source arxi bulk of the

churnel axe a1l^ral's short-cir-criited as shot'n in Fig'7'

This fact cart, ho*'evex, be used to perfbrrn CF e-Jfect

at the oxide/epita.xiaLl+'egion inte;face [10]' The solrce

(ontact can plaX'a role of the bulk contact amd supply

holes, udess the n*-source region is uractive' In CP

rnea^sureslelits these c,onditions are fulfilled if t'he chan-

nel is always bixed under the <ierice threshoid I'olt-

age clurirrg the excursiorr of the gate bias' Electlons

which reconr.bine by trapped holes are supplie<l by the

drain conta.ct. In that case$, n'-cha'rnel VDMOS struc'-

ture behales like a c.onventicmal i>channel bulk N{OS-

FET {n+ source is inactive), rrhidr enables aii contnron

CP measurernents (see Figs-8,10)' The applicabiliQ of

the rneJhod has been justlfiecl by theoretical, nurne'rical

modeling and experirne,nt:rl considerations [10]'[51]' It

source ! gate I source

ffi:l
-!-..'- epi ri "i i__

i"C
t & G r i .  

p +

p+
drain

Fig. ?. Charge punrping cilect in a poi'cr \lD\'tOS ccll' Tltc a't'-

rorvr; dcnrrte the DC-cornponcrlt of the drain el"ctl'oll cuuefit

i'1r11 alrcl sorircc hole cul'r'c'nt 15p tlucr t() nct l'eccxrrbiualiol of

elcctrrorx aud holes at ihe oorideT/epi-n- interfacc'

should l>e poirrteci out that the inlertace above the cha'rr-

uei region is of the prirnary itterest lbr VDN4OSFET

chara,cterization. This CIP method senses the inter-

face ab<x,e the n--epitaxial region amd in a part of the

rhanrre.l, but not directty in the chzrrurel' The epitaxia't-

region iriterface is of srnall irnportatce for \'TDIvIOS ot>

e-ration. The desclibed CP approach is, hov'ever', use'ful

1'or the e'r,aluation of al overall gate oxide qnality in

VDMOSFETs ald its hardness against the radiat'ion'
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V. A Grrupst or,i ExprrumnN.rer, Rrsurts

Cornnrercial po'$'er VDMOSFETs of 100, 150 and
200V produced by "Ei-\{icroelectronics" (NiS) ale irra-
dia,ted with i-rays from 6oQo source. Devices have the
gate oxide thickne.ss foc = 100nrn, ther:neilly grown in
dry oxygen at 1100oC; ru+-polysilicon garte; (100) r'afer
thickness 4U\pnr,:xrd s'afer doping L?Lecnt-:j. They
consist of about 860 hexagorml cells which are an'alged
in a hexagonal geometry wiih the distance between the
cell cente,rs of 33pn. 'The geometry of the structure
acro$s tu'o half-ce.Ils is shown in Fig.Z.

Since the curre:rt measured on power VDMOSFETs
in the chargepumping active region (in the chfimel
subthreshold region) is proportional to the density of
traps at the gate-oxide/epi-n- interface, it ciur be used
to mea.sure ihis densitl' after inadiation. lVloreorrer, the
charge brappe<l fur the oxide during irradiation is ex-
perxed to shift the comple-te chiu'acteristics brv its elec-
trostatic effect. CP measurernents are carried ort with
electrorneter Keithley 617 placed either in the soulce or
drain bralch; the other te.r'ruinal was grounded (it can
also be biased such that the p-/n- jurrctiou is reverse
polafized). Tbapezoidal puJses ar-e applied on the gate
(HPBi16A), Abor.e Uir the channel of VDIvIOSFET's
is open during the gaterpulse top level aurd the mea-
surements eu'e invirlid. Figs.8 show experirnental CP
charractedstics cf a VDNIOSFET before and aft,er .7-

irradiatiol. In virgin devicre (before irradiation), fi.orn
the rnaxirnum of 1* we calculale Ntt = 2.9 xl}ean-?,
while fiir" cannot be directly extracted. Ftom the in-
crease in the maximum .I"o and the shift on the volt-
age axis, the danage in the ilradiated tra.nsistor ciur
be ext'racted: .lf4i = 1.1 x 1010crzr,-2, ald A/fo* =
1.8 x 10r2crn-2, resper:tively. These values correspoM
to the oxide/epi-rr- irrtertb.ce, but not to the charutel
region. Remark tliat A2* ) A*;t, n,hich is tlpical for
oxides irnmediately afte.r radiaticrn. In this ca"se the im-
pact of the chixge captured il interface traps on the
voltage-axis shift, is negligible, which enables accumte
detemrination of -&t*. The cha,ra.ctedstics of the irradi-
ated device is stretched-out i:r sul>CP-tlreshold region
(Fig.B), for rvhich aur e.xplanation is proposed in [10].

kr lhe second example, L00\r \TDMOSFETs we.r'e ex-
posed to 60Co i-radiation in the dose of 500Gg, n'ith
dose rate 0.037Gy/s, amd the gate bi:r.s Uctp: L}V.
After in'adiation the devices were setr)a.ratecl into threr
group$ arr<l iumealed dur{ng 350 days at L40oC with the
gate biased a.t *10i/, 0V and -10y. Frg-s.g show the
transl'er arrd subthreshold draracteristics of the devices
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Fig. 8. Charge-prunping characterlstics of a ponrcr ltt0V \{D-
lvlOSF'Ef rneasured bclbre ard aftcr in'adiadon. Upper fig-
ure: liucar curreril scale. Lowcr ligurc: logaril,hmic sralc,
Ti'apezoidal gate ptrl*s a,n: applied: f - LOAkHz,50% duty-
cycle. rise,and {all time fp = tf = lltsrarnplitude LliC ='}V.
U pg - g\ , iurd ?': .300X.

in satulation before the irradiation (the spread of the
chara,cteristics is srnall), and after the aruieal. It is cru-
cial to point out that these I-V characteristics reflect
the oxide trapped charge and intcrrface traps genrrated
in the 1\{OS churnel close to the source junction. For all
three gate bitx pola.rities during anneal a lzuge a.mouut
of positive fixerl drarge remails trappe<l in the gate ox-
ide. The iirterlace trap build-up is, ho'n'ever, rnuch en-
hiurced for positive gate bias (+10V') tharn for OIi urd
negative biars (-101'). A dec'rease in the curerrt in the
oyerihre$hold region caused by the decrcase in the sur-
face rnobitty due to build'up of nla nray l>e cbserred
for *10/ ctuve il Fig,9. Using the rnidg4r te<fuiique,
by conside.ring the difi'ere.tces in the threshold voliage
shift and the rnidgap voltage shift, the following oxide
dam4ge is obtained from datn in Figs.9 for "frror[crn-z]
and .Nr;6[crn-2]: 3.9 x 1011 urd 6.9 x 1010 for -10]',

1.8 x 1011 ancl 2.6 x 1010 lbr 0!', ald 1.6 x 1011 and
1.65 x 1011 for +10V, respec|ively-. It is erident that
afte.r long high-f anneal, particr:larly for +10tr/ on the
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gate, Nas becomes of the $a'rne order, and eventually'

dominates ol.er Ato" (rebound effect),

VDMOSFET EFL'N1O
anneal at uco (Parameiar)

Ure=5V

-10v/ i l !! l10v
OV

'1 .0 1 .5 2.0 2.5 3.0

gate-source bias [VJ

r o '
10''

10''

10 '

1o*

1o'u

1o '

10 "

1on
't 0''o -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

gate-source bias [V]

-1.0

Fig. 9. Trausfr:r and subtAnshold draracteristics in saturation

for 100v vDMoS!'b-Is e'xpcxed to 60do ?-igadiatiou il thc

dqrn of Stl0Gy with thc galjc biased at UGo = 10V. 'fhe

<levic.es were urnealecl during 350 days at l4tloQ with the
gate at *10I;, Olj and -10V. In measufinn€qrt$ Upg=$lr-

In ca,ses with sigrrifica,nt AlVa1 the shift in the CP

characteristics ("I", vs. Sattrpulse ba.se or iop level) is

not ody detennined bi'ANo*, but also by the charge
in irrtertace traps. The processes which deter:mine

the rising edge of the CP ctra,r'acteristicc a.ue rather

cornple:c, and are oui of scope of tJris pape.r. They

are fuJly clarified ir a crmpiete theoretrical model re

cently [10],[55],[58]. The shift in the CP tharact'eristic's

due to electrol capture in iltertace traps (Al',i fu Fig.8)

is negligible in tJre deepCP-sul>threshold region. The

nr'ost important fact is that in this region a pafi of in-

terface traps, -&l]", is chalged by hole ernission at the
gatepulse top levei. The shift in the CP <'ha,racteristics
is, therefore, not orily due to AIr", but also due to a

corlstant contribution of N!l'. Note that this cottclu-

sior callnot lbllorr frout q)rmnon sinple rnodel of the

CP <'ha.racteristi<s. Conserlue;rtly, in cases u'ith high

AJV;1 simple extrartion of Alv*o' from the shift in the

l l

CP chalacteristics is not possibie widhout knowle<lge on

the D;1(E) profiIe irr the lorn'er part $the band gap and

the trap Dature.

Experimerrtal clata for cases with hig$r inter{ace trap

deusities is shown in Figs.10. These charac.teristics are

measorcd on devices considered in !'ig.9 before irradia-

tion ald after the arureal. From thq rnaxirnurn I"r, t}'e

A';1 in particula,r devies is obtadned, amd denotecl in the

figure. These l'alues of -N16 correspo{rd to the oxide/epi-

n- inter{ace, but not to the channell close to the soulce

(like for I-V rnethods). The .N'a1 larllles obtained by the

CP meihod differ significantly from the -N'41 vlilues ob-

tauinecl by the I-\" methods (nridgap andLlu, shift) due

to the following possible reasons:

. This CP technique lnea.sul'es the total trap den-

sity in a portion of the band gap 'which is deter'-

mined by the electr<ln and hole ernission levels (see

e.g. [50]'[55],[58]). For the CP nnlent the riature

(charge) of traps is irreieviurl. The U11-shift ald

midgap rnethods serrse the effective ele<:irical elfect

of ihe charge trappe<l in intedace traps. These I-V

rnethods do not detect traps which are neutral at

the tbleshold conditions (assururing P6 centres, for

Ftrnd level in the upper half of the gap the traps in

the lowei'hal"f are neutral)' hr addition, the inter-

rai in the band gap rvhich contlibutes io the sigral

is difTereut in CP and I-V rnethods.

" Oxide dep'adation could be djffelent in ihe channel

close to the n+ junction tha,rr for the epi-intertace-

Sel'eral r€asons related to technologl rnay be prt>

posed. The siruple erpkmation that the o:cide field

is di{ibrerrt irr these regions <luring irradiation aud

arue:iling slrould be ruled-out, because the surlact
potential raries orily slightly aLlong the interface

from n+ region to the trenter o-f the epi-n- region

for +10V ald -101'gate biarses.
r A possibiiity for a systematic etrot in one of these

techniques shouid be seriousll' considered' This is
particula,r{y true for the rnidgap tec}nique,

The sarne discrepancy between the ruidgap-Al!6 ald

ihe CP tectrnique is found tbr these VDI\{OSFETs after

stress by FN injection, rvhere also C-V rnethod is ap'
pfied [48]. Before consideringthis ploblem on VDNIOS-

FETs, \,i'e sugg€st thal a systemati,c study of the I-V,

different C-\r and CP rnethods on the sante urrifor-nr1y
stressed lor4;-channel conve.ntiorlal N'IOSFETs has to be

done. In these conditions, the problern is 1D, and all

these tec.hnirlues sense the sanre part <f the interface-

Such a study is still missing in the literature.

From the rrsults in Fig.10, it follou's (like for data in
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Fig.9) that tJre trap density' stlongly incretmes with ap
plying pcrsitive gate biix in alneal. In Fig.10, the shift

in the CP characteristics in the deep-CP-srrbtlu'eshoid
region corresponds to an inter{ace charge of about

8 x 1011crr,-2, which is of the sa,trie ordet as the urea.-

sured N;r. Ac.cording to the dis<rtssion abo'"'e, in this

ca*se the rrature ;utd fiap profile Dtt@) in the lorn'er

haif of the gap ought to be Lcrorv fcir the crrlctlation
of the A^'o". The profile Dx@) c:ur be tneasuled by

ailratced CP technklues [50],[55].

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

gate-pulse bottom level [V]

i.-ig, 10. Cliargcr-purnping cJraracttrlistics of \DMOSI'ET'g lrort

F'ig.9 beJore irradialion and a,fter ther anneal' Upper tigrtre:

as measunxl; |:w:r liguxr: rlormalize.d with ulaxirnum I,;o

values. I'hc cxtraclccl iv.;i[wn-2] ir i,ho devices arc givcn in

tLe blaclets. Gate puJ':trs in mea,suremcnts a.re as for l-i9.8.
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Abstract: Modern etectric drives are characterised with application of digitally controlled power

electronics convefters. For proper design of control and power electronic converter circuit, a computer
simulation is necessary. Usuatty, the iimulation modelconsisfs of power electronic convefter model
with its control circuit ina moaet of the electric machine with a load. A variety of models are available
for each part. ln this paper, the review and discussion of different AC/DC converter models are
jni"nt"i. ln the first'part, the models of power etectroligs converters are selected for different
'ipptication. 

Then, the ioaerc of the particular electric machine type and c9lyolcircuit are shown. At

the end, examples of DC motor drive supplied from the current $pe of AC/PC converter and AC

motor irive that appty vottage AC/DC converter with PWM control are shown. The simulation scheme,

voltage and current waveforms are given.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling, Power electronics converters, Drives

List of symbols:
PF - power factor.
R - dumping resistance of the filter.
R6 - DC motor resistance, armature
resistance.
Ro - overall resistance at the AC input of
co-nverter added to on-state resistance of
power semiconductors.
S - apparent power.
s - Laplace transform Plane'
I T I - Transfer function matrix.
T" and Tr - armature and mechanical time
constants.
T6 - load time constant'
THDI - total harmonic distortion of input
current.
I Tn I - Negative sequence transfer function
matrix.
t Tp I - Positive sequence transfer function
mdtrix.
Tp1 - time delaY of current sensor.
Tp, - time delaY of sPeed sensor'
T, - switching Period.
T1- time delay of rectifier'
T, - time delay of sPeed regulator.
U"" - supply voltage.
[u"s(ot)l - inPut voltage matrix.

[u""6(tot)] - h-th harmonic input voltage matrix.
u"j, u3s2, uac3 - balanced phase voltages of
phases 1,2,3.
uac1h, uac2h, uac3h - the hth harmonics
voltages of phases 1,2,3.

C - capacitance of inPut filter.
C6 - capacitance of DC link filter.
cos@r - displacement power factor (DPF).
E6 - e.m.f. of DC motor.
Fol(s) - transfer function of the control circuit'
h - harmonic order.
HDI- individual harmonic distortion of input
current.
[iac(ot)]- inPut current matrix.
lo..,r(s) - Laplace presentation of the current at
itiirt terminals of LC filter.

[i6s6(ot)] - input current h-th harmonic matrix.
lac(s) - Laplace presentation of the current at
infut terminals of the rectifier.
lach - h-th harmonic of the current at input
terminals of rectifier.
lacFh - h-th harmonic of the current at input
terminals of LC filter.
iac1,iac2, i""3 - line currents in phases 1,2,3'
16 - DC motor current.
In - rated DC motor current'
is, i6 , iq - zero, d and q component of AC current'
J - moment of inertia.
kpi - gain of current sensor.
kor - gain of sPeed sensor.
kr - gain of sPeed regulator.
L - the input filter inductance'
L6 - DC motor inductance, armature inductance.
Ln - supply inductance.
mL and m6 - load and base torque.
P - active power.
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U6(cot) - DC motor or DC side voltage.
U6g - average value of DC voltage.
UJn - value of the DC voltage h-th harmonics'
Un - rated DC motor voltage.

[u"6(ot)1 - supply voltage matrix.
U1 , U2 , U3 - maximum values of Phase
voltages 1,2,3.
U1h , U2h , U3h - maximum values of the hth
haimonics of phase voltages 1,2,3.
X" - rectifier transformer or commutation
inductance.
Xn - network inductance.

1. INTRODUCTION

An electrical energy converter in a modern
variable speed electric motor drives, consists of
power electronic converter (single or combined),
control circuitry and electrical motor (electrical to
mechanical energy converter) with it's load
torque. For proper analysis and design of drive, it
is necessary to develop models for all mentioned
integralparts.

Models of electrical machines are well known
[1,2]. General electric machine model can be
represented by a set of equations representing
electromagnetic and mechanical properties [1]'
Such approach is very complex and assumes
complicated mathematical apparatus ' linear
transformations are used. The transformed
models are developed for each type of electric
machines in form of differential non-linear
equations with time invariant coefficients.

Drives, control strategy and control circuitry
are also well described [2,3]. In the last decade,
switch mode control techniques, such as pulse
width modulation (PWM) have prevailed over
phase controlled ones. However, such
converters require fast switching components,
capable of operating on high frequencies and
special consideration during converter design.

Modelling power electronics converters is a
broad subject, which can be considered as
modelling AC/DC converters, DC/AC converters,
DC/DC converters and AC/AC converters. The
aim of modelling is to provide transfer function of
converter in a form suitable for further connection
to other blocks of a drive.

The general form of a power electronics
convefter is a nine-switch AC/AC converter
called matrix converter [4]. All other types are
special cases of it. lt is developed for application
in variable speed AC motor drives, which are
rapidly replacing existing DC motor drives.
However, it requires bilateral (four-quadrant) type
of switch, so it is still not adopted from
manufacturers. Present, solution for AC drives
consists of AC/DC convefter at supply end and

Xg and X; - inPut filter inductances
txrun I - the hth harmonic line inductance
matrix.
Z,66-load imPedance at harmonic h.
Y1 - flux.
Y1n - normalized nominalflux.

0h - Phase angle of DC current h-th
harmonics.
@1 - displacement power factor (DPF) angle.
o - angular frequency of suPPlY.
(Da, 0)b , tDn - actual, base and nominal angular
speed.

DC/AC converter at motor end. Such converters
are performing the same conversion, in two
steps. The converters themselves have the same
configuration, while the flow of power is in
inverse direction. Therefore, they have the same
transfer function, i.e.; they can be modelled in a
same way.

For power electronic converters modelling,
two general approaches have been presented:
modelling in the area of large signals and in the
area of small signals. The first group of models is
applied in analysis of power electronic converter
input and output characteristics, while the
second in obtaining linearized converter and
control circuit transfer function for use mainly in
DC/DC power supplies. In this paper, large
signal modelling will be treated and discussed.

The model of power converter can be in form
of macro model or micro model, depending on a
way the power switch has been modelled' For
the process of micromodeling, it is necessary to
know a large number of physical parameters of
switch as well as the semiconductors physics.
Such approach is used in program SPICE.
Although the micromodeling is very useful in
semiconductor industry, for study of power
electronic converter in a drive or other
application macro model is quite adequate.
Furthermore, considering the computer time and
the need for joining model of converter, machine,
power supply and control circuitry together,
macromodeling shows better results than
micromodeling. The most simple macro model of
power switch is the ideal switch with the zero
resistance in on state and infinitive resistance in
off state.

The most common converter in industry is
AC/DC one, whether it works in a DC drive or
together with inverter in an AC drive' The
customary approach in AC/DC converter
modelling is to use steady state conditions and
undistorted power suPPIY.

Three-phase line-commutated, uncontrolled
(diode bridge) rectifiers are usually applied in AC
motor adjustable speed drives or in DC servo
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motor drives. They are easy to model, as they curre.nt harmonics and eharacteristics of control

"iL 
fin" commutated. Due to smoothing capacitor circuitry.

i,'t OC tiota, discontinuous oonduction of the diode .i ,Fr! ̂ ?!^A r nnrrr-iE!
rectifier occurs resulting in high input cunenitotal 2- il4ATHEnftATECAL MCIDEL oF Aeigc

harmonic distortion. CONVERTER

Three-phase - line-commutaied, p11??" Fig. 1 displays the basic configuration ol the

controlled AC/DC converter, supplying Dq -*9t?' ou*"i' purt it ihe system consisting of: three
drives is one of the nrost applied type.s' Mogqf il;; burt"'',t sourcb AC/DC converter which
of such a converter differ in complexity.to fultil !uooli.. the DG load that can be either the
differeni tasks, so idealizeci, quasi - real rnode' u.[l*ulator charging system or the DC moior
ind reat model of converter are recognized [5J' Jrive. iwltcnes p]-pO are thyristors in case of
Models in generalized form, which can be quasi - of,"*"-"ontrolled converter' In case of PWM
real or reil, are based on transfer matrix and loniroffeO converter, they are formed by the
considered in this PaPer

However, above mentioned Ac/Dc alill,:"lA-:lfJ:i ir}:il|ffi:"J] lStttX'""|e;
converters are acting as sources of voltage.and connecteO in order to minimise the supply
current harmonics. They also have progresslvely narmonics. Filter capacitance also prevents
poorer power factor with decreasing ot 

-ou]911t 
"Jtug" 

stresses on semiconductor devices and
voltage.' Disadvantages of three-Phase 1i!? in-"r-""tor" serves as the snubber.
comriutated converters can be improved if pulse Bv ihe change of state of power switches
rq/idth modulation (PwM). control^ 

".d :?fj Ourin'g itte conu6rter operation configuration of
commutation are applied t6l' Such ty.li circuii is constantly changing' Such behaviour.is
controlled AC/DC converters, known as PWM u"ru Oiticuft to mo'del' In circuit that consists of n
iectifiers, have found application in DC motor ;;ii.n;, possibte number of staies is 2n' Large
drives, PWM rectifier-inverter frequency ;;;#r ot possible staies is the main problem in
changers etc. A much better powel factor - close io-rr*f"ting the equations that explains dynamic
to 1, is achieved, but application of a low size Au nrrfor*uni" of the converter circuit'
filtei for input current and voltage harnronic -- 

On" of the approaches in ccnverter modelling
minimization is still necessary. is based on the iact that circuit is moving through

Further two types of AC/DC converter : in" *orkinq siates. Each of the states is defined
current or voltage exists. Continuous or conslant bv differeniequations and pass from one state to
DC current achieved by DC link induct:tnce 

"io1f'"r 
is defined by certain criterion' Such

characterizes current one' Voltage IU/PP criterlon can be: Change of sign of one state
converters can be recognized by ?C . tP: 

""iilUfr, 
decrementing of state variable until zero

capacitance, i'e. continuous or constant .DU fevei etc. State variables calculated at the end of
uoitage. As duality of both types exisis' it ls on" int"rul are used in another and such an
sufficient to examine only one [6]' :- operation is performed cyclically.

ln this paper, modeling of both types .is 
-'- 

ttloC"tt bt nClpC converters are needed for
described in detail, while all results can be^eas^ily Oiiteieni purposes with various level of
applied to both current and voltage D:'19 compfexit'. ldealized, quasi-realand real models
conveders as well. The authors develop€g ;;'t; diitinguished, depending on level of real
models for two classes of current tU/*' our"*"t"tt aiproximation' Each of these models
conveilers - phase controlled one and-.one ban be further divided into sub-groups' so
controlled by means of PWM using the MATLAts totio*ro classification can be proposed:
4.2 software [7], especially SIMUL|NK toolbox'

That software has been used because #"''*n. ' 
Tltl* 

that represent an ACIDC converter

number of different simulation Ofocs (fineaililO as a.simple curient source (idealized modet)'

non-linear) and because of quality 
"fgfiitfi*l 

Applicati'on - fcr rough harmonic analysis in

available for simulation. Models can be Y'Jlil;; p;w.ef networks' or harmonic power flow etc'

retiabte estimating of converter" n"n"iii.,f in c models with idealized inpui voltage' output

cases of unbalance in supply network or cunent and converter parameters' which use

distorted power suppry in both tr"n"i"it''"'ii transfer matrix (idealized model)' Application

steady states of drive. 
'="' 

:.'" :^::: 
education purposes' quick (brief)

At the 
"nO, 

compi"te model of DC motor drive engineering analysis of converter'

supplied by a PWM rectifier and two #"b;l " models witf inclusion of line and load

AC drives suppried by AC/DC/AC.onu.i"rrli* inductance {quasi-rear moders)' Application -

presented as examptes. The models. 
"r;']o;ld 

modeling and line harmonics analysis'

for anarysis of transient and steaiy 
'5tate 

. models with compleie set of equations, {real

behaviour of converter, for investigati# oi lin" analysis). Application - for full analysis,
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control circuit parameters calcuiation,
transient and steady state analysis.

. models in generalised form (real analysis).
Application - research of the effects of
unbalance, network harmonic distortion,
errors in switching impulses, e.t.c.

Covering all these models will result in
lengthy paper. Therefore, only models that use
transfer matrix, either as idealized or as real
models, wiil be presented.

2.1 Model whieh use transfer matrix {idealized
model)

Transfer function matrix I T ] connects directly
input and output current and voltage.

t7

legs (T1 to T3 ) or eonverter swiiches (SW1to
sw6 ):

Fl= h rz d=[i#; :h^:ft]-

F o, {,, )l = 
ltf\l= 

rrr r o @,) ( 1 )

u d @t)= Lrl. [o,, t*11 = frll,::#])1=
L*o"g(tt)J

Switching functions of switches SW1 to SW6
have value 1 when switch is ON and 0 when
switch is OFF. The characteristic of eurrent
controlled or DC current link converters is that
Boolean sum of upper or lower switches values
must be always 1:

Si7. +SI,l'^ +S14/- =1
I J f ,

, S I 4 / ^ + S W ^ + S W . - l  
' @ \

z + o

Transfer matrix model can be applied to both
types of current controlled AC/DC converters,
line commutated and FWM rectifier (fig.l). In the
case of the line cornmuiated rectifier, switching
functicn has only one pulse of width 2rl3, while
for PWM rectifier it has NP pulses of different
width, depending on carrier frequency,
modulation index and type of PWM teehnique [8].

ln both cases, process of commutation is
neglected, which is good enough for PWM
rectifier modelling, but not for line-commutated
rectifier. For line-commutated rectifier, the
transfer function can be corrected with additional
amplitude level of value 112, whieh represents
commutatioR process. Other solutions are alss
possible, but without application of trensfer
matrix - quasi-real models [5].

I u,sin(ar) I
= [r]. I u, sin{ax - zn r T I

[U, sin(or +2n l3))

Transfer function matrix is defined as a set(?
time dependent swilching functicns of converter

I t
" " ' I  l '

l
I

sv3

-l

I

i l r
t'-l

rt -t

t ?  I

| '*a

r c i

I
i*l 
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i

.  \ 5 W
l 0  I  I
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i
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- i
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Fig.l - A generalscheme of AC/DC converter.
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2.2 Generalised model with transfer matrix
(real models)

A general model using transfer matrix
consists of four general equations [9]:

ELECTROMCS, VOL. 3, NO. 1, JTJNE 1999

1. Equation for DC voltage, in which the effects
of supply voltage unbalance, presence of
harmonics in supply voltage and switching
functions errors are included:

uo@t)=rrIP.h*^,,,r1=rrlnl:fA=rrI*l?,':^:iii7af :': j (5)

ln the case of unbalance and switching balanced matrices - positive (index p) and

function errors, similarly to [8], transfer and input negative (index n) ones:

voltage matrix can be represented with two

r r -  I  I  Tr  t r  r  L . . . , . | , i [ - -  . l  * t  . , ) l ]  (6)(r o@t)= 1l t, l. F"ii Il"o"rrrro)+Vo,,tn{ra,t)J+ Ll"o,n @t) 1+ ,loFo',t,@ ")*  t L  r  J  
' "  

)  L L  
* - - .  )  h = r L  n = r

In this way, the influence of network voltage switching function errors can be easily

harmonics, supply voltage unbalance and explained:

t -  r r  I  T  t t  I  t  l r  I  t  l t  I
u d@)t) = Lto l.L"*,o l. Lt, I b,:t,_l. f, 1 f"*rr=l..r,j \oy,l* , vl
.[ro j>,1"":;].['"] Ul,",r,f*h,I :["" ,np)*h] )h, ,rnf
The first four addends represent etfeci of characteristic harmonics such as 6,12,18 etc'

unbalance and switching funct'ion errors in case The cross products between respective positive

of "clean" network, wnite tne others etfects of and negative sequence compOnentS OJ the

unbalance and switchin! function errors in case transfer matrix and the input voltage matrix yield

of existing network ,,poiiution',. The products of to the DC voltage's uncharacteristic.farlon'ics,'

positive component of the transfer matrix with such as 2,4,8,10, etc' For idealized Case

positive component of the input voltage matrix (balanced and error free operation on "clean"

anO also negative component of the transfer network) respective negative sequence

matrix with negative component of the input components are zero and higher harmonics i'e'

voltage matrix (the first, the fourth, the fifth and uncharacteristic harmonics are also zero.

tne 6ignt addend in (7)) yield to th9 DC 2. Equation for DC current, which include the
component of the output voltage and the etfect of DC current ripple:

I o(tot) 
= (u d,0 

- E i I Ro +}li, oo I z dh)' sin(lrar t + Qt )l

The presence of DC current harmonics (the 3. Equation for AC current in which the etfects ot

second addend in (A)) represents DC curient all above mentioned phenomena are included

ripple. indirectlY:

to,{r,)]= FT 'Ia(at)=Ll",rt ,il

4. Equation for AC voltage at point of common
coupling (PCC) (fig.1) in which the effect of line
inductance unbalance is included:

2b *r,,,,1= E {[,,r,,,,1- k", ] WI

(8)

(e)

(10)
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The matrix of line inductance [Xrun ] includes
network inductance Xn and rectifier transformer
or commutation inductance X6.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OFTHE DC
MOTOR

The basic mathematical model of DC electric
machine describes its electromagnetic and
mechanical subsystem [1]. lt is very complex and
not suitable for engineering calculation.

T  . d @ o = v . L - m . .  T  =
m  d t  J C t  L '  m

4. AC FILTER TRANSFER FUNCTION

AC side filter (Fig.1) can be modelled in per-
phase manner:
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Therefore, linear transformations are used and
models are developed for each machine type.

A model of separately exited DC motor with
adjustable armature voltage presents DC
machine modeling. DC motor is represented with
voltage and torque equations inctuding load
torque. Armature current is only considered, with
flux as a parameter. The equations are
normalised with DC motor rated values (Un, In,
0n ):

,o #=t? o -v 
rr.)-, o, rd = Ld I Rd ( 1 1 )

J a ,  U I
J ,  ( D t - = o ) - ,  f f i t ^ -  n n  

F 2 )
* b o n ' D 0 ,

sC
U (s)

s'LC + sRC + 1L't ac

lf the dumping resistance is neglected the
standard form of Fourier domain equations for
AC filter analysis can be obtained [6]:

r _ I*o
I acFh - 

l_Fd

1+ sRC:  r  (s )+
s ' L C + s R C + 1 r o " '

x:=x"h"
X:=X,h

The displacement power factor (DPF) angle (D1
can be derived as:

a, = atun( fJ * )_ o,on[___J,l=_] ttgl'  
f I . " x , l  l u . , r - x , l x J )

By observing the equation (7) one can notice that
(Dr (and DPF) strongly depends on the
modulation index (through the lu"). Therefore, by
the use of the classical off-line control method it
is not possible to obtain the unity power factor
through the transient states of the drive.

5. CONTROL CIRCUIT MODEL

Control circuit is represented by its transter

| *r(s) 
=

(16)

(17',)

(18)

(13)

(14)

H D 1,,= H D r-, _ *g? . ( / "rll'
THDI*,=

PF =L -
s

(15)

THDI, HDI and power factor (PF) can be found function Fr(s) [10]:
from (2) and (3) in the following manner:

4, (s) =
(k, I k pt) .V tu .$+ sz, ) ' T" =2(Tr+To)+Te, (2o)

s'T,T^. (l + s[") + (k o,k, I k r,)V n(1+ sf )

6. MODERN DC DRIVES with mechanical load. The converter is

Modern DC drives consists of fully cont 
connected to the power supply via input

Ac/Dc converter supprying DC motor ,J:J:: inductance X"' representing the 6uin ot rectiiier

I+THDI;",

-$t xb'
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transformer leakage inductance and parasite

inJutt"na" of cables, or the sum of commutation
inCuctance and parasite inductance of cables' As

a 
-metlrod 

for harmonic reduction, three-phase

capacitor battery was considered at the

convertefs input, forming with input inductance a

;ilb-LCfiter.'Fig. z shows block diagram of

;ilebtt drive together with details of the load

anci controlcircuit.
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The mathematical model of the complete DC

drive have been developed and used in analylsr
i""- tn" models ot ine DC motor, AC/DC

converter, closed-loop control circuit and power

ruppfy. fnt easier' model solving MATLAB

iofti"it" have been used pl' A block scheme of

compfete drive, represented in MATLAB notation

is shown on fig. 3.

x "  I  I  l i " *

drive with line side filter.

rive model'

Block named "AC/DC eonvertcf' represent

eittrei-tine'ccmmutated, phase controlled or

PWil 
";;tt"lied 

rectifier' Their MATLAB models

"ie 
O"oefoped separately according to previously

described methods'

6.1 Line-eornmutated reetifier strpplied DC

drive modell!ng

Fig. 4 repr€sents MATLAB diagram oJ line-

eomriutated phase-oontrolled rectifier' As an

example of mode! appllcation,. output {DC) and
'*p"iincl voitage and current wave shapes of
il*g steady stite are given on Figs' 5 and 6'
;;;1ti';;lv. such modJ was also applied for
u6b respbnse analvsis ?nd "olllo] ^circuit
lotimizatibn' Fig.7 shows the resulting current
ffi $;J reierring to nominal ,ones' 

The

"rtiff"tbw 
variations-of input current during the

tiiri n.U'of start up can be observed' This

indicates that some actions must be taken in

optimization of control circuit parameters'
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Fig. 5 - Line-commutated rectifier output (DC) current and voltage wave forms.

IJan ,
Ia

t i m e  [ m s ]

Fig.6 - Line-commutated rectifier input (AC) voltage and current wave forms.
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Fig. 7 - Step response of motors speed and current in case of phase controlled rectifier

6.2 PWM rectifier supplied DC drive modelling

A model of DC motor drive supplied by PWM
rectifier using MATLAB software notation is
shown on fig.8. Separate models for power
supply, DC motor and control circuit were also
used as above. They are brought together to
form a model of the complete drive' Such
approach otfers accurate results, but it is very
complex - real model. lt requiies special software
configuraiion and consumption of computer time.

The results of model application are current
and voltage waveforms at the both ends of PWM

rectifier i.e. line side and load (motor) side
voltage'and current. They are shown on fig.9.
The model also enables complete harmonic
analysis of injected harmonic distortion, during
both steady and transient states. Fig'10 shows
an example of model application for the input
current harmonic analysis. Individual harmonic
distortion time function (HD i(t)) during DC motor
drive start-up and speed change with constant
load torque has been regarded. Such analysis
enables optimization of size and performance of
input AC filter for harmonics elimination and
power factor correction [11].

Fig.S - Btack scheme of PWM rectifier model realised in MATLAB software'
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Fig.g - PWM rectifier voltage and current wave forms: a) DC - output current ani voltage, b) DC -

output current and voltage during start-up, c) AC - input current, d) AC - input voltage.
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7, PWM RECTIFIER IN AC DRIVE

Another application of both line'commutated
or pWtvt-te"tifier is in modern AC drives' They

ui" tonn""ted ai the line side terminals forming

n" t'""-t."ry rectification for DC link voltage to

l"i,piv 
- 

ocTac eonverter' Usually' line
Illiniutut*a rectifier is uncontrotled' In high
ol*oi*"n"" Ac drives PWM rectifiers are

;;;il,;;blins bi-directional power flow' As

I5ltiutit oc uo'iug. is required, such rectifiers

;;kg;tpes. Flo*euer, in case of AC motor

controlled by current-sourced inverter (CSl)' a

FWfrn rectitier of current type (CSR)' presented in

ehaPter 6, is aPPlied.

7.1 Voltage link PWM rectifier in AC drives

Fig.11 shows block diagram, of voltage

AC/Diconverter (PWM switch mode rectifier) in

,= E-tAx+ Bu
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voltage linked AC/DC/AC converter implemented
in'Uitontrol of induction machine' 'Anti parallel

;;;;t'd of power transistor and diode forms a

;ilit*ii;"l 
'switch 

Qi' Converters model in

accordance witn t12l have been developed
under following assumPtions:
i. 

- 
supprv voitages (u, , i=1 ,2,3) are balanced
and sinusoidal
Suppty inductance are linear, saturation is

neolected'i;ft;--i.". 
load current 'id", can be

l"-pt"L""i"o using the resistance r1 and

voltage soufce u1

Non-linear and non-stationary model of switch

*"0"'t".titier in the state-space representation

is given by the following equations:

2.

J .

PWM
'AC converter.

Fig.11 - Blockdiagram of boost
0

-R"

0

(21)

{22)

(23)

sw,-:xsi4/,
sw,-])sw,
sw,-JIsw,

(25)

x=h,"", i*, io"t U *T

u =hl*, l,lac2 1,f,o,3 UrT _ 1
T L

Ir. o o ol
l o  L n  o  o l

" = l  o  o  L n  o l
[o  o  o  co)

(24\

sl4/, sI4/,

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

(26)

0  0 l
0  0 l
1  0 l

0  t l
Tr)

s -

where SW1, i=1 ,2,3 are the switching functions of

.onu"rt"tj legs with following TgSning: SWi-1
=t uep"t swiibn is conductin$, SWi=-1 => lower

switch- L conducting and SW;=Q => r'lol1 of the

Iwilhes is on. suc-n system can be transfened

io steady-state equations using the dq

transformation, which is well known from the

iir""w 
"r 

etectricat machines !tf. r31{11?J'91
i"-o-.riin-Jov in" u." of the iransform matrix T

and T- ' :
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lf the system is balance, zero components do not
exist.

In addition, if fast and accLlrate control of
input current is obtained (for instance by the use

j('r j(w-;)
o o r
v v

zJE-jar -i(u-;)
o o r

of hysteresis regulators) it is possible to simplify
the modelwith only one command value and that
is reference of the phase current (i74 ):

"Er .
Ot'"r
^fzt .
flt"q

/ - - / \ l i , . \
| ,lz'Jzu [ ^ L l. "'!rLl,"r I

an=l-f-l^-; l l--f I tsor
\  \  r ' )  - r s  

)

current (rr). lt can be seen that real current
follows reference inside ihe hysteresis bancj and
that the first harmonic components of AC side
current and voltage are in phase i.e' that unity
displacement factor is obtained. The obtained
spectrum of phase current is presented on
Fig.13._

Timd response of DC voltage to situation of
loading and unloading of induction machine with
+50% of nominal load is shown on figs. 14 and
15. In the case of adaptive regulation (fig'15),
response is significantly faster, which is a
consequence of possibility of better DC voltage
regulator construction comparing to classical
hysteresis current controller.

Ir
I
I I
I
I r
t '
L0

1
I  - - -F

l a
{ J

{27)

(28)

1 0
2n.

ilttt+;) n
e r v

,,n

-J\01+ ^ ) n

e r u
0 J i

(2e)

U t

fLfi1

A n  
- :

l L
Clzt

t -  " l
I t i , I
|  ' i , l=
l'i-)

e'*  d* 0 l
-it*jt iwlt o I-i(*4) 

d,*1, 0 I
o o # l

.,=#L
g o"f =!-t.

Xan= Vo la lq

0 0
L ^
x ;  x = t  x a q

T

;6,12- 
-- 

0 0- 
T,

f

o iaL-!- 0
" r y 1

l "

(aou ( -  L) .  {zr i *1
Ar ,= l  )  

- l  ̂ -  
T  l t a -  , ,  1

|  '  I  r ' l  ' r s  )\ '

lf the PWM rectifier is controlled in such a
way that switching frequency is nearly constant it
is possible t12l to use the well-known state
space averaging method to get a linearised
transfer function.

The above described model was use to test
and compare a novel approach in control circuit
realization (adaptive regulation) aiming to
improve overall dynamic characteristics of drive
and to decrease line current poliution [13]' The
complete drive has been modelled (including:
PWM AC/DC converter, DC link, inverter and U/f
controlled induction machine) using the
SIMULINK ioolbox of the MATLAB. Fig.12 shows
waveform of reference (lr'J and actual phase

lr (16ll
6.c

O E

+.7

o.E

q.5

o 4

o. l

o 2

o. l

0 to+o t{xlo }t+o *qttr 5{go
f fH r l

Fig.l3 - Frequency speetrum of input current

ir,u, 11}
i r  f A )

!+

B

1+

o

- lo

.'&
-!o

-il4t

.r+ Io

j r , o ,

Fig.12 - Reference and actualphase current
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Fig.14 - DC voltage - classical regulator

7.2 Current link PWM rectifier in AC drives

Fig. 16 shows the AC drive where the CSI
supply the AC machine with the variable
trequ6ncy currents. The current magnitude is set
by the appropriate AC/DC converter control. The
PWM pattern is implemented for the converter
control purposes. The characteristic of such
configuration is appearance of interharmonics
(harmonics that exist at the frequencies that are
not relaied to the supply frequency). The
interharmonics appear as the consequence of
the fact that both the rectifier output voltage as
well as the input inverter voltage (rectified
voltage from the machine terminals) form the DC
link current. Thus, AC supply currents consist of
the characteristic rectifier harmonics modulated
by the harmonics of the inverters output
(machine inPut) harmonics.

Elimination of the interharmonics is very
difficult, because the supply harmonic
components vary with the angular velocity of the
motor (or the CSI output frequency) that is
changing. Therefore, use of passive filters is not
possible, since the danger of the resonance. The
above-described model has been also used for
testing of a new control strategy to eliminaie the
interharmonics [14]. Fig. 17 shows the proposed
on-line regulation method for active current type
rectifier. The magnitude of the AC current
reference is formed by the output of DC current
Pl regulator. lf influence of the no'load line
current can be neglected, then the reference
supply current magnitude equals: _

n _ 1 2
I ab,c_ref = l2I op,c_rry = 

| 3I anf (31)

Fig.15 - DC voltage - adaptive regulator.

The sinusoidal templates, in phase with supply
voltages formed by the synchronization signals,
multiply those reference magnitudes' Reference
signals are compared with actual line currents
and their dlfference is fed to hysteresis band
current controller. Output from the hysteresis
controller forms bi'level switching signals SB
necessary for the rectifier control. From the bi-
level signal (SBi, i=1,..,3), o tri-level signal (STi,
i=1,..,3), necessary for proper operation of
AC/DCconverter is derived: SZ1= SBI- SB2.
For the inductive type loads it is necessary to
ensurs the existence of the DC current path that
must be obtained within the converter. Since only
two of the switches conduct at the same time -

one in the upper and one in the lower part of the
bridge, then the gating signals (SWi, i=1,..,6) can
be derived from the tri-level signals in the
following manner (example is given for the SWI):

SWl = S71v (S21" SfZ n Sfi n ST4) P2)
This means that the switch SWi should be gated
when its tri'level function is active or when its
complementary transistor conducts and none of
the switches in the same bridge leg (upper or
lower) conduci. The complete system including
the AC supply, different rectifiers, DC link,
inverter, AC machine and the control circuitry
was modeled and simulated using the SIMULINK
toolbox of MATLAB. Converters were modeled
using real macro models based on non-linear
transfer function approach described in chapter
2, while the AC machine was modeled using the
dq domain theory with inclusion of the saturation
etfects [2].
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Fig. 16 - Block diagram of the CSR-CSI fed AC drive'

Figures 18 and 19 show the results of the first case interharmonics are reduced, while
simulation, the AC current wave forms and their in the second case they are fully eliminated by
spectrums in case of standard PWM and on-line the proposed control method.
controlled PWM rectifiers. lt can be seen that in

0.8

o.7

0

o.4

0

Fig. 18 - Standard PWM rectifier: fe=30H2, reduced interharmonics at f= l50Hz!6.30H21=130H2,
230H2

6.PIJTSEDSAC

6-PUISEASDC

f
ORPWMAC/DC

+
ty'
1\

Fig. 17 - AC/DC converter with proposed on'line control.
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Fig. 1g . On-line controlled PWM rectifier: fe=30H2 - eliminated interharmonics.

10. coNcLUSION

The paper summarised ditferent approaches
in energy converters modelling. Special attention
is paid on pcwer electronic converters modelling
toi notn line-commutated phase controlled and
PWM controlled AC/DC converters. For research
of contemporary electric drives, a model that
uses transfer function is proposed. AC/DC
converter modelling is given in details for two
kinds of converters - current and voltage.
Electric machine, control circuit and power
network modelling is presented on the most
universalform.

As an example of energy converter models
application, a brief description oJ DC motor drive
subplied by current AC/DC converter is
presented. The model includes a closed-loop
control circuit. Results show voltage and current
waveforms. The model is used for investigation
of line current harmonics. lt proved to be very
useful, as it enables both transient and steady
state investigations.

Another example shows application of voltage
type AC/DC converter, controlled by PWM' in
modern high performance induction drive control'
The model of complete AC drive is developed
and presented, including closed-loop control
circuii, AC machine model and load variation. lt
is used and proved very useful in research of
new control strategies.

A transfer function model is also successfully
applied for research of interharmonics in CSR-
idt teo AC drives. The resulting new control
strategy prooved suitable for interharmonics
elimination.
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SMARTSENSORCHANNELMODELINGACCORDINGTo
IEEE P1451 STANDARD

Authors: SaSa Risti6, Mile Stojdev, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, NiS

Abstract: A mod.el is an abstract description of a system or 4 process. It provides a simplified representation

that promotes understanding and enables simulation of many complex el-ectro-nic.V1tems.1u1h.as smart sensors'

One convenient procedure pr the generation of sm.art sensor channel model is desciribed in this paper' The

basic idea is based on the iollowin{ fact: The sm.art sensor operation is considered as a form of channel signal

processing. We adopted [nnZ Sta, 145] as a set of rulesfor presentation of the sman't sensor channel model'

Accordingly, we have decomposed the channel processing structure into several hierarchically organized

modules-blocks. The proposed model was verifiid during th9 process of functional simulation' For model

presentation HDL deicription was used.. This approach enable us to s.imulate the smart sensor behavior in the
'earlier 

phases of its design, and avoid late-stage physical design surprises.

and IEEEs working group for Smart Transducer
Standard development have been pronounced.

Namely, four working groups were formed by these

organizations. The objectives of these groups were to
propose four standards: (a) P1451.1 - Network
Capable Application Processor - Information Model

lll; (b) Pl45I.2 - Transducer to Microprocessor
Communicqtion P roto c ols and Tran s duc er Electronic
Data Sheet t2l; (c) P1451.3 - Digital Communication
and Trqnsducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS)

Formats for Distributed Multidrop Systems [3]; and
(d) P1451.4 - Mixed-mode Communication Protocols
and Interface - Transducer Electronic data Sheets
(TEDS) Formats [4]. During 1997, recomendation of

IEEE Std. t451.2 have been approved. [5].

Objective of this paper relates to functional
decomposition of the smart transducer, i.e. smart
sensor, according to specified behavioral description
and related standard settings. The main part of this
paper relates to a procedure for smart sensor model-cleveloping, 

as well- as the process of functional
simulation as a pafi of the verification process.

2. BASIC SPECIFICATION CONCEPTS
oF rEEE Std. 1451

We define a smart transducer as a unit which provides

the following functions [6,9]: (a) sensing of a physical
quantity; (b) converting a physical quantity into

electrical signal; (c) electrical signal conditioning; (d)

converting the conditioned signal into digital domain;
(e) digitat signal processing; (f) communicating with

other MICS's constifuents; (g) interfacing with the
process in the control loop; (h) converting the
ilectrical signal into physical quantity; (i) self-
calibration, influence of offset voltage/current
elimination, auto-zero adjustment, and self-testing'
Functions (a) to (0 and (i) typifies sensors' While

functions from (e) - (i) are reserved for actuators'

1. INTRODUCTION

In nowadays industrial and scientific measuring-
information and control systems numerious different
transducer types are evident' For example, the system

for monitoring complex power plant consists of

several thousands different sensors for process
parameter sensing, as well as a couple of hundreds
iiffet"nt actuators for process control. Simmilarly, in
a smart building system, including subsystems for
lighting, air condition, security, transport,
communication, etc., there is several hundreds of

sensors and actuators. Huge amount of installation of

these devices leads to theirs massively fabrication'
Such quantitative ffend is followed by an increased
requirement concerning functionality, performance
and reliability for smart ffansducers. According to
this, higher operation authonomy and complete
automatization are attained. It can be said that in such
processes the direct control by a man is reduced,
itttrougtr his more sophisticated functions are fully
emancipated.

As a consequence of the above mentioned trends, the

design of measuring-information and control systems

MIaS) becomes more and more demanding for
designers. During the design process' two crucial
groups of requirements are evident: The first one
relates to more powerful developing tools, and the

second one to efficient models of the system and its
components. In general, a global system model
resoives different system aspects: hierarchy, topology,

communication protocols, implementation issues, etc'
From the other side, the component modeling
primarly relates to its architecture and functional-aescripiion. 

Both of model types should be specified
by a itandard. In last few years several standards
conceming measuring-information and control

systems were appeared. World leading companies and

siandard associations have formed special comities

and working groups for standard specification' In the

field of MICS standardizatlon, efforts of the NIST's
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According to this standard, a MICS is a distributed
one. It could be seen as a network of nodes (sensors

and actuators) that communicate each-other on client-
server or publisher-subscriber principle, as well as a
set of monitoring and control nodes for users. From a

user point of view, full transparency of other system's
aspects (such as interconnection issues, topology,
communication protocols, conversion type, data
formats, etc.) is achieved. This important feature
results from the implemented concept of
interoperability. Interoperability means the ability of

3 l

different types and categories system objects to
interact in the aim of doing the common job or the
global function. This feature is realized by organizing
the system functions and services according to some
model of networking, such as ISO's OSI layers
organization [8].

The smart ffansducer sffucture derived according to
P1451 standard is shown in Fig. 2. As it can be seen' a
smart transducer is a device including four functional
modules:

WAN/I-AN

-,?€'
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Multi-Mediatnterrace

Application \SAp ctients MMts
serveB

' I  *
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& a  Im

Fig. t. Global view of the systemfar autotnntic measurement, processing, managemen and administration

MHnipro@r
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AWilcatlon
P,@r-

NCAP)

ftg. Z. nlock-structure of a smart transducer according to P1451 standard

Network Capable Application Processor - NCAP,
Smert Transducer Interface Module ' STIM, Channel
Intetface Module - CIM, and Mixed-mode Trsnsducer
- MMT. In this moment, P1451.1 and P1451.2
standards define the functionality of the NCAP and
STIM, respectively. The other two modules, the CIM
and MMT, are defined by the P1451.3 afi PL45l.4

drafts of the IEEE Standard Board, respectively.
Functions performed by the NCAP are the following:
(i) Network services supporg at physical level, it
provides an interface with a standard network, while

at the logical level, a support to corresponding
protocol. One rypical MICS representative based on

installing smart-transducers is organized into four'

layers, and is pictured in Fig. 1; (ii) Application
program running - from aspect of application, the

progmm (built-in firmware) interprets commands, and

undertakes series of activities (actions) defined for

each command or event; (lii) Providing the correct

interface - according to Pl45l'2, NCAP is coupled

with hierarchically lower module.
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The. STIM provides support for coupling with the

NCep, performs pro""t.1ng, and caries out a coupling

*i*t ftl"tut"tti"ul1y lo*"t CIM module' The module

Crira p-uia.s coupling with the STIM' g.lforms

o.""rting, and 
-toppo.tt 

coupling with the

irierarchically lower MMT module'

The MMT's activities are the following: (i) providing

conect coupling with CIM - the interface

;;;"]n;"ti"" is oJtineo bv P1451'4; (ii) accepting and

intemreting cornmands concerning setting of

;;#rt"""*oa" (self-test, self-calibration' normal

;;;";), and setting optional running.con<iition

ir; rh" metrological point of view (the elimination

oi uoft"g"l*rrenl offslt influence); (iii) performing

an in:erlintra-domain transformation of the measured

;;t-y or action, and normalization of the magnitude

of ttt-electrical signal (in a case of sensor)' or

acceptlng the electriJal signal and transforming it into

the action (in a case of actuator)'

It is significant to point out that, concerning the IEEE

ita. t4sl, the above-mentioned modules correspond

""fV 
t" sets of functions that are hierarchically

otg*ir"a. The standard does not suggest how the

p"iy=i"A impiementation sho\rld be done' Having this

in mind, we can say that STIM performs his own

functions as well as the functions of transparent

blocks of concatenated channeis- (CIMs), and mixed-

mode modules (MMTs). Implementing this concept'

the smart transducer channel is characterized by a

channel data, status information, fype of units' etc'

The Std. 1451 suggests seven types of transducer

channels: (a) sensor, (b) actuator, (c) buffered sensor'
(d) data sequence sensor' (e) buffered data sequence

,"nror, (0 event sequence sensor' and (g) generai

transducer t2l. In the sequel, the basic channel

buililing blocks will be described'

3. SENSOR CIIANF{EL MODEL

Our basic idea was the following: Using functional

and architectura! decomposition we ean identifu each

constituentof NCAP, STIM, CIM, andMMT t10l'
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From the functional point of view, we have already

tp".fn"O the main^ functions for each module'

Generally, we can say that each module consists of

tf,t"t iunctional units: low-er-level-interface'

i, oi, u i" S -unfi , and upp e r -l ev el -in - t e dac e' The frst

on" prouid"s correct lnterface with hierarchically

lowei module, the second one periorms processing

nrn"iion, and the third one covers all activities

conceming the interface with hierarchically upper

moduie.

From an architecturai point of view' the NCAP'

3iIM, CIM, and rravrr are composed of:

xxx-Data-path, xxx-Control-unit and

ii-oriuils-tupportblocks (for more details see Fig'

S, O,l ,anO 8i For exampie, for the NCAP module the

pr"R* **o- should be substituted with NCAP-'

pig& Aiock-scheme of the STIM structure

Fig. 7. The CIM structure on tlxe level of block'
scheme
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Fig. 4 Basic idea of the smart transducer modules

decomposition
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Fig.7 The MMT structure on the level of block-

The block xxx-DataJlqrft provides rssources during
data buffering in data processing or data tansfer.
xxx-Control-unit provides contol rnechanisms for
processing or transfer activities, wlnle xxx-Driving
support provides general services such as: distribution
of power supply, clock signal distribution (uni-phase
and/or poly-phase), generation of accurate time
intervals, generation of referent calibration- and
operating voltage or current signals, etc.

In cross-section area of functional and architectural
blocks, we identify building block, depicted in figures
6,7 , and 8. From figures 6, 7 ,and 8, we identify basic
buiiding blocks of all modules, as well as specific
building blocks characteristic for a transducer type,
which belong to CIM or MMT modules [10]. In order
to design the architecfure of the smart transducer, for
each building block, it is necessary: (a) to create a
formal model, @) to describe it, and (c) to implement
it. In the follorving. the model of specific channel
block CNTRL_CONV (Fig. 7) pedorming the contol
during the triggering process wiil be described.

4, SMAR,T SENSOR F'UNCTIOhIS AND
ACTIVITIES

T}ne Processing_unit of the NCAP runs an application
program named Application;ftnnware. At the
application layer, this program provides functions
related to network messages interpreting. Application
messages concerning smart transducer activities are
divided into the following three categories: IO_Resd
Massages, IO_Write Massages, and Event Massages.
Through the channel, a smart sensor looks like device
that, on the request initiated by the NCAP application
program, performs sensing, measurement or
esfimation of the physical value, and retums digital
data representing this value, to the NCAP application.
All activities of any STtrM and MMT building blocks
are grouped in two processes: (i) triggering, and (ii)
data transfer.

As a response to the IO_Read or IO-Write message,
the NCAP (STlM_driver) generates: (a) the tigger
signal, for transducer data acquiring or actuating, and
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(b) a NCAP-command concerning data transfer. For

the smart sensor channel, this signal triggers the
STIM activities related to the new process of
acquiring data.

Triggering is realized through a handshake procedure

between the NCAP and STIM modules. The NCAP
initiates a trigger signal, then, the STIM responds with
an acknowledgement signal. When the NCAP
deactivates the trigger signal, the STIM will de-assert
the acknowledgement signal. As it can be seen in Fig.
3 a), thp operation of the STIM could be described as
cooperation of two processes: (L) Handshaking, and
(2) Data-transfer. Ttrc Harzdshaking is characterized
by states: Initialization, Quiescent, and Shakirug, wlile
the process Data-transfer is characterized by its
unique state - Transfer. During operation, some of the
possible sequences are: Quiescent->Transfer->
Quiescent->Shaking - typical for triggering of an
actuator, Quiescent-> Shaking-> Quiescent->Transfer
- triggering of a sensor, or, Quiescent->Transfer->
Quiescent->Transfer - reading/writing other data.
Additionally, we have decomposed the state Shaking
as shown in Fig. 3 b). Since the trigger signal has
been, the current state of STIM operation is
Triggered. The NCAP could reset the trigger signal
before the niggered action is completed. In this case,
the state Break becomes active. When the action
finishes regularly (the signal Action*corrtpleted), the
STIM activates the ACK signal (state Aclcnow), and,
on trigger signal reset, it resets the acknowledgement
signal (state A ck_res).

During the state Triggered the trigger signal is active
and the STIM is waiting for action compietion. For
sensor channel, this action is related to acquiring and
converting sensor data. Acquiring and converting
activities could be initiated either by the trigger signal
or by a trigger independent mechanism such as a
continual periodical signal. Depending on this, all
sensor channels could be divided into triggered, and
sequential ones. In the sequel we will consider the
triggered sensor channel, only. Channel specific logic
includes two main parts: (a) data path, and (b) control
unit. For the smart sensor channel logic design starts
with describing the behavior during triggering. In Fig.
4 three globai activities of the smart sensor channel
are presented: Acquiring_data, Date_conversion, and
Dan_valid. Since the trigger signal has accepted, the
activity Acquiring_dafa is performed. Duration of the
Acquiring_dara is definecl by the STIM as multiple
period of data sampling. At the end of sampling, the
signal named Action_completed is generated, and
processing continues with the state Data-conversian.
Data becomes valid at the end of convprsion. In Fig.
4. the activities of channel- and STIM-logic are
presented concurrently.

Models of the STIM's and channel's iogic, given in
figures 3 and 4 are start points for formal description.
Using the StateCAD tools [7], rve will describe the
logic of the smart sensor channel. In Fig. 5 a state
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diagram for corresponding CNTRL-CONV building

block is presented. The first two states in the state

diagram, WAIT-ACQ and ACQ-SMPL, are derived

from the state Acquiring-data given in Fig' 4. The

In this moment, the machine enters in state
DATA-VALID. This state is characterized by a signal
for latching the new value (VALID). As it can be seen
in Fig 5, data is latched in a register named BUFF'
This iegister is a channel data resource connected to a

system bus.

The formal description of the sensor channel model is

verified in a process of functional simulation
performed by StateCAD tools. The resulting text file,

rho*n in Fig 7, is a report of simulation process' In

the first column, the simulator commands which
involve input signal transitions (RESET, NTRIG,
END-SAMPLE, and CI{V-CMP), and the output

signals checking (BUFFtls.Ol and VALID) checks

are given. The second- and the third colurnn of this

file represent curent- and next state during the flow

of simulation.

The model despribed by a state diagram (Fig' 5) could

be easily transformed into a corresponding HDL

descriptibn (ABEL or VHDL) by choosing one of the

outpuf opdons in StateCAD tools. On this way, it is

possible to implement the description either as a

IIPGA 
"it".,it 

or, as an ASIC chip. The main

advantage offered by StateCAD is an integrated

ELECTRONICS, VOL. 3, NO. I, JL]NE 1999

other two states are directly taken frorn the state
diagram in Fig. 4. To obtain a valid data, it is
necessary to complete conversion and to cancel the
trigger signal.

Fig 3. The STIM Behavioral mod.el. a) Two concurrent processes; b) State d'iagram of the STIM

description of control- and data-path unit depicted in

the same outline editor. The second advan'rage is that

there is a possibility to generate different formal

design entries at HDL description level.

5. CONCLUSION

A part of design process for a smart sensor interface

module is described in this paper. The main goal of

this description concems modeling of smart sensor

channel behavior and its functional simulation' The
concept of smart sensor channel model is adopted
from ihe specifications of IEEE Std. i451. It is related
to the key component of modem measuring-
information and control systems designed as networks
(i.e. control networks). The STIM module is an

interface module piaced between two other parts of

smart hansducer: network controller and transducer'
The STIM could be implemented in one of three

ways: by a micro-controller, as a FPGA circuit, or as

an ASIC chip. Nevertheless, the process of modeling

the smart transducer building blocks is crucial and

unavoidable. Successfully obtained model of any

smart transducer channel,. supported and additionally
processed by the powerful CAD tools, enables us to
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quickly and efficiently rcalize the transducer as a network node.
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Act.ivit ies of the
STIM's  log ic

Acti-vit ies of the
channel's logic

asserted

Data_va1id

Action-completed
(the sae as at STIM

Fig 4. Activities of the smart sensor channel at triggering

Fig 5. The model of the smart sensor chqnnel as a StateCAD's state machine
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END_SAMPLE CO}WERT_SMPL CONVERT-SMPL

CMPLID O
TRC_SET O
VALIDO CONVERT_SMPL

NTRTG CONVERT-SMPL

CNV_CMP VALID-DATA WATT-ACQ

Noemts found during simulation

All 8 tEnsitions have b@n followei

BUFFO
CMPLTDO
TRG.SETO
VALID O
AD-OUT abcd

CNV_CMP
NTRIG CONVERT-SMPL VALID_DATA

)g TRG-SEN.iog
:$m
rdix hex
rcnt oD

RESET
RESE'T

hek VALID t
CNV-CMP VALID-DATA WAIT_ACQ

BUFF abcd
CMPLTDO
TRG_SET I
VALIDO WAIT-ACQ WAIT-ACQ

BUFf abcd
CMPLTDO
TRC SET I
VAI.TD O WAIT_ACQ WAIT-ACQ

WAIT-ACQ ACQ_SMPL

ACQ-SMPL CONVERT-SMPL

ACQ-SMPL CONVERT-SMPL

COIWERT-SMPL COTWERT-SMPL

BUFFO
CMPLTD O
TRC_SET O
vAl.lD0 CONVERT-SiV1PL CONVERT-SMPL

Fig 7 Test-sequence with tl?e simulation report

6.
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Abstract - The most iftxportant characteristics of
conter,porary manufacturing are sophisticated tools
and well trained employees. The, electronic industry
depends more then others on the tide connection
between man's knowledge and machine complexity.
Therefore it is expected from education of electrical
engineers to create experts that should be able to
quickly and reliably &nswer the question 'whet should
happen if...'. One of the most usefuI tools for
prediction of circuit behavior is symbolic analysis
(SA). This paper describes results of developmenr and
application of symbolic analysis computer programs
ot Faculty of Electronic Engineering, University of
Nii, and School of Electrical Engineering, University
of Belgrade.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is motivated by the fact that we are at the
end of the decade when a part of scientific community
devoted research to the application of symbolic
algebra for symbolic circuit design. Actually, this
problem was established during the sixties when first
attempts in using computers for manipulation with
symbois were done. Unfortunately, the software tools
were developed primarily to manage with numbers
not with symbols. Therefore, all methods were based
on numeric computation []. Simultaneously, the
existing hardware could not suppofi required complex
computation and consequently, could provide efficient
symbolic simulation only of small circuits. However,
it was recognized that SA offers many benefits for
circuit designers. []. Hence, as soon as the conditions
allowed, at the eighties, the research in this area was
continued.

Improving of hardware and software background
inspired restoration of SA doctrine at the eighties.
This rvas supported by increased interest for SA in
two fields.

After fast development of digital ASIC during the
seventies it was realized that the same. -design
methodology might be useful for analog circuits, too.
Besides, practical applications required integration of
digital and analog circuits within the same chip.
Although the analog part is usually much smaller, it
appears that its design takes much more time. This
disproportionality was caused by the lapse of
development of appropriate supplies for analog circuit
design. The main obstacle in evolution of these tools
was lack of interconnection between functionai and
geometric description of analog design. However it
was understood that symbolic circuit function can
band the gap.

3'1

SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS OF ELECT'RONIC CIRCUITS _
DEVELOPMENT AND APPI,ICATION

Predrag Petkovii, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nii
Dejan Toiii, School of Electrical Engineering, Belgrade

Secondly, the clock frequency of digital circuits is
rapidly raised in last years. This caused that many
parasite effects characterizing analog circuits become
evident in digital circuits, too [2].

Al1 of this stimulate the development of SA in the last
decade. As result, set'eral software packages for
symbolic simulation of anaiog circuits were made [3,
4 ,51 .

Moreover, symbolic aigebra find its place in other
technical fields [6].

In our country two educational centers accepted the
challenge to deveiop their own programs for SA.

Laboratory for Electronic Circuits Design Automation
(LEDA) within Faculty of Electronic Engineering in
Ni.f, continued research in this field that has been
established by Professor Litovski in 1982 t7l. At
School of Electrical Engineering (ETF) in Belgrade
SA was the topic of Ph. D. thesis done by Mr. Toiii.
Both researches started independently and took two
directions. LEDA focused on development of
algorithms for automatic generating circuit matrix
determinant in symbolic form, while in ETF a
program for SA was grown in environment of
M athe mat ic a program package.

The research of LEDA group resulted with tvro
generations of program packages for SA. The first
symbolic simulator, SymSim, is written in Lisp
programming language, actually in PC Scheme, (a
dialect produced by Texas Instruments) for PC 286
and MS DOS operating system. The detailed
description of this package is given in the first M.S.
thesis involved in SA in our country [8]. The second
generation of this program, written in C programming
ianguage is named SymSimC, and run under Unix ,
and Linux operating systems,

The result of research in ETF is an original program
package SALECAS that is described in the first Ph.
D. thesis that treats SA in Yugoslavia l9l.

The aim of this paper is to present different
experiences in development and application of SA in
our counfty. But first, in the next section we shall
outline a brief definition of SA, its advantages and
drawbacks. Besides we shall review novel methods
for increasing its potentiality.

Z. SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS

Traditionally, the edtrcation of electrical or electronic
engineers starts with analysis of a simple circuit.
Paper, pen and elementary algebra are sufficient for
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deriving circuit function. Usually, circuit parameters
and complex frequency are given in symbolic form.
Thereiore it is symbolic analysis. This method is
irreplaceable for obtaining clear insight into the
circuit behavior because it enables students to realize
influence of particular parameters to the circuit
response.

Unfortunately, this kind of analysis is not convenient
for larger circuits. Hence, computer programs based
on numerical mathematics were developed for circuit
analysis. The most popular software package for this
purpose is Spice.

The aim of circuit analysis is to give prediction about
circuit behavior before it is produced. The obtained
information may be considered from quantitative or
qualitative aspects. It is obvious that numerical
approach results with purely quantitative data.
However, good insight into circuit behavior requires
knowledge about qualitative dependence of circuit
response to changes of relevant parameters. The most
straight way to acquire this perception offers circuit
function in symbolic form.

Whenever some problem overgrow possibilities of
human mind to be solved quickly and correctly, man
use computer. Of course, then a new problem arises:
how to describe the problem to the machine and how
to interpret its response. This emerges to the base
objective of symbolic circuit analysis (SA).

So far, SA is effectively applicable oniy on linear
circuits with complex frequency x e {s, z}.as a
variabie. Generally, circuit function is a ratio of two
polynomials in r:

n

2oi (h, . . . ,p* . ) * '
H(x) = l=o (1)

m

2b,(h, . . . ,pr)r '
,'-n

where coefficients ai and bi are terms in sum of

product (SOP) form in respect to circuit parameters,
pk

The best way to estimate the benefits of SA is to
compare it with the alternate method for circuit

analysis - classic analysis based on numerical
mathematics, namely numerical analysis (NA).
Actually, these are two complementary methods. In
cases when one becomes inefficient, the other shouid
be used. The advantages of SA are drawbacks of NA
and vice versa.

The basic benefit of SA is good insight in circuit

behavior. Besides, the result obtained by SA stays
valuable as long as topology of the circuit is kept. In

fact, the result is independent of parameter values.

Moreover, SA is immune to truncation elrors typical
for NA.
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Finally, the result obtained by SA, is very suitable for
further post-processing. There are two different types
ofthese activities.

Firstly, that are all applications that require finding
circuit response on different values of parameters
such are optimization [4], statistical analysis [0],
tolerant analysis, fault analysis and fault modeling of
analog and digital circuits [1 1, 12], etc.

Secondiy, the result of SA given in form of (1)
represents functional description of a circuit. As it
corresponds to a known circuit topology, it is used in
sophisticated software packages for automatic analog
circuit design. As a matter of fact it helps in mapping
from functional description to structural [4]. Thus,
there are application of SA in automatic generating
new topologies [3] and for parameter extraction [13].

Unfortunately, almost all good aspects of SA
disappear when circuit complexity arise. Actuaiiy,
algebraic expressions become cumbersome and
effects of some parameters to the circuit response
become hidden. Besides, the time needed for circuit
function generating rises exponentially with the
number of symbols. Therefore, a lot of effort is done
to overcome or diminish these drawbacks. Depending
on particular utilization of SA there are two strategies
with this aim,

For applications that require repetitive evaluating of
circuit function the solutions lay in development of
algorithms for acceleration of circuit function
generation i14l and optimal memorizing and
manipulation with symbols [15].

Secondly, when the issue is good insight into circuit
behavior, algorithms for symbolic approximation of
algebraic expressions are implemented. Symbolic
approximation is a method that automatically rejects
all subdominant parameters from circuit function [16].

3. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

A. FACULTY OF ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING - NlS

At the beginning of the last decade we proceeded

research of SA that initiated professor Litovski in
1982 Ul. At the time LEDA Laboratory possessed
knowledge about numerical methods for circuit
analysis. All algorithms needed for circuit analysis
were implemented in several original software
packages. A11 were based on modified nodal approach
(MNA). Therefore, programming the matrix
formulation pafi of symbolic simulator was not

difficult task. However, there was no experience in

Llsp programming language and appropriate data

structures nether about principles for circuit

determinant generating in symbolic form. Therefore

we started with the algorithm described in [5]-
Simultaneously we studied possibilities for upgrading
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with the aim to improve its efficiency Moreover we

developed a new algorithm for factoization that
considerably reduced time needed for circuit function
generation t171. Figure 1 shows the ratio of
simulation acceleration in terms of circuit complexity.
This example considers a ladder resistor network that
is often used as a benchmark for this purposes. Solid
line denotes case when all circuit elements take
different symbolic values. Dashed line shows the case
when all parameters in parailel and all in serial
branches have same values.

2 3 t 
ir-l.rtor X.tt"" 

lo ll t2

Fig. 1. Efficiency of algorithm for automatic

factorization

Paper [18] approves that this algorithm is useful for
factorization of already generated algebraic
expressions.

Our original symboiic simulator, named SymSim, was
successfully tested on many examples.

In the next, this paper wiil give a survey of
applications and benefits of SA.

We start with one of practical examples that presents
how good insight into circuit behavior can be
achieved by SA. Filter presented in Figure 2. was
developed by Ei EKOS factory within Ei - Holding
Corporation in Nii, to separate different TV signals.

I  . .  2
5 ch h. : lh1!* l

-llot

I
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3 illustrates the influence of inductance LFLZ-L on

magnitude.

Fig.3. Magnitude of output voltage of circuit
presented in Fig.2 in terms of frequency and
inductance L

An interesting application of SA is stability analysis.
As an illustrative example let us consider feed-back
amplifier presented in Figure 4a ll9l. Simultaneously,
Figure 4b shows the amplifier in a form of block
diagram. This presentation is very suitable for SA of
control systems. A specially convenience is
possibility to define blocks in terms of their transfer
function.

b)

Fig. 4. a) Feed-back amplifier
b) Block representation of the feed-back

amplifier

The best way to analyze stability of the amplifier is to
inspect its circuit function. Therefore, appropriate
Nyquist diagram is plotted in parametric form in
Figure 5a, with amplification Ao as the parameter.
Although this is common type of presentation that is
suitable for stability analysis, more descriptive is the
3D presentation shown in Figure 5.b.

10.o

LO

&o

7.O

E o.o
o 5.o

6 4.0
t  - ^

2.O

LO

o.o

l 2  c h

T*
2 4  c h

27-37 ch

Fig.2. Antennafilter

When circuit function in symbolic form is known, it is
very easy to obtain 3D plot that shows magnitude in
terms of frequency and one of the parameters. Figure
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shorted transistor, respectiveiy' Circuit function given

;;;;t ;ithese'coniuctances makes TLCF' If there

it ^, j""tt"t" conductive path between -ootpuJ 
and Vaa

iir"""rlip"i;*es high logic state'.if therl il a lath

i"**at'V.,, outpot i, iow' tf there is no path nether to

Voo no, ; V*, output is at 
.higfr 

impedance'

oiporit"ry, if uottr puth, *e conductive the output

tui.s; un unkno*n state' This method is suitable for

iauir moaei;ng, even for mo<teling bridging or open

i"riit, t." wi"iit tttat aim at every critical place in the

;;;; 
"" 

extra conductance can be added' If it take

uutue O the path is opened, if it takes value f it is

closed.

So far we described SA in s-domain' However' the

same efficiency SA shows in z-domain also' This

ootion. is implemented in the latest version of

;i;;; ;r'timc. Acwartv, knowiedge that alreadv

tur"""irt"a in LEDA aboui numerical analysis of SC

circuits [28i were expanded into symbolic ̂domain'
Differently to some other ptograms for SA of SC

"ir"uit 
, iymsimC uses MNA during matrix filling

and is capable to treat operational-amplifiers with

ffi;;in [29]. This opiion is illustrated in the

examPle Presented in Figure 6'

' tu  
*" iho")  

-ou

b)

Fip. 5. a) Nyquist ptot for feed-back amplifier
- 

b) 3D Plot of 5'a)

Program SymSim is adapted for. automatic Y-,and S-

;il#;xlraction. Besides, it is accommcdated to

accept already generated pgamelers for nextanalysis'

;;;it way'nierarctricai SA of complex circuits is

enabled. liO-ZZl. Resulting expressions have nested

iot-. tt ui"un be easily expanded into SOP form'

We have introduced SA in the field of ceramics

mJr""rl design, 124, 251' Actually we.used a circuit

model of ieramics and generated appropriate

ty-U"fi" ti."uit function. Assuming that relationship

between technology parameters and parameters of the

model are known, one can easily substitute them in

ifr" oUtuin"O expression. Then, it is obvious that it is

p*ttUf. to predict the influence of sintering

iemperature, fbr example, on characteristics of a

ceramics device.

Our experience in the application of SA goes funTI

rhen linear analog circuits' We used it for automattc

i"ri put 
".n 

gene-ration and for defect modeling in

Jigirut 
"it""i-ts. 

Actually an,^oliginat. method was

otioot"O \n 126, 2'71 fir CMOS combinational and

sequentiat digital circuits.

Basic idea was to introduce logic Transisto.r Logic

C:onductance Function, TLC}'Its value shows if

in.t" 
"*ito 

a conductive path between an output and

;i;; too, or V"r. Every transistor is treated as a

controiled switch. Therefore it is replaced by a

.onOu.t*." controlled by a logic state' Then SA

piog.* can give an expression that represents

iqtT"ur"n, conJucmnce between output and bias in

terms of particular conductance' However this is not

,umri"ni to determine logic state at t\e output'

Therefore, it is necessary to assign iogic values 0 and

I to the conductance to denote open transistor or

Fig.6. LF Band-Pass SC-filter

Fisure 7 shows 3D plot where circuit function is

rr3."","0 ln ,".*, oi f,"qu"n"y and final gain of
-operational 

amPlifiers'

Simultaneously with research of different applications

;i i; ;" are proceeding to investigate methods for

improvement possibilities of SA' Actually' we are

*J*i"g on few new algorithms , for ̂  
symbolic

"ppr""i*"i"n 
and on u na aleolthm 

f::.,|o "t
ffi;i;; circuits. we approach to^.the approximation

u, ,*o leveis. The goaf of the first is to simplify

utr"udy generated symboiic expression and,to gain

il;;il tJinfluence of dominant parameters' The other

is aimed to accelerate SA of complex circuits with

neglecting unimportant circuit parameters in advance'

"i?"p"f"if."f 
level, before generating circuit function

i:ot, rtJ* the former approach emerged an idea to

,orii s.t of a complex iircuit to several analysis at

1 . o i
I

0.o
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different frequency ranges' This presumes that at

various frequencies, different parameters have

dominant influence to circuit function' Therefore one

gets reduced circuits for every frequency range. The

obtained results have shown that considerable

acceleration of SA can be obtained for some circuits

t3  11.

lHal ldBl

-1n
1.0k

4 l

transmission lines in electric power systems [36'37]
car. analyze power'systems up to 10-20 nodes.

Symbolic analysis of linear microwave circuits

specified by scattering parameters is performed in the

sinusoidal steady state, and complex wave signais are

found symbolically [38].

Analysis and design of active filters is well suited for

symbolic analysis if closed-form expressions exist for

the filter parameters in terms of the transfer function

coefficients [39]. For certain degrees the elliptic

transfer function can be represented symbolically

without the Jacobi functions [40, 4i]' If we know the

filter poles and zeros symbolically, we can compute

the filter impulse and step response symbolically, too

1421.
Combinational networks with acyclic directed graph

has been analyzed symbolically [43], and all logical
(Boolean) variables are treated as symbois.

Transfer functions of digital fiiters have been

efficiently found symbolically [44]. Programmable

digital filters can be symbolically analyzed in the

complex z-domain [45]. Symbolic analysis and design

has been successfully performed in the case of two-

dimensional filters for image processing 146, 41).

Several algorithms for symbolic approximation have

been proposed and automated in software 148,491.

A concept of unified symbolic analysis of circuits and

systems has been reported in [50].

The current research efforts are directed towards an

automated symbolic simulator of linear circuits with a
single feedback loop [51].

Symbolic analysis of large circuits has been
approached with the hierarchical decomposition into

blocks of known matrix parameters.

The future research directives are symbolic analysis

of multidimensional digital filters, and algorithms for

automated comparison and performance evaluation of

digital filter realizations.

The software package SALECAS, developed in the
doctoral dissertation of D. V. Tosic at ETF Belgrade

[9], is based on the following decomposition.

Matrix approach to the analysis of linear electrical
circuits and systems reveals a unique final form of the

circuit/system equations - the matrix system of

linear equations. What is specific for certain circuits
and systems is the algorithm of forming required
matrices and matrix equations, and identification of
the circuit/system variables. The following text
presents.a new and unique concept and formulation of
general symbolic analysis of linear electrical circuits
and systems. The most general concept is proposed

for: 1) representing linear circuits and systems, 2)

representing the symbolic analysis knowledge, and 3)

€0

1.5k

t t rx l
25/'<ryzq<

Fig.7. Wuence of final operational amplifier gain

on circuit function for LF Band-pass SC

Jiker.

B. SCHOOL OF ELECTNCAL ENGINEENNG,
BELGRADE

Symbolic analysis at the School of Electrical

Engineering (ETF) in Belgrade has been directed

towards the construction of algorithms that will be

automated in M athematica.

The underlining idea has been development of a

unique framework for symbolic analysis and design of

linear (and linearized) electrical circuits and systems.

The review of principal research results follows.

Symbolic analysis of lumped linear time-invariant
electric circuits l32l has been implemented in

Mathematica; circuits whose graph is disconnected
canbe analyzed [33].

Symbolic synthesis of one class of second-order

filters and amplitude equalizers l34l has been

automated in SALECAS [9] and is carried out in the

complex domain.

Symbolic simulator of linear time-invariant dynamic

systems [35] performs analysis of continuous-time

systems in the complex domain.

Symbotic analysis of DC load flow in electric power

systems, i.e. symbolic derivation of average powers of
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formulating required maffices to solve a circuit or
system.

The package SALECAS (Symbolic Analysis of
Linear Circuits and Systems) has been developed in
Mathematica to implement the above general concept
of symbolic analysis.

In the text to follow the symbol CAS will be used as
an acronym for "circuit and/or system."

At the highest level of abstraction, from the viewpoint
of automated computer-aided symbolic analysis, a
linear electric circuit or a linear system have identical
representations in the form of a list: systefit =
{"c/ass", "label', components, knowledge}. The
elements of the list are: class - the CAS sort/category,
labei - the CAS individual name unique for each
instance of the CAS, components - the CAS
constitutive elements or building blocks, knowledge -
entities, rules and procedures for the CAS analysis.
The following major CAS classes can be identified:
LEC - time-invariant linear electric circuits, MWC -
time-invariant linear microwave circuits, CLS
continuos-time dynamic stationary systems, DLS -
discrete-time stationary systems, and PS - power
systems. The CAS components represent ideal circuit
elements, microwave network ports, functional blocks
like integrators and differentiators, digital filter
multipiiers and delays, equivalent networks for
modeling electronic devices, multiport networks
whose matrix parameters are known, etc.

A CAS component is described by a list:
component - {"type", "name", connection,
parameters, energyl. The list items are: type - the
component type/sort, name - the component's unique
name, connection - the component's terminals or ports
whose order of appearance includes the reference
direction assumptions of associated variables,
parameters - the component's parameterc, energy - the
initial conditions for capacitors, inductors and
integrators.

The required knowledge to analyze a CAS is a list of
the form: knowledge = Uibrary, variables,
matrices, rules, procedures, presentationi. The
conesponding items arc: library - the list of the
component types and their definitions, variables -

ELECTRONICS, VOL. 3, NO, 1, JUNE 1999

voltages, currents, signals, avsrage powers, etc.
appearing in the analysis and requested as output
quantities, matrices - matrices involved in the
analysis, rules - rules to check the system description
for syntax/semantics, to count variables, to determine
the order of the system, to initialize the matrices, rules
for reserved symbols (the complex frequencies s and z
are speciai symbols), etc., procedures - ue sets of
actions and algorithms to formulate CAS equations, to
reduce/compact this system of equation to solve it, to
find the response or transfer functions, to approximate
the result, etc., presentation - conventions of post-
processing the result of the analysis to make it
suitable for human inspection or machine further
analysis.

A CAS library is a list of types: library = {type1,
type2, type3, ...). Each type is a list of rhe form:
type = {symbol, terminals, definition, stampl,
whose items are: symbol - a graphical icon for
schematic entry or displaying of a component,
terminals - a list of terminals of a component,
definition - constitutive equations of a component,
stamp - rules for automated modification of the CAS
matrices according to the component description.

The SALECAS entities and their interconnection is
shown in Fig. 8.

SALECAS is a novei framework for general symbolic
analysis of linear time-invariant circuits and systems,
in which Iinear CAS are viewed as lists of items
representing their identification, components and
symbolic analysis knowledge. A consequent system
of abstractions is developed to specify linear CAS and
to provide encapsulation mechanisms of analysis
procedures and entities. It can serve as a starting point
for object-oriented decomposition in symbolic
analysis (currently under research and development).

A unique conceptual engine is proposed for symbolic
analysis of physically different systems. These
systems are essentially different in appearance and
physical background, but they have the same
mathematical matrix fomulation from the symbolic
analysis viewpoint.
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CircuiVSystem

compongntl

coruponent2

r l
i fi "name" Ir l

conneclion

parameters

continuous signals

discrete signals

I

Fig. 8. The SALECAS entities and their interconnection.
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4. CONCLUSION

This paper summarized experiences in developing and

appiiiation of symbolic analysis of electronic circuits

at Faculty of Electronic Engineering in Ni'i and at

School ol Electrical Engineering in Belgrade' It is

defined Symbolic simulation The definition of U radu

su prikazana iskustva sa Elektronskog fakulteta u

Nitu i Elektrotehni-kog fakulteta u Beogradu u

razvoju i primeni simboli-ke analize elektronskih

kola. Pored definicije osnovnih pojmova koji se

odnose na ovu oblast, istaknute su prednosti i mane u

odnosu na numeri-ku analizu
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TIIB REAL.TIME SYSTEM IMPLEMETATIOI'{ OF THE CONTR.OL AND

SUPERVISION UNIT FOR THE CIGARETTE PACKING MACHINE GD-XI

Milun. S. Jevti{, Branimir i. Dorilevii, Andrija S. Velimirovi|, Vladimir D. Zivkovi|

University of Ni{, Facutty of Electronic Engineering, Nii

Abstruct - A realistttion of the system for packing

cigarettes process control and monitoring on GD-XI

machine is the point of this p&per. Since it is based

on the hard real-tinte system, the objecFortentud

realization of process visualisation is considered

first. Some apptied techniques for on'Iine built-in

self-testing used fot high security in machine

control, ure shown also.

l,INTRODACTION

The visualizution of a process (an industrial

or chemicql one) is the realization of possibility to

easily recognize, in one place, the process state and

to detect some change in it.
A graphic representation provides the easy

noticing of relevant information from the huge

information set, but it also demunds the processing

of the great data quantity due to its generation'

Hence, the visualisation process involves a

signfficant number of microcomputer hardware

resources and processor time. By that way, the

visualizution in a system for control and supervision

in the real-time with a rigid lircits (Hard Reul Time

System - HRTS) demands the systematic and

detailed realisation.
The software realizing the visualizqtion has

to support the time deadlines in HRTS lll too-

Besides thut, it has to have the compact and correct

code, the ability to control the exceptions' ss well &s

the completely predictable behaviour.
Having in mind the more comPlex

functionality of modern control units based on

microcomputers, the demand for the predictable

behaviour puts, in the first place, the considerstion

of the work safety. Therefore, besides carrying out

the basic function, the microcomputer control

system has to fulfill some other demands such us:

e high reliability - hish probability of the

continuing correctfunctioning in the given long

time intervsl, and in the sense of the stuble
provi.ding of the correct fanctioning of the

system hurdware and software resources;
o high stability - relatively low rate of repair time -

reparationl
o minimal recovery time after the detected failure;
o extremely low level of failure in the short time

interval:

c extremely high probabiltly of transfer to tke

safety final state after the appearance of the

wrong functioning;
. easy and timely diagnostics of the failure and

defect;
o ssfety and protection - possibilities to protect the

system from careless'wrong use or from
malicious ,attempt of destroyittg the system

function;
c responsibitity - the system ability to continue

functioning, eventually with smuller capacity, in

the presence of failure, also without exceeding

the period of critical processes.
Achieving these prop,erties is closely related

(connected) to introducing redundancy in the

volume qnd time as basic resources of the system 12\

[31. Considering the corupromise betweeru the volume

and. time hqs the goal a profitable system, although

the time usually plays the critical role. Especially in

the control systems with the graphica!'ly supported

interaction system-mdn, i.e. with the visualization of

the process where it is handled (manipulated) with a

great d.ata quantity for generating the graphis

represe ntations.
By the realization of the system controlling

the cigarette packing system on the machine GD-XI

tended (gravitated) toward the realization of all

mentioned demands. Naturally, in thqt me&sure
(rate) as it is appropriately, By q small redundancy

in hardwsre and software, the goal is to schieve the

timely failure detection and bringing the control
processes - rnuchine working in a safe state. The way

this is achieved, i.e. the used technique of selftesting

the control unit while it performs its basic function,
wilt be presented in the following text. Also, the

object oriented reulization of graphic interaction for
the visuulization and conduction of dialogue in the

systenx for control and supervision of the cigarette

packing process.

2. GLOBAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system for controling and supervision
of the cigarette packing process (FiS, 1) will be

exumined here limited to the macltine for rnaking

cigarette packages - GD'XL.It is reslized as the two'

hierarchical system with: distributed control

functions and the centrslized',supervising fanction in

the process computer. Each control unit reslized as

H RT S c o mp e titiv ely achie v e s, ac tiv itie s of c o ntr o lin g'
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fotlowing and memorizing the

pararneters, messdges exchange

c o mp ut e r un il s e lft e s ti. 1.-8-:.... .......... .. .
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. regulation circle of the iron thermoregulator;

, rigulation circle of the revolutions number of

the fiachine enginel

c protocol of exchanging messages .by 
the

', 
o **on asy nchro nic c orwnunication channel ;

o processing ofthe package process per&'neters;

. processing afthe excess eYents;

e 
-generating 

reparts on tfue system work;

. Lrchiving of patarneters and all relevant events

in the sYsteml
o generating the visual representation of the

process state;

relevant working
with the Process

inte ruc tio n man'sY stem ;
setf-testing of the sYstent.

Each faetor l4l can be presented by one

automqt of the final states 15) - by the obiect-which

the eertain ports are staticly adtled ort' Factors

iutually communicste by the data exchange' and

their iorking during the time is cattsed by the

oiynchronicixternal events, the real time clock and

the interior sequence events'

3. "ON.LINE'' ER,RORS DETBCTION

Dffirent "on'line" errors detectors can be

built in ihe ttticrocomputer systern' The basic

principle of these detectors, which work while the
'system 

prrlor*t its basic functioru tao, is the

redandancY ase in:

o devices (multiplying af hardwares)'

o btfurmation (redwndant codes),

t software, and/or
a time of Performing.

Taking into considerutiott the working

principles, mechanisrns for the errors detection cun

be divided into three levels:

e circuit level
t system level (functional level), and

. cPqlicstion level'

All previously mentioned mechanisms of

the errors deteetion are ulso applied to the realized

microcomputer control unit of the cigarette packing

machine CO'XL, In order to recognize the applied

errars deteclors in the control unit, first of all, the

functioning of machine should be presented in brief'

The paekaging operatian (the cigarette

package formation) is petformeil by ry" 
machine

'tn 
oogn 52 operations, i.e. 52 positions in the

*o"nJinr. The work af machirue is by principle of

pipetine. In each tact af the machine working, which
'cirresponds 

ta one revolution of the machine' at

each position the corresponding aperation over the

poteitiat cigarattes packages is done and their
^rnoving 

iowardp the next positions is performed' So'

besidi optr/tiog the current (course) of one

revolutioi ' lycle of the mschine working, it is also

& .
Fig. 1 Global structure of the control ana

suPervision sYstem

The process computer does. not lirectll
perform the iontrot function, so it is reslized as

SnfS $oft R-eat' Time System)' It hss some

udditionat activities, such as the supervision activity

aver the wkole system, the activity of archiving the

process peranxercrs and events, the activity of
-generating 

reports and the activifi of realizing the

graphical interactio n man- sy slem'
The diagram of states of the system for

packing cigareites is given in Fig' 2' By turning on'
'the 

syJem-k in an initial state (INIT), and, after the

setf-iesting arcd checking the correctness of the

michine 
-state, 

it goes into the state of readiness

(IDLE). States of readiness, work (RUN) and'suspension 
(SUSP) makes the sabset where the

seiere demands for the work in the real'tilne are

given.

cigarettes

The total (whote) activity of the system can

be recognized' through the set af the following

factors:'. 
operating and supervistng activities of farming
p ackag e s thr o u gh machine I

c 
-operating 

and supervising activities af feeding
machine and safety circles af machine;

Fig.2 State diagram of the systerufor packing the
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necessa.ry to follow forming each package during all

operations, i.e. during its passing through the

machine (52 revolutions of machine). By that it is
provided that the detection of some incorrectness on

the package in some operation would be taken into

considerqtion during the next operations over that
potential package. For example, if the empty tip of

some cigarette in the position for operation of this
testing is detected, that heap of cigarettes should be
thrown out (put out) at the lqter position for
throwing out. After some tacts in the position for
covering cigarettes for "empty pQ'ckage", the

aluminium foil should not be pulled for covering

cigarettes, then in the position for packing in the
package wrapping, the'wrapping should not be
taken, and so on. Therefore, the murker m is ioined
to each potential package, and the marker "moves"
together with it through the machine and influences
the operation performance.

A number of the machine revolutions is

also one sequence of tasks for the mqchine

operating. It is realized as a seqaence led by events,
The synchronization between the tusks of operating

and the phase angle of the machine is realized by the

signals from the machine programmator. It
generates the set of digital signals cslled un
operating vector, by which the operating sequence is
defined - the sequence of performing the operating
tasks in operating unit during one cycle of the
machine working.

DETECTOR OF TIIE APPLICATION
LEVEL

One sequence of operating, i.e. one cycle of
the machine working, cansists of the final number
of allowed states. AII trunsitional states, in which
arcy operating task is not performed, sre also
included in the allowed states. These transitional
states are results of an imperfectness of the
meehanically adjustment of the machine, in other
words differences that cqn appear from one machine
to another and in their programmers.

By turning on the machine - starting the
process af the machine operating, firstly on the basis
of detecting two consecutive operating vectors in the
operating unit, the phase is established - the
mechanical position of the machine, and by that the
operating process is put in the corresponding state.

On the basis of the described way of the
machine working, the error detector an the level of
application is realized. Namely, since the allowed
sequence of the operating vector is deftned, then
each second sequence or unexpected vector vulue

are trested us the failare in the operating process.
Transition (trq.nsfer) of the operating

process from some stste S,-, ino the next one S,from

the state sequence of the working machine cycle is
presented in Fig. 3, The trunsition cun be achieved
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(reatizeil) ilirectly or across the transfer states SP,
which are less than two.

Only when the vector v,is detected, during
the transition into the state Si the tusk z, is activated.
The functions values defining the state of relevant
ONIOFF outputs are calculated in it on the basis of
the immediate sensors stqtes - trt-, &nd rnemorized
marker values - t?tt-sz ioined to the potential
packages. By setting the outputs, values of the
corresponding markers are deilned, and if it is
necessary tlgey ar3 rnodift.ed;

z ;  :  f 1 ( u , M ) t  j = 1 , . . . , k ,

U =  {u1 ,ur , . . . ,un} ,  M =  {m, ,m2, . . . , * : rJ ,
k - number of ouputs controlled by the task,
n - number of sensor outputs.

When the value of operating vector,
differentfrom all expected ones, is detected, the task
of error ze is qctivated and it is trasfered to the stute
"STOP MACIIINE" and the error message is
generated. It can be gone outfrom this state only by
manual machine restarting - operating unit.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the operating process transition
from the stste Si-I into the stute Si

DETECTOR.S OF THE SYSTEM LEVEL
On the system level, the greetest number of

errors detectors is realized, because they are easily
realized by software by the minimum s.ililitional
hardware. Because of the possible place of the
failure appear&nce in the operating system,
independently of the ased mechanism for the
realization, errors detectors cun be classified into:
- errors detectors in a microcompater,
- errors detectors in sensors -onloffinputs and
- errors detectors in actuators - onlaff outputs.

Errors D ete ction in Microc ompute r :
For controlling the correctness of the

programme code in the microcompater memory, by
which the operating algorithrn is realized, a check
sum (CS) for the programme code is calculated orcee
in the cycle of the machine working (at the
beginning of the cycle), If by checking the
correctness CS the enor is detected, the calculution
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of CS is immediately repeated qnd tke machine and

operating unit qre ifthe error is detected again.

The supervising timer for controlling the

correct working of operating programme is built in

the operating unit. But the build-in procedure of

restarting the supervising timer in the programme

code could not be done by the simple division

(distribution) of the programme code into some

segments, The problem is in the fact that the

machine cun work qt the arbitrury speed from 0 to

300 revolutions in aa minute. AIso, it cqn be stopped
(by the operator too) in any position, which results

in the software loops (petlia) which d'uration cqn not

be predicted in advance. For that reason, in the

software loop, where the next event (the operating

vector) is expected' the procedure for forming anil

checking CS for code segments making that loop is

built in. If the correctness of CS is established, the

proced.ure of restafting the supemising timer (WD)

is sctivated. WD is initislized on the time which is

defined on the basis of the time of performing the

longest progr&mme sequence of transferring the

operating process from one into another stute. That

is clearty sequential series of insttuctions where

there is no a condition (reason) or loop of the

arb itrary lo n g p e dormin g.

For the errors detection in datu significant

for operating (as the result of transferring error in

the manipulation with data) the simple software

technique of generating two data copies is applied.

The jirst one &s the reul values of binary data, and

the second one got by complententing the binary

data. By using data for calculating the operation

function,firstly the correctness of read data copies is

checked. The calculation correctness cun be checked

using the iomplementary operation function. By

detecting the error, the procedure of the detected

error processing is started.

Errors Detection in onloff inPuts:
Becquse of the increase of the reliability of

gathered informations from sensors, the dffirent

ways of detection o;f sensors etors are reqlized'

Thtey are itifferent because the significance and

functioning of all sensors in the system are not the

same. According to this, all sensors can be divided

into three grouqs:

7. Sensors which generate the sequence for leading

the machine operating ' operating vectors;

2, Sensors that can have, during one cycle of the

machine working, the change becuase of the testing;

3. Sensors tha.t cqn not have one change in the cycle

of the machine working at least.

For the first group of sensors (there are 8

of them in the machine)' the eror detector is

practically already realized by the previously

described detector on the application level. Eqch

failure in some of these sensors will result in an

incorrect operation vector , i,e" the incorrect
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sequence of the operation vector. Which sensor hus

a failure can be easily established on the basis of

vector values. The only left failure of these sensors is

if all of thern stop and permanently generate the zero
vector from the moment when that vector is

acceptable for the operating sequence. Practically' it

can happen due to the break of sensors power supply

and from the moment of turning on the machine.

Detection of this failure is proved by the power

suppty line from the last sensor in the power supply

series is connected to one ON|OFF input on a

module which has the built-in selftesting functian

16) and which is checked when the value of the

operating vector is zero.
The second one, the greatest group of

seniors in the machine, consists of sensors which,

only in a certain (definite) moment - phase of the

machine working, give the valid information. In

some other moment - phase, their functionaW carc

be examined (investigated) registering the

correctness of the states sensors change in the

moment of appearing the test position (Fig. 4). So' if

they are without a failure' during one cycle of the

machine working, they have to generate, at least

once, the complementary state at the input while the

test position is detecting. Naturally, the software test

procedure in a microcomputer processes these

changes.

;lPosition
test

Operotion
positions

Detec'lion
nhiont
v v l v v l

Fig. 4 Phases of testing and sensors working

The third group consists of sensors which

continuously and during the greater number of the

machine working cycles detect the same correct

state. For example, deteceting when the aluminium

foit is used up on the roll (ring), or there are no

cigarettes in the husketfrom' where the cigarettes set

of one package is formed, can be happened very

rarely. That stute can be detected on several hours,

days, and. even weeks, Since there is a need that this

detection be reliable, onloff sensors with the built-in

function offailure autodetection hqve to be used on

these positions.
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sensor unoclive

sensor octive

Fig. 5 Ouput signal of sensor with autodetection
These sensors generate the output signal of

the shape presented in Fig. 5. In the case of any

failure in sensor, the appropriate impulses of the
constant period of testing T^ are not generated in
the output signal. The failure detector of these
sensors is simply accomplished by the software
procedure of testing - reading sensor states, which is
built in as a periodic task activatedfrom outside with
the time limitfor its sctivation.

Errers Detection in onloff outputs:
The most ON|OFF outputs, i.e, actuators,

are not necessarily tested directly. The activities,
which consequences are detected by the appropriate
sensors, are accomplished by their
activstion/deuctivation. For example, the
deactivation of pulling blank coil (paper for the
wrapping because in previous cycles - positions the
uncorrectness for the package is detected) will be,
after sotne angle move of the machine, detected by a
sensor for detecting the blsnk coil presence. It is
normal that the detection, that there is no blank coil,
shouldn't initiate (provoke) the machine stopping. In
other cqse, if the presence of blank coil is detected,
and also when no presence of the blank coil is
detected, the machine is stopped.

The correct state of the output of STOP
MACHINE can be checking by detecting the change
of the output current, as it is given in the module

with the built-in setftesting tQ. The other possibiligt
is that the state of the oatput itself be connected to
one ON|OFF input, that has a sense if the output
supply the actuator only by voltage. Besides all, the
reliability of the output STOP MACHINE tit
increqsed using the doubling - paralleling. Two
outputs, connected by the wire logic, are prompted
by the same binary variable for STOP MACHINE.

Checking the ON|OFF outputs and
actuators for signalization can be realized by an
output with the built-in self-testing, as for the output
STOP MACHINE. But with the further
improvement of machine, the visualization of the
machine working process is expected (so these
oatputs will not be necessary), checking the current
signalization is realized ut euch machine starting by
its short activation, or by activation at the demand of
sn operator in the procedure of the system

meintenence,

DETECTORS OF CIRCATS LEVEL
On the circuit level, the smallest namber of

errors detectors is realized because they rnainly
demand to be implemented even in the phase of
cuircuits design. One detector of this level is buitt in

the self-testing module ON|OFF inpatloutput t6l.
For its checking, the simple software procedure is
built in the microcomputer. Taking the implemented
errors detectors on higher level into consideration,
this possibility of ON/OFF module is more
important for the localization of failure which
caused the detected error.

4. GRAPHIC INTERACTION

Although the wide-accepted t'windows'l

intersction became a standard, it coutd not be
applied to this concrete application. The reason for
this are limits in the environment (the presence of
dust, necessary simplicity, etc.), and because of them
it is not possible to use "mouse" or classical
keyboards. A foil keyboard with eight
multifunctionql buttons is used as the input device.

Graphic interqction is realized with the aim
to have the following characteristics:
c user-friendlyinterface,
o unambiguiA and clarity in the dutq

presentation, and
. datqpresentationfocus.

The unambiguity of data presentation
comes from the need that the system always hqs to
be in one unique state from the set of deterministic
defined states. The claity means many attributes,
such as palette of colours, contrast, legibility, and so
son.

Focusing mesns the need thut the dffinite
number of similar dats is presented in the close part
of presentation, i,e. classifted according to its sense
and time of appearance.

Sinee the graphic interqction is globally
realized through two actors, CRT display is divided
into two windows - two main qreqs: qrea in which
the visuulization process is realized, and a part
where the dialogue man-system is realized. The
visuqlization window seryes for the graphic
presentation of a process - machine and numerical
presentations of the process parameters. This space
is also used for the presentation of different reports
and tables in the special tqsks of the system working
surye!, its maintenance and servicing. The window
for the dialogue contains a description of
multifunctional buttons und comruund line. In that
way, objects for visualizqtion - Visual and dialogue
- Dialogue. Each of them has an object responsible

for presenting, an object which generates the shape
&nd an object (ilocument) which contuins the
characteristic dqta.
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Fig. 6 The state diagram of a visual presentstion

The obiect Dialogue is connected to the
messqge M-KEY (accepted character for the

keyboard). It can generate the message
M-|DRWTAST for the object DrawTastature, which

ilesigns the demanded keyboard andlor the

command line. The following messsges sre
generally ioined to the obiect Yisual: from the

second of the real-time MJSECTIME, from
asynchronous excess, event M-AEXCEVBNT, from
the task of supervising and processing working
parameters, and from Dialogue obiect. Obiects
DrawKeyboards (DrawTastature) und Visusl use the

chain Apptication - GDI - Device Driver - CRT

Display.

5. ACTORS OF VISUALIZATION AND
DIALOGUE

The factor of the visual presentation is

described by ii.nite state machine - FSM in Fig' 6'

Eack presentation irnage, besides the look of the

machine or softte detail - a part of the machine,

corutains the belonging sensors and actuutors in

which. states they are indicated by the appropriate

colours, The initial presentation is "Image 0", and

the presentation change is q result af either

"Alq.rtn" or demands for the image changing
("previotts", "next") from dialogue. Alarm is a

iisult of one or more excessive events which are, in

the appropriate image, noticed through sensors

states ind visual effects of warning. In the case o!

the simultaneous activation of many different

alarms, we go to the fi.gure which corresponds to the

statically a.Ilocated alarm of the greatest priority'

Automatic return to the prcvious ' initial

presentation will be done when the machine is'restarted 
after the elimination of the stagnation

(stoppage) re&son. From Fig. 6, it can be also

noAitimot there is a possibility of transfers into 'the

state of generating the report (about the productinn'

stoppage, etc,) from sny of presentation' on

condition that the maehine is not in the working

regime, i.e. it is stoqPed.
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With regard to iobs that some persons do in

the system, the interaction can be iliviiled into the

interqction handler'system, operator-systern'

servicer-system qnd saperuser'system. There are

mony (owr 50) ocfivifies in each 0f thgse
interactions, Besides the general co'mfilon actwities

of reporting, cancellation and change o;f password,

main dialogue uctivities of the operator are the

imposition of production, the supervision af

production and survey of the handler work' For the

servicer, the most important dialogues are those for
the support of the supemision of the wachine

working und the adiustment of the mschine

working. According to the technological demands of

the process, the mqchine working is not possible in

sonne states of interactioru, i.e. there are limits in

performing dialogues for different ststes of the

process, The factor of the interaction man-syslem on

the first levels of a dialogue is shown on Fig' 7. The

unique visual obiect of the keyboard for describing

the meaning of taster und the command line with the

messqge aiainry box, by which the dialogue mon'

system is performed, correspond to esch state'

Transferfrom one state to the new one is possible on

the basis of coniunctive condition of the prehistary

(the interaction states) and demands made by s m&n

in the dialogue, The demand is always the rcsult of

activating some taster ' keyboard areu, either by

choosing the dialogwe uctivities ot coanmands,

determining the end of input, or the single rnput of

characters. So, besides the messages, pointers and

markers are used for performing the function of low

level. The most of states of the intersction in the

ft.gure, tike Figs. I and 9, are the whole subobiects'

i.e. automats. So, it is not appropriately to try

(attempt) here with the iletailed presentation of

interqction. But one possible strearn of interaction

after the initialization of the system is presented in

iig. A. Software for the realizntion of diilogue -(and
visual) is made as a set of fanctions ' procedures'

They are performed by transfering from one to other

state of dialogue, which is the result of the message '

the entry of characters frorn the keyboard, and

soruetimes messnges from some other activities'

Every procedure by its purely sequential stractare'

eng&ges (involves) predictablly und trsnsistory the

processing tirne , which is the prerequisite for the

realization of RTS.
The operative stqtes of the factor d'ialogue,

which is started by the initializa'ti'on of the whole

system, point at its proceedings anil enguging the

prorrtro, shown in Fig.9. The processor is qngaged

for dialogue only in the state RUNNING' The factor-dialogue 
is in a system of a low priority, because it

does not contain qctivities which relate to the system

safety. The function STOP of the machine working

ii tie dnlogue is the rggular stopping, and for the
emergent -safety stop there are other factors

distributed on all system cornponents.
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6. CONCLUSION
Realizing the operation system as RTS with

the built-in selftesting in all levels, the reliability in

the machine working by the minimsl increase' in
hardware and acceptablly increased the software
c omplexity is significantly increased.

In the system, exploitation gave more than

it is really expected. By detailed. messeges on
detected stopping in the machine working directs to

the defaults - unsuitability of mechanicqt ,nachine

S'I A'I'ES:
s0 irriti:ilization;
sl loggitg - stan scssion:
s2 rnirhiue lliurdlcr activc:
s3 tnachhre Operator active:
s4 n:achirre Scn'icer acl.ive :
5 session exit:
s6 Opemtor ol Servicer loggirtg rvlreir

I'Iandlcr is ahcaely logged:
s7 other Operator activitcs:
slJ othcr Sen'iccr activitcs;
s9 Superuser active.

Ti ( = 0. Otul. l. 2..... | 0) - tastatllle:'

A (i = l. 2. -j. ....8, - lasters oll 2rppt'olrriatr tastilturc:
elt - effor)coos t:lstarlurc rrlput.
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parts. Factors of visualization and dialogue are

realized using Microsoft Visual C++ za PC

hardware with AMD486 at 133 MHz. Each sy.stem

function is performed through the ilefined set of

instructions without loops which could provoke the

unforeseeable times of performing. New versions of

functions are developed, which, by messages, accept
demands of interaction, qnd dem&nds of factors of
genereting the visual presentation, und others.

Fig. 7 GIobaI diagram of changing the process stetes of the interaction man'system

TOI\4, idle
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Fig. 8 Changes in the main window of visualization which supervise changes of the interaction man-system
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BHATTACHARYYA DISTANCE IN EVALUATION OF THE FR.A.ME.BASED
NONSTATIONARY PATTERN RECOGNITION METHODS

Milan Markovii, Milan Milosavljevii ,Institute of Applied Mathematics and Electronics, Belgrade

Branko Kovadevid, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Belgrade

Abstract - We consider a possibility of evaluating

frame-based nonstationary pattern recognition
methods by using Bhattacharrya distance.
Experimental part of the work refers to processing of
natural speech, isolately spoken serbian vowels and
digits, as the examples of nonstationary signal.

Obtained results iustifi the use of the Bhattacharyya
distance as the evaluation tool in the nonstationary
p att ern r e c_o gnition sy stems.

I.IhITRODUCTION

Bayes error is a very important performance
index in pattern recognition, assessing the
classifiability of data and measuring the
discrimination capabilities ofthe features, even before
considering what type of classifier should be
designed. However, the calculation of the error
probability is a very difficult task. Even when
observation vectors have a normal distribution, we
must resort to numerical techniques [1]. However, a
closed-form expression for the Bayes error
probability is the most desirable solution for a number
of reasons. When we cannot ob'tain a closed-form
expression, we may seek either a Bayes enor
estimate, or an upper bound of the Bayes error
probability. As for the Bayes error estimation, very
efficient estimation procedures based on ft-NN
approach are proposed in [1,2,3).

A situation is more complex in case of the
nonstationary pattern recognition tasks. Namely,
statistical pattern recognition methods are based on
the assumption of stationarity of the processes to be
recognized. There are many problems in applying
these methods in the real-time recognition of data
obtained from the nonstationary processes. The main
problems are limited validity and size of the learning
data set. One approach for solving these problems
represents the frame-based pattem recognition
methods. These methods are based on the idea that the
nonstationary data process should be considered in

frames [4], and on using the unsupervised learning
procedures for classifier design on the curent frame
of signal and its application as the initial classifier for

the next frame. Based on the obtained initial parlition

of the next frame, the same unsupervised learning

t'rocedure gets started, and so on. As the unsupervised
learning algorithm, the c-mean clustering algorithm or

nearest mean reclassification rule is proposed in [4]'
The iterative application of quadratic classifier,

described by Fukunaga [1], as a more sophisticated
and efficient unsupervised learning procedure is
proposed, and justified in [5]. Additionally, in [6], a
modification of the iterative quadratic classification
procedure with the increased real-time application
possibilities is given. It is shown in [6], that proposed
modification has some robust characteristics to the

inappropriateness of the assumed classification
model.

This paper is dedicated to possible finding of
a suitable criterion for evaluation the considered
frame-based nonstationary pattern recognition
methods: the c-mean clustering algorithm with
Euclidean distance, the iterative quadratic

classifications, and its real-time modification. Due to
the fact that these methods are based on the

unsupervised principle, the complex k-NN Bayes
error estimation procedure, considered in [1,2,3], is
not suitable for the nonstationary cases. Instead of
this, we propose the use of the estimated upper bound
trajectories of the Bayes error obtained by using
Bhattacharyya distance..In the paper, the speech is
used as a nonstationary signal and the comparative
analysis is done through anaTyzing isolately spoken
serbian vowels and digits. In fact, the considered
methods are applied in a composed nonrobust/robust
recursive AR speech analysis procedure, proposed in

[6]. The procedure is based on an AR speech
parameter estimation model, presented on Figure 1.

Figure ! Block diagram of the proposed AR speech model identification system

Adaptive
classifier
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The Paper is organized as follows'

Considered frame-based nonstationary panern

.".oinition methods are described in Section 2' wtd

ift"it- pottiUfe applications in robust recursive AR

**.n parame@r;stimation in Section 3' Section 4 is

oiOi.uttO to brief description of Bhattacharyya

distance. Experimental analysis is presented in

Section 5 whiie conclusion is given in Section 6'

2. FRAME-BASED NONSTATIONARY

PATTERN RECOGNITION METHODS

The classical c-mean clustering algorithm

could be described by the following' Assume that we

want to classify N samples, XI, "', X51' Each sample

is to be placed into one of ,L classes' ay "" $'

where L is assumed to be given' The nearest mean

reclassification rule has a form:

ELECTRONICS, VOL.3, NO, 1, JUNE 1999

each frame of the signal is used as the initial quadratic

classifier for the next frame to produce its initial

partition. Based on that initial partition' the same

iteraiive clustering procedure starts to produce the

final quadratic classifier on that frame' and so on'

In order to assure the real-time application of

the iterative quadratic classification algorithm' its

modification is proposed in t6l' The modification

consists of applying the given iterative clustering

pio""Aor" only^on the initial frame of the signal' For

all ,ubs"queni fru*"t, the algorithms stop at the first

r,"p 
"f 

the procedure' In the other words' the final

quadrutic classifier on each frame of signal (except on

itr. iniriut one) is obtained by using only the initial

partition of that frame.
The convergence of the proposed algorithms

depends on the foilowing attributes of the initial

,iar*fi"t and the data: the error rate of the initial

classifier, the size of the signal frames' ,and 
the

uufiai,y of the model used to represent the class

conditional probability densities'

3. APPLICATION IN ROBUST AR SPEECH

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Choose an initial partition of given data set

and calculate mean vectors: M{0)'

My(0).

2. Having calculated mean vectors M10)' "''

My(l) at the l-th iteration, reclassify each X;

according to the nearest Mi0)'

3. If the classification of any Xi is changed'

caiculate the new mean vectors M1(l+1)' "''

My(l+l) for the new class assignment' and

repeat from Step (2)' Otherwise' stop'

Ai wel at ihe c-mean algorithm' the

iterative quadratic classifications clustering algorithm

is derivei from the general clustering algorithms'

described in [1]. The iterative quadratic classification

clustering algorithm has a form:

1. Choose an initial partition of given data set

and calculate: Pi(0) (a priori class

probability), M{9, and ti(o) (a class

covariance matrix) for l=1, "',L'

2. Having calculated a priori class probabilities'

Pi(l), mean vectors' Mi(l), and covariance

matrices, 40), at the l-th iteration' reclassify

each Xi according to the smallgst (1/2XXj-

u1f 4-rtx';M) + (rtz)rnl'{l - lnPl' rhe a

priori class probability for a;i is estimated by

the number of a4-samples divided by the

total number of samPles'

3. If the classification of any X1 is changed'

calculate the Pi(l+l), Mi(I+I), and )i(l+l)

for the new class assignment, and repeat

from SteP (2). Otherwise, stop'

The application of the proposed algorithms

for recognizini nonstationary data could be described

by the iotto*1ng. The final quadratic classifier on

The AR speech parameter estimation

procedure (see Fig. 1) consists of estimation and

iiassification part' As the estimation pafi' we use the

weigirtea recursive least squares (WRLI) algorithrn

*itt'ua.laute forgetting factor (VFF), as in [5'6]' The

classification part of the procedure consists of a

classifier designed by using the above-mentioned

unrup"ruir"d learning procedure 14,5'61' In fact' in

otJ", a solve the proUtJ* of inappropriateness of AR

modeling of speeih production system' particularly

on the voiced frames, a procedure for robustifying the

*nf-S algorithm with VFF based on the statisticai

nonstationary pa$ern recognition approach is

froposed f5,Ol. rrtit procedure consists. of the
'uppil"ution-of 

the statistical classifier with sliding

t#nng data set in the composed nonrobust/robust

t""uttii" AR speech analysis procedure' In this

fr.utirti. procedure, the classifier is used to classify

the residual speech samples into the two classes' The

first class .oniirtt of "small" residual samples and the

r""ona one consists of "large" residual samples [5'6]'

The classification of the k-th residual sample selects

"itfr", 
tit" nonrobust (first class) or the robust (second

class) recursive AR procedure for I{. parameter

estimation at the k-time instance (see Fig' 1)' This

."rt oO is based on the assumption of the excitation

ior voiceO speech as innovative process from mixture

distribution, such that a large portion of the

excitations are from a normal distribution with a very

small variance while a small portion of the glottal

"rcltations 
are also from the nomal distribution with

; ;;.h bigger variance t5,61' in this case' the

classifier is u uety simple, one-dimensional' and mean

vectors and covariance matrices are means and
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variances, respectively. The ciassification consists of

two steps: initialization and adaptation' On the initial

frame of signal one has to determine the following:

the starting LP parameters vector which is used as the

initial condition for the proposed recursive procedure,

the initial maximal residual value, and [he initial

partition of the frame. The initial classifier is obtained

applying one of the iterative unsupervised learning

procedures [4,5], based on the initial partition' The

initial classifier is then applied in the classification of

the residual speech samples obtained by the

composed recursive AR speech analysis procedure'

The result of k-th residual sample classification

selects either the nonrobust recursive procedure or

robust recursive procedure to estimate the vector of

AR parameters in the ft-time instance. The obtained

vector is used to determine the (k+1) residual sample

and the procedure is continuing. In the considered

frame-based adaptation procedures f4,5'61, the final

quadratic classifier on each frame of signal is used as

the initial quadratic classifier for the next frame to

produce its initial partition. Based on that initial

partition, the same iterative clustering procedure starts

to produce the final quadratic classifier on that frame,

and so on.
We assume that classification part of the

procedure plays a dominant role in the parameter

estimation accuracy. Following this assumption, in

the experimental part of the paper we will try to

evaluate the considered unsupervised learning

procedures on the basis of the discrimination

characteristics of the two classes of speech residual

samples which are, in fact, products of the proposed

AR speech parameter estimation procedure. Also, we

will analyze how these results correspond with the

comparative results referred to the efficiency in the

estimation of AR speech model parameters.

4. BHATTACHARYYA DISTANCE

Bayesian classifier could be described by
follows. Let us consider c classes of ihe training data

set, ({)r, i=1,...,c; described by a posteriori probability

functions P(atlX). Bayes rule could be expressed as

follows, [1]:
P(a;)p(X l r t i )Pb,lx\ =:-f:!r l j j-- (1)'  p(x)

where: p(X) is a probability density function (pdfl of

sample X, p(Xla) is ccnditionally probability density

function (cpdf), and P(at) is a priori probability of the

class a4. Bayesian classifiers is based on Bayes

decision rule which is referred to the classification of

sample X in that class rr; satisfying:

P(ar I X) = *a^{P(r, I x)}. (2)
l<i<c

The Bayes error is given by:

rcl =8? rrur-,vrrf [E + rr - sy2ll gur2 - r+'rri +

57

e=l- |  max P(rr;;  lx)pL)ax=
o, 1 si<c 

(3)
=1-  [  max P(ar ; )p (X la ; )dx '

*, | <i<c

In a two-class case (c=2), the equation (3) could be

rewritten as:

, = lrntnlrrp{X),Pzpz\)hx @)

where: Pt, Pz, and p/X), p2(X) denote a posteriori
probabilities and cpdfs of the first and second class,

respectively. An upper bound of the integrand in (4)

may be obtained by making use of the fact that:

mrnla,bf<a 'br-"  ,  0<s<1 ,  for  a,b>0.  (5)

Using the inequatity (5), e can be bounded by:

e, = Pf P;-' I pi?)pr;' 6)ax for 0 <s<r (6)

where eu indicates an upper bound of e. This e, is

called the Chernoff bound [7]. The optimum s can be

found by minimizing e,. When two density functions

are normatr, Nx{Mt,Zi and Nx{Mz,E), the integration
(6) can be carried out to obtain a closed-form

expression for e,. That is:

I pitx>pt'rX)dx = e tt(s) Q)

Q+o-')
I]*

l s  l s ls  l l - s
t 4 | 2 1

The expression (8) for pr{s) is called the Chernoff

distance. For this case, the optimum s can be easily

obtained by plotting 1\s) for various s with given M;

and 2;. The optimum s is the one which gives

maximum value for P(s).
In case that we do not insist on the optimum

selection of s, we may obtain a less complicated upper

bound. One of the possibilities is to select s=1/2'

Then the upper bound is:

,, =,,[ rrrr! {ptwtn2r.n 4y =,,[ rrr2"'tt(Lt 2) (9)

in general, and for normal distributions:

|  - [> ,  +  >"  ] -1
tt(t t 2) = :(Mz - M )' | - | (M 2 - M ) +' 8  

|  2  |
(10)

The term 1{l/2) is called the Bhattacharyya distance,
and will be used as an important measure of the

separability of two distribution [8]. In fact, the
Bhattacharyya distance is the optimum Chernoff

distance when 2t=2. As seen in (10), the

Bhattacharyya distance consists of two terms. The

first or second terms disappears when MFMz or

2F4,, respectively. Therefore, the first term gives

the class separability due to the mean-difference,

while the second term gives the class separability due

to the covariance difference. It is imporiant to know

which term is dominant, because it determines what

(8)
1 -

+-I
z

, 1 1 + I 2 ,
, l r - l  2  

'

2 .ll\ll>zl
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type of a classifier must be designed for the given

case.

5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The test signal consists of five isolately

spoken vowels ("A", "E", "f',"O","U") and ten
isolately spoken digits ("1", "2", .,. ,"0") from one
speaker. The signal is sampled with f,=16p11, un6

preemphasized with q=1. All experimental results are
obtained by using AR model of 10th order. As the

objective quality measure, the MAR (Mean Absolute
Residual) criterion is used [6]:

M
J  = r tM .> l t ( i ) - s ( i )  |  ( 11 )

where s(l) is the speech sample at the i-th time

instance, 3(i) Ir its linear prediction, and M is total

number of processed speech samples.
In this paper, we consider the

nonrobust/robust recursive estimation procedure for
parameter identification of nonstationary AR speech

model based on the WRLS algorithm with VtrF and

unsupervised learning procedures for design of frame-

based nonstationary pattern classifier. The main role

of the classification part of the overall estimation
scheme is selection of robust or nonrobust AR

estimation procedure, for each incoming speech

sample. Such approach is motivated by the fact that

for some parts of speech signal (dominantly during

open glottis) the robust estimation procedures are

more suitable than conventional ones [9]. As we

mentioned before, the following unsupervised
learning methods: the c-mean clustering algorithm
with Euclidean distance (denoted as CEUC) [4], the

iterative quadratic classifications (CIQC) [5], and its

real-time modification (RTQC) [6], are considered'
As a comparative criteria of the considered methods
(CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC algorithms), the upper

bound trajectories of the Bayes error obtained by

using Bhattacharyya distance [8] (which values are

calculated at each time instances on the basis of the

estimated conesponding classifier parameters) are

used. The results of this evaluation are compared to

the results obtained by parameter estimation
efficiency evaluation of the considered methods [5,6].

The estimated upper bound trajectories of the

Bayes enor based on Bhattacharrya distance, obtained

by using the CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC algorithms in

analyzing the vowel "A" and digits "1", and "0" are

presented on Fig. 2, 4 and 6. As the estimation
efficiency comparative criteria, we use adaptiveness,
sensitivity to the pitch impulses, bias, and variance of

the obtained trajectories of the nonstationary AR

speech model parameter estimates. Fig. 3, 5 and 7

show the estimated trajectories of the first AR

parameter (AR1) obtained by using the same frame-

based procedures (frame length was 100 samples) in

ELECTRONICS, VOL.3, NO. 1, JUNE 1999

analyzing the vowel "A" and digits "1", and "0",
respectively, for the corresponding signal frames
showed on Fig. 2, 4 and 6. In this case, we use
reference parameter trajectories and comparative
methodology, proposed in [9],

Figure 2: Upper bound trajectories of Bayes error
obtained by using: CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC
algorithms in analyzing the vowel "A" (frame length
is N=100).

Figure 3: The AR1 parameter trajectories obtained by

using: LPC(4O)-REF, CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC

algorithms in analyzing the vowel "A" (frame length
is N=100).

Mean values of the upper bound Bayes error

trajectories obtained through analyzing of the all test

data files are presented in Table 1. Also, to evaluate

which term of the Bhattacharyya distance (10) is

dominant, examples of trajectories of the first and
second term of distance (10), obtained in analyzing

the vowel "A" and digit "2", are given on Fig' 8 and

9, respectively.
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Figure 4: Upper bound trajectories of Bayes error

obtained by using: CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC

algorithms in analyzing the digit "1" (frame length is

N=100).

Figure 5: The ARl parameter trajectories obtained by

using: LPC(50)-REF, CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC

algorithms in analyzing the digit "1" (frame length is
N=100).

Based on experimental results, presented in
Table I and Fig. 2, 4 and 6, we could conclude that
lower upper bounds of the Bayes error probability,

i.e. better classification results for both vowels and
digits analysis, are obtained by using the proposed
robust recursive procedure with application of the

unsupervised learning procedures for classifier design

based on quadratic classifier (CIQC and RTQC

algorithm). This corresponds well to the comparative
results, presented on Fig. 3, 5 and 7, showing that the

trajectories of AR1 parameter estimates obtained by

the robust recursive AR speech procedure with

application of CIQC, and RTQC algorithms have
lower bias, lower variance, more adaptiveness to the

nonstationarity of the model parameters, and lower

sensitivity to the pitch impulses than the same robust

recursive procedure with application of CEUC

algorithm for classifier design. This also supports

conclusion that classification part of the overall

composed scheme places dominant role in ultimate

estimation accuracy of nonstationary AR speech
Darameters.

0.1-2ooo 
2aoo 3ooo 3200 3400 3600 3800 4000

Figure 6: Upper bound trajectories of Bayes error
obtained by using: CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC
algorithms in analyzing the digit "0" (frame length is
N=100).

Figure 7: The AR1 parameter trajectories obtained by
using: LPC(50)-REF, CEUC, CIQC, and RTQC
algorithms in analyzing the digit "0" (frame length is
N=100).

The examples, presented on Fig. 8 and 9,
show that the second term of the Bhattacharyya
distance (10), is dominant meaning that some
classifier with nonlinear discrimination function (such

as quadratic one) should be used instead of classifier
with linear discrimination function (such as c-mean
algorithm with Euclidean distance). This conclusion
is valid for both voiced speech segments (vowels, see
Fig. 8) and mixed excitation ones (digits, see Fig. 9).

As for the comparative analysis of the CIQC

and RTQC algorithm, the presented results show that

both algorithms produce nlostly similar results with

slightly lower mean values of the upper bounds of the

Bayes error obtained by using the CIQC algorithm
(see Table 1). However, in some cases of digits

.. CEUC - clQc - RTQC

:| -
i t * - l
l t l
i " l  i
I i
l ,
l i
l l
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analysis (see the Fig. 6, and 7) better results, i'e'

lower upper bound of the Bayes elror as well as more

accurate ARl parameter estimates are obtained by

using the RTQC algorithm. An explanation of some

differences in CIQC algorithm behavior when

Table 1: Mean values of the upper bounds of Bayes

error: vowels and Its

F Length CEUC CIQC RTQC

A 3690 0.336 0.160 0.164

E 3690 0.335 0.150 0.143
I 3690 0.340 0.141 0.150

o 3690 0.332 0.140 0.191
T T
U 3690 0322 0. i57 0.180

I 6690 0.325 0.r94 0.230
2 6690 0.331 0.202 0.202

3 5690 0.332 0.2r1 0.232

4 6690 0.326 0.r92 0.243
5 6690 0.338 0.242 0.245
6 7690 0.333 0.209 0.237
7 6690 0.321 0.198 0.228

8 7690 0.321 0.208 a.236
9 s690 0.325 0.225 0.218

0 5690 o.293 0. i96 0.207

analyzingvowels and digits could be described by the

fact that vowels are the examples of voiced speech,

and digits are speech signals with the voiced and

mixed excitation. In the latter case, the assumed two-

class model of speech excitation is not completely

appropriate, and this might be a reason why the

risults obtained by CIQC algorithm sometimes are

not so good. In that case, the inherent robustness of

RTQC algorithm, in the sense of its small sensitivity

to deviations from the assumed excitation model, is

clearly expressed (see Fig' 6' and7).

Figure 8: Bhattacharyya distance values obtained in

analyzing the vowel "A"; BHATTA, BHATTI, and

BHATT2 represent the Bhattacharyya distance' first

term, and second term of the (10), respectively.

Figure 9: Bhattacharyya distance values obtained in

an-alyzing the digit "2"; BHATTA, BHATTI, and

BHATT2 represent the Bhattacharyya distance, first

term, and second term ofthe (10), respectively'

Based on the entire experimental analysis, it

could be concluded that the trajectories of the upper

bound of Bayes error based on Bhattacharrya distance

could be used as an evaluation criterion for one-class

of the frame-based nonstationary pattern recognition

methods.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper' we consider a possibility of

evaluation of one-class of the frame-based

nonstationary pattern recognition methods by using

Bhattacharrya distance' The nonstationary pattern

recognition methods based on unsupervised learning

pro"-dut"t, c-mean clustering, iterative quadratic

classifications, and its modification for real-time

purposes, are considered. The considered methods are

lva-luated through their applications for design of

nonstationary pattern classifier in composed

nonrobust/robust AR speech parameter estimation
procedure based on the weighted recursive least

iqout"t algorithm with variable forgetting factor' The

comparative analysis is done through analyzing the

natural speech, isolately spoken serbian vowels and

digits. Based on experimental results' we could

conclude that lower upper bounds of the Bayes error

probability, i.e. better results in both vowels and

iigits analysis, are obtained by using the proposed

esiimation procedure with the unsupervised learning

procedure based on quadratic classifier, compared to

ih" .--.an clustering algorlthm. As for comparison

between the two frame-based unsupervised learning

procedure based on the quadratic classifier: iterative

quadratic classifications and its real-time

modification, we could conclude that the latter

procedure produce globally better results due to its

robustness to the two-class speech excitation model

deviations which frequently happens in the case of
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digits analysis. Based on the entire experimental

an-alysis, it could be concluded that the trajectories of

the upper bound of Bayes error based on

Bhattacharrya distance could be used as an evaluation

criterion for the frame-based nonstationary pattern

recognition methods, due to the results correspond

well to the comparative results based on the estimated

parameter trajectories obtained by the considered

robust recursive AR speech estimation procedure'

Finally, our analysis led to conclusion that

classification part of the composed nonrobust/robust

AR speech estimation procedure has dominant

influence on its accuracY'
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ROBUST MODIFIED GENER,ALTZED LIKELIHOOD RATIO ALGORITHM
FOR SPEECH ABRUPT CHANGE DETECTION

Mladen Veinovid, Milan Milosav ljevi6, ZoranBanjac, Institut za primenjenu matematiku i elektroniku, Beogra.d

Branko Kovadevi6, Elektrotehnicki fakubet, B eo grad

Abstract - A new robust modified generalized
likelihood ratio algorithm, which enables the instants
of abrupt changes in stationarity of a speech signal to
be detected automatically, is proposed. The procedure

is based on the calculation of discrimination function
using robust least squares estimates of autoregressive
speech residuals. The robust estimator differs from
the conventional one by the insertion of nonlinear
residual transformation, which has to cut off the spiky
noise. The feasibility of the approach is demonstrated
with experimental data concerning speech
segmentation.

l.INTRODUCTION

Modeling and processing of the discrete signals,

described as a quasistationary stochastic process with
abruptly changing parameters, is a challenging
theoretical problem and has great importance in a
variety of applications, such as speech and biomedical
signal processing, image analysis, failure detection in
measurement and control, etc. The essential cofilmon
problem in these applications is localization of the

boundaries of stationary parts of a signal, or,
equivalently, detecting the instants of abrupt changes
of the signal stationarity [1]. There are many results
which theoretically treat the change detection
problem in different uncertainty conditions, assuming
different stochastic models of a signal. In spite of
these valuable achievements, building of a good

algorithm for change detection within a given class of
real signals still represents a difficult research task.

Depending on the particular application, there may be
different performance criteria which a detection
scheme should be fulfilled. Despite of these
differences, there are few common well established
desirable properties of a good detection procedure:
few false 

-alarms; 
low detection delay, representing

the delay between the estimated and actual change
times; symmetrical detection, which means that the
performances in the case of a change from a signal
model A to a model B must be comparable to those

when a change is from the model B to the model A;

robustness in the sense of insensitivity of a detection

algorithm to the changes of its parameters (window

length, signal structure, tresholds, ... ) under the
signal variability; robustness with respect to the

simplification of a signal model; ability for a quick

and easy restart of the detection procedure.

In this paper we present a new robust
algorithm for detecting the instants of abrupt changes
in a discrete speech signal. The detection procedure is
based on the modified generalized likelihood ratio
(MGLR) algorithm [3], which calculate the so-called
discrimination (D) function. The proposed scheme
differs from the standard MGLR one by the
procedure of D function calculation, which is based
on the robust least squares (RLS) parameter
estimation of the autoregressive (AR) model of a
speech signal. The effect of RLS scheme is to assign
less weight to a small portion of large residuals, so
that the outliers, corresponding to the pitch pulses,

will not greatly influence the final AR parameter

estimates, as well as the efficiency of whole detection
procedure.

2. STANDARD MGLR ALGORITHM

The standard MGLR algorithm uses three AR signal
models of the same order, whose parameters have to

be estimated on the fixed intervals, named windows,
of a.signal. Assume that the so-called reference and

test windows both have the length I while the third
one is their union of the length 2LThe reference'.test
and joint windows coverthe intervals [i-I+1, i], Ii+],
i+Il and [i-I+I, l+f, respectively, and move one
sample forward with each new sample of a signal,
keeping the fixed length and relationship (Fig' 1)'

i - I+ I  i  i+ l

Figure 1: An analysis windows position
in the MGLR algorithm

For given time instance i, we couid consider two
hipothesis: Hs - no change is occurred at the l-th time

instance, and H1 - a change is occurred at the i-th

time instance. Let us define a likelihood ratio between

the hipothesis 117 and Ho, ard denote it as the MGLR
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discrimination function I - toe 
P(Ht) 

. tt we-  
P (Ho)

assuming that a noise in the speech production model
is zero mean white Gaussian process, and if we
include a probability density function of the speech
samples in the definition of the MGLR diskrimination
function we obtain the D function in the form

D( i , I )  =  L ( i  -  I  +1 , i  +  I )  -  L ( i -  1  +1 , ' ) - L ( i +1 , ' +  / )  ( 1 )

where

(  '  4 " )
L (c ,d )= (d -c+ t ) l n l  -  L t j  |  ( 2 )

I  u - c r t ; - ^  |
\ J - " )

denotes the logarithmic likelihood function and e3 is
the residual of the estimated AR model at the interval
(c,d). It can be shown that (2) represent the general
likelihood ratio (GLR) for the hypothesis that a
change in the signal model is occured at the instant i
against the hypothesis that the signal remain
unchanged on the interval [i-I+l, i+I]. The D
function is not smooth, and its outstanding peaks
provide a good indication for the most probable
instants of signal changes. TWo major factors
influence the value of the D function: how quickly the
signal is changed and how large the magnitude of a
change is. Both these factors are recognizable in the
short time trend of D function within the interval 1l-
I/2+1,i+I/21, which covers 1 successive values of
D(i,D.If [r,;r] d"not"s the above interval, then D(i,I)

for I e [i1,i2] can be expressed in terms of the linear
trend t(i,I) as 2l

D ( i , I )  =  t ( i , I )  +n ( i , I )  ( 3 )

wnere

t ( i , I ) = d ( i , I ) k +  p ( i , I ) ;  k  = I , . . . , 1  ( 4 )

with n(iJ) being the nolse component of D function.
The parameters cx(.) and F(.) can be estimated using
LS method, assuming that they are constant on the

interval br,irl. A local maximum of a(i,I.) occurs at

the instant k=i^* at which D(il)increases the most
rapidly within [,,1r]. Simltarty, a,(i/.) attains its

local minimum for k=jnin when D(iJ) decreases the
most rapidly on [,,;, ] It is found heuristically that

the parameter
Aa = Ac( i . * ,1* in)  = a( i^* ,  I )  -  d , ( i^ in , i ) ,

denoting the difference between two consecutive

extremes of a(i,l.), represents a good quantity for the

decision whether the intorval liru*,lrin ] contains an

instant of change in the signal stationarity. if

Ac(1.*,i*6) < /r where /r denotes a properly
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chosen threshold, as the most probable instant of

change m within the interval t*u*,i-;n] we take the

one at which the D function has the maximum value.

3. ROBUST MGLR ALGORITHM

The basic advantage of the MGLR algorithm,
compared to the well known detection procedures in
the literature [3], relates to the D function (1), which
allow us to perform a posteriori analysis, since it

appears in a closed form independent of the
previously detected changes. The residuals E j,

needed for the calculation of D function, we obtain
from a robust LS (RLS) estimation of the AR
parameters a ;,i = 1,..., p of speech signal model [4]

; - ; - I L l  ; L I  / 5 \
J  

- l -  t  T l r . . . r r T l  \ J /

where sf) is the derivative of the speech signal, or
preemphasized speech signal, and the excitation e(j)
is the innovation random process of white-noise type
for voiceless segments, while for voiced sounds e(7) is
a random process represented by a series of Dirac
pulses with fundamental period, named the pitch
period. The eq. (5) can be rewritten in the matrix
linear regression form

S = X 1 + E  ( 6 )

where S is the vector of signal segments of the length

21, 0 is the vector of AR parameters, E is the vector of

excitations and X is the 2I x 2I dimensional
observation matrix. In classical speech analysis, the

parameter vector 0$ is determined by LS method,
which minimizes the sum of squared residuals. This
algorithm is optimal when the underlying
observations are Gaussian. However, it is well known
that the outliers corresponding to the pitch pulses
have unusually large influence on the LS estimates

[4]. Therefore, robust methods have been created to
modify the LS estimates, in order to suppress the
influence of outliers. Particularly, M-robust estimates

[4] are defined as the minimization of the sum of
weishted residuals

)a [e ' ra l ]  s i@)=1s , - x leT ta  Q)

where si is the j-th element of S, xi is the i-th row of X,
and d is an estimate of the scale of the distribution

associated with E. Here p(.) is a robust score function

which has to cut off the outliers. Since it is assumed
that the speech excitation distribution has Gaussian-

like middles and heavier tails, comparatively high
efficiency at the Gaussian samples is also desired.

Thus, p(.) should behave as quadratic function for

p
\-r

J (  / ) +  )  . a ; s \  I  =  t )  =  e \  I  ) ;
i= l
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small arguments, but increases more slowly for large

;;;;ffi- In this way, its first derivative

rf (.) = p'(.) should be a saturation type nonlinearity'

i.e. rtr(zi I d)d equals ziif z;ldS 6, but is equal 6d (ili

-6d), where 6. =1.5 is chosen to give the desired

"ifi.i"n"y 
at the normal distribution [4]' Although ad-

fro", u popuf* robust estimate of scale is the median

of absoluie median deviations [4]
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(8)me d i anlz i - me di an( z, )l

0.6145

Equating the first partial derivatives with respect to

ttre etelents of 0 to zero, we see that this is

"qri"^i"tia 
finding the solution associated with the

p equations

j  = 1 , . . . , P  ( 9 )

Fig. 2: Performance comparison for standardand robust MGLR algorithm on the natulal speech:

al),a2) Isolately spoken Serbian digit "osam" ("8")

bl) Estimated D function using standard MGLR;

f l -

I
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where x,7 is the element in the i-th row and j-th

column of X. The solution of (9) becomes

cumbersome, because of the fact that V(.) is nonlinear

[4]. However, (9) can be expressed as a weighted
least-squares approximation

\xuo ;00 i - x! oo1 = g
i=l

where

(10)

l{rr[e,(er)]le,(or); for y, + xl0, /l
E I ; n = 1  

J - ' ) t " ' t - u  ( l l )'" 
[t' for y, = xl oo

with go being some initial parameter vector estimate.

The estimate 0a can be obtained by using the

classical LS algorithm. Thus, the one step solution is
given by

^ t ^ \ - r
$ = lxrstx f '  xrar ;  e= d ias{ to6, . . . ,a ,o}  1tz1

4. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the main features of the proposed
detection procedure, we apply it to the natural human
speech, that is ten isolately spoken Serbian digits
(*1", "2", ..., *0') from one speaker. Fig.2. depicts
the results of segmentation of Serbian isolately digit
"osam" ('8') obtained by standard MGLR and robust
MGLR, respectively. This resuits is characteristic for
the algorithm behavior. The speech signal was low-
pass filtered with an upper limit frequency of 4 kHz,
and digitized by 12 bit A/D conversion with a
sampling rate of 10 kHz. In addition, the preemphasis
of the signal was also performed. Experimental
results was obtained by using the 10'n order AR
model. In all experiments I=256 in the robust MGLR
algorithm was adopted. Obviously, in the case of
robust MGLR the shape of the D function, as well as
the slope of its trend, better tracks the changes in
signal stationarity.
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b2) Estimated D function using robust MGLR;
cl) The slope of D function trend using standard MGLR;
c2) The slope of D function trend using robust MGLR;
dl) The instans of change obtained by standard MGLR;
d2) The instans of change obtained by robust MGLR.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new algorithm for detecting the
instants of abrupt changes in stationarity of a speech
signal is presented. The algorithm differs from the
standard MGLR scheme in that it uses a robust LS
method for estimating the AR residuals of a signal, in
order to calculate the discrimination function. The
robust MGLR better tracks the changes in the signal
stationarity than the standard one, and is proven to be
an efficient procedure for speech signal segmentation.
Finally, the robust MGLR algorithm fulfils all
desirable properties which are imoprtant for practical
efficiency of a change detection procedure.
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I\onlinear Activation Function and PDF for
Nonlinear Prediction via Recurrent Neural Networks

Da.nilo P. trIandit:

Abstrwct-We show that the alrea under the flrst deriva-

tive ofthe logistic nonlineal activation function ofa rreuron
exhibits fe<rtrlres of a Probability Density Arnstion (PDF),

Based upon that, a connection between the lirst derivative
of a nonlinear activation function of a nerrron in a Recur-
rent Neural Network tRNN)r and a PDF of a nonstationarlr
signal for a prediction application is provided, which leads

to inrproved nonlinean' prediction using RNNs.

I. IxrnonucrloN

The Nonlinear Auloregressive N{oving Ave"rage (NARJ\{A)

model can be r,vritten as [1]

r(k) :  r lk)+ h.( :r(k -  1), . '  . ,  r (h -  yt) ,  e(k -  1),  .  " ,  c(k -  r1))
(1 )

rl'he.re ?r de:rotes the or<ler of the Autoreglessir'e (AR) part"

17 denotes the orde.r of the N'{oving Average (N{A) parN, with
sorne nonlhear funttion h('). Such a rnoclei is called a

NARN'fA(p,q) nrodd.
The NARN{A schenre ti'orn (1), can be further approxi-

rnated a's [2]

v(k) = ft(k) =
= h(u(k -  1) , .  .  . , r : (k  -p) ,  e& -  D, . "  -e& -  q) ) . :
= H(r(h - 1), .- '  ,*( l ;  - p), 's(k - 7), " '  ,a& - q))

(2)
.,vhere lJ is sonte neri', nonlilear srnooth funt*ion' The

iast equation in (2) is now suitable fbr RNN implementa'-

tiou, r'ith // becoutittg a.n actiratiorr t'unction <"rf the neuron,

rvhich is typicalty the logistic funt*ion denoied b,v

{ "  
1

r(u) = 
1+;:3; 

(3)

arxl will be a*ssurned it (2). For pre-tlict'ion applications

ba^seci upon (2), it is intportarrt to choose propaly the siope

6 in the nonlinear activation function O (3)' So iar, it ha"s

teen <lone rabher enrpiricalll' l2l, [3]. Rec:ognising that the

slope ;? is ielated to a step-size q an the learrrring pl'ocess

of the RfiN [4, [5], it nakes us qnestiori whether ktro'w-

ing tlte PDF of ii. tronliueal and nonstationar'5' signal beilg
pt*,li.t",i, a juclgernent about the size of il can be lnade,

so that an Rl{N predictor has optirnal para'rnetels'

II. Tun Rotu or // rN'r'ur LoGIS'rIc FL'sclLOx

In orcle,r to show tlr.e role of the skrpe il in the logistk:

tunction, Iet us cousider a sirnple NARN'[A(1'1) predir:tor,

'flxr author is with ttrc Sigrlal I'roir*sing Scc;tirin of thc Dc'part-

msuit o{ Electrtcal alcl Electrtinic Engin':cring. Lnpelitli Coiiegg of.'!11;

*i", fl,,,fr""f"py alrl. \'fedicile, Lolidcur, II.K' Telephone +44 (171)

iga 
'oril. 

r-af +++ (1?1) 594 {j2i]'1' E-rnail: d.manrli<:0)ic'a<:'uk'
lrttp://v'wrv.dsp.ee.ic'ac'uk,/'-rua'riclic'
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realised b). a recurrelt neural netv'ork. i.e.

I,s(k) :
1 4 s-9(-' (1")'y{h-I)*'u2ft)2(&-l)+'ue (*)'1)

It can be re.presented by a re(:urL'ent percepbrort, given irr

Figrrre 1. Tlie equ:rticrns u'iriclr. describe the ret:urterrt per-

(4)

!'ig. 1. NAltli;\{p,q) ru-clrxcut pc}'ccptrox

ceptron are

y(k) = o (u(,t))
,-{k) = -(e)7' 'u(k), (5)

where u(ft) = lg(k - 1), . . . ,U(k - q),L,n{h - L),. . . ,r(.k -

1)]r, ancl w is the w'eight Yector. The Bounded Input

Borur,lecl Output (BIBO) stability of (5). is preserved rlue

to the saturatiorr type rtonliueiu'it.l' A fu (5)' rrhich is typi-
call;'the logistic t'unction O(u) - TTfu.u, u'ith slope i3'
Based upon (4), it can be showu that oor]\er-
ge.nce/cliverge:rce of sut'h a predictr.rr [6], a-s *-ell as learriilrg

[], rests upon the choice oI {}. k, also deJines the widtlr' of

ilie pseude-lirleill'r'tmge of the logistic fi'urc:hiorr. For rrou-

liuezrr precliction, in partictiar, il is irtportaril to have ,'9
optinal, l'hich has so far beert dotre e.rnpirically.

III. Locltsuc FUN<.:'IIoN axo PDF

As the llseudo-lineiu'rqnge of the futctiotr (i,e, "band-
width"), deperxls orr the value of slope il, it woulcl be ben-

e{icial io establish a rel;rtionship heJweel sorne i'eatures of

a uortlineal ald nonstalionary sigrnl in ha-nil, and a pa'-

rarnetel of a logistic function used in neilrons of ari RNN'

ltr/e therelbre investigate the first derivative of the bgistic

luuction (3).
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Obseraation /.' The area under tlie first deril'atil'e O' of
the gene.ral logistic function

Q/(r) =

D '

(6)

is consl,ant an(i equaJs 1.
Proof:
The gtial is to cahulale the
By the substitution urethod,
intrr:ducecl as t : e-d* +
ciln lror&' be expressed :i-s

' - -  r . .  . . . . . .  r  r  f *  *  ^ t  t  f t \  s . r ,mtegfal I  = J_o,<!! ' \xi)(La.
a (iurrrnly valiable t can be
dt : -Ae-Pstla. Ilteg'-al I

A'@) clu

(7)
r,vhich does not deperrd on any tr)arameter in the logistic
fi.urction, such as slope, ol bia^s. tr
Since independently of the slope ,i? in ihe iogistic function
S, tire area unde.r its first derirative iD/ equals unifl (Fig-
tre 2(a)). the lesult li'orn Obser-r.ation 1 rese.rnbles the be'
haviour of a Probability Density Function (PDF). A PDF
irru the propedy that the rxea rurder the PDF equals urdtS',
iadepandent of the effectir,'e wiclth of the PDF (clefined by
the r.alialce). If a correspondence between the PDF of the
first clerir.a,tive of the logistic funslion and the PDF of a
real norrlileair signal could be established, it nright o{fer
sorre rrew iecluriques for RliN applications.

IV. Trru srzE ol.- ii exu PDF

A thetreticail aniriysis of a re.lationship r:ormeching il arcl
PDF is rathe.r difficult. In oxle.r to depict ernpirically the
corurection betq'een the slope f in the logistic function zrnd
a PDF of a leal sigral, rve plot the PDF function for the am-
plitudes of two s1>eech signals [2], derioted bi,- s1 and .s2, tnrL
show that there is a relatiotsh.ip betu'eren that PDF, alcl
the first derivati'v'e of the logistic funttion (Figure 2(a)).
The stunple PDFs of two speech sigriaJs s1, and s2 are
shorv-n in Figure 2(b) . Signal s2 has a widm PDF than
s1. It is therefore expected that in order to establish a
relationship bet'neen the diagram shorn in Fig;ure 2(b) to
thai shoq'n in Figure 2(tr), the r.alue of slof-re # lbr the
R|{li ba-sed pre<liction of signtr.l s1 should be greaier thiur
that lbr .s2. krdee<l, a sinrulation shorved that the optirna-l
slope vas {J :1 for speech signal .s1, n'hereas 13 = 0.91 for
,s2. Sinrilar be.har.iour ha,s been registred for a set of eight
speech siprals coming liorn di{i'erent speakers.

\,'. CoNc,:Lustoi'l-s

A connection betwee.ri the siope /J of the logistic non-
linea.r' a.stivation fuirction of a ne.ruon, an<l a Probabilily
Deusitl' Function (PDF) of a nonstationary input sigrral
ha,s beel esia,blished fclr noniinear prediction per{brmed
by a lenurerrt rreulai network. It lr.as been sholr,rr, that
an estinlate of the size of // caur be rnade based upon the
knori.ledge of the I'DF of a, nonsiationary input siglal. As
B is closely related to the learning process of a recurrelt

(a) !'irst dcrivatire ol'thc logislic function
for diilerrert slopes B

(b) PllF ol tr,vo specxh sigurrls

Fig. 2. PD!'s and <Fr for trro sptrrch sig-trals

ner:ral networ*, that helps in achiewing oplinr.al nonlinear
predictiorr.

Lrs,r orr Frcunus

1 NARN,IA(p,q) reclrrentpe.rceptron . . . . 66
2 PDFs iuid S' for two speech signalr,^ 07
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A BLOCK DIAGRAM SIMULATION APPROACH FOR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
ROOTS LOCALTZATION
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Abstract - A symbolic method for
determining solwtioni of algebraic equatibns
with complex cofficients is presented in this
paper. This method is based on digital
simulation of n-integrators system conducted
in block diagram simulation languages,
Simulations are performed repeatively for
dffirent sets of pararneters. This method is
used as an effective tool to construct
solutions of fifth order algebraic equation
with complex cofficients.

Keywordsz Algebraic Equation, Complex
Cafficients, Roots, Simulation

I INTRODUCTION

There are a lot of methods for numerical
solving of algebraic equation with complex
coefficients. Most of the methods reduce
solving equation with complex coefficients
to solving a system of algebraic equations
with real coefficients. These methods are in
most cases iterative. The zeros of the
algebraic equation with complex coefficients
can also be found in a successive manner or
iterratively (see [6,7)). Recently, many
methods for determining zeroes of algebraic
equations with complex coefficients have
been implemented into the software
packages, for instance Mathematica, with the
use of complex arithmetics.

This paper presents a new approach for
localizing roots of complex coefficients
algebraic equation based on simulation [1-4].
The procedure is used for n-th order
algebraic equation, in the form:

f (r) = ao + arz+"'a, 1zn-l + z'

where a j ,  i=0,1, . . . ,n- l  are comPlex

coeff icients in the form oj=bj+ici,nis

equation order and z=x*iy is a complex

variable. The technique relates solving
algebraic equation:

f ( *+ty)=s (2)

what can be written in the form:
ne{/(x +;y)} +;Im{/(;r + iy)} = o

The real part of Equation (3) can be
with respect to coefficients

s  =  (ag ,a t , . . , , on - r ) ,

n.(f (r *,r)) = pn-t (u,y)"- '  +"'+po(u,y)

or its real and imaginary

6 =(uo,or , " . ,u , -1)  and s= ( rs ,11, . . .

respectively:

n"(f (' *,r)) = pn-t(b,c,y)*"-r +. "+ ps(u,.,r) (s)

The imaginary part of Equation (3) can be
written in the same form but with different
coefficients values:

t-(f (, * o)) = *" + qn-1(r,y)*"-r +...+qs(",r) (O)

The condition (3) is fullfilled if both absolute
values of real and imaginary part are equal to
zefo:

ln"{r(" *,r)}l + lr-{r(' +,y)}l = o (7)

Considering that this is an approach for
localization of algebraic equation (1) roots
based on simulation, Equation (7) model will
be:

€ = 
1",;'(lR"{1(x +;y)}l * lr-{r(" *,r)}l) (8)

(4)

parts
. \

, u n - l  )  t

The a y values which correspond to the
minimum'will be the roots of Equation (1).

u = *io(lr,- rb,",vh"-l + "' + Po (b,",v1 *

+l*n + q r-1 (b,",yF'-' + ". + go b,",rl) 
(9)

(3)

written
vector

. 
Corresponding author

(1 )



D = {rll, + o5an-11 < osla,-1 | * *}

(1 3)
otherwise

determine the
ex solutions of
found:

(  14\\ ^  . /

III SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Transformation of time base in such a way
that x values correspond to current time in
the simulation is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.: Time base transformation into x-
domain

Simulation is conducted using block
diagram simulation languages (SIMULINK,

etc.) where x=time. In this manner, x values
are within the interval t-n,nl, considering

that simulation ends at R seconds. As a result
of simulation value e for ! = !0 = const is

obtained. Basic system elements are

integrators, summators and gain elements

where all parameters are constant for one

simulation cvcle:
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pi (a,yo) ,q i ( . ,y0)  =const ,  i=0, . . . ,n- l  (15)

A simulation scheme for 5-th order equation
designed in SIMULINK is shown in Figure
2. This procedure can be easily expanded to
higher order equation.

Negative
X value

Clock To WorksPace

Figure 2: Simulation scheme for solving
algebraic equation with complex cofficients

First simulation is conducted using initial
value yo.= -n. Simulation parameters for the

fifth order algebraic equation with complex
coefficients can be calculated based on
following equations:
po(b,c ,y)  =ys +rqy4 -bzy3 -czy2 +b1y+cs( l6a)

pr(b,",v) =4bqt3 -3rrYz +2bzY+q (16b)

pz$," 'v)= -10)3 - 6,ov' +3b3v + c2 (16c)

During one simulation x takes the values

from the interval r. [- n,R] , since simulation

starts at 0 seconds and stops at R seconds'
The simulation biocks used for calculation
with positive and negative x-values are

shown in fig. 3. As a result of simulation,
value
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II ROOTS LOCALIZATION

In [8], the author has shown that all roots of
polynomial/defined as:

f (r) = ao + orz+"' an-12'-r + zn

belong to the disk D:

(10)

(1  1 )

(r2)

where:
n t  

I

, = i^|",-,li
l = z

I  o,  y r()=an-rzn I
I  i -L

o= l  (  ,  ,1 )T
| *u* | u-rla,-, l i  1
fzsjsn[ 

'  " '  
)

This result will be used to
interval within which compl
algebraic Equation (1) can be

l z l<  n

I
x

i''

p : (b , " , y )  =4ba ,y+cz

pa(b,c,v) = 5v

(16d)

(16e)

(17e)

qo(b ,c ,y )  =bq!4  *qy3  -bzyz  -c l+bs  ( I7a)

gr (b , . ,y )  =5ya +4cqy t  - tu r r ' -2c2y+b1 (17b)

qz(b,c,Y) = -6b4!2 -3caY +b2 (17c)

qt(b,c,Y) = -loY2 -4c4Y +b3 (l7d)

qa(a,c,y) = ua

,o = 
".iT;,*,(1."{r(' 

* oo)}. lt*{r('. ".)}) trai
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is obtained. At the moment e reaches its

minimum, xs value corresponding to the

In the next simulation cycle, y1 value is

calculated on the basis of yo and

predetermined step value Ay:

where 6 is the desired acouracy. Repeated

simulations for different values of
y = yk = const are performed using MATLAB

programming.
When the desired accuracy is

accomplished, the obtained values x = xft t
y = yo will represent one of the Equation (1)

roots. The procedure is then repeated for
different values J = !k+r = const . Ifl that

manner. all other roots can be'localized.

W ILUSTRATIYE EXAMPLF

Let us consider a polynomial in the form:
pO = Q - 0J - il.ilQ - 0.2 - io:.)Q - 0.5 - i05)

Q-o:7-lo.8Xz-,0.e) 
Q4)

what is equivalent to Equation (1) with
following coefficients:
bo= -0.03015;

br -0.2593:

bz=2.158;
bz= -2.i
b+= -1.5;

minimum is found.

)r = )o *A/

It is important to notice that Ay, as well as

simulation step correspond to the desired
accuracy. Simulation is again conducted for

"e[-n,n] 
but for different parameters

pJu,yt),qJu,yr) ,  i  =0," ' ,n- 1. Again e value

is calculated based on Equation (9) for
y = y r , x e [ - n , n ] :

,, =,.i1f, ^l([*"{r (" -,r' ;1 - lr-{r (' * ;r, )}) f zol
If e1 is less than e-6 (meaning that ("t,yt)

is closer to eq. 1 root) then e,6n = sr. This

procedure is then repeated in the same
manner for other sets of parameters:

!* = l;q+ L! (21)

p i (u , v r , ) , q i6 , y * ) ,  i =0 , " ' , n - l  ( 22 )

until the following condition is fullfilled:

(1e)

Figure 3: Simulation blockfor positive values of x

€,nin S 6 (23)
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co= 0.04545;
cr= -0.5096;
cz= 0.1 1;
cz= 3.16"
c+= -2.7;

The polynomral (2$ has been generated in
this manner to demonstrate the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm.

Figure 4: MATI'AB results

By implementing the proposed method the

coefficients pi6,yt), ai(a,yr) , i = 0,"' .n- I are

calculated for each simulation. For the

desired accuracy of 0.01 the results of the

proposed method are shown in Figure 4.

Based on a MATLAB list, we can conclude

that the solutions of Equation (24) arc found

with the desired accuracy.

V CONCLUSION

In this paper, a block diagram oriented

approach for solving algebraic equation with

complex coefficients is presented. A

simulation scheme is constructed in block

diagram simulation language. Simulations

ELECTRONICS, VOL. 3, NO. 1' JI,]NE 1999

are performed until all roots of algebraic
equation are found. This method is used for
localizing roots of fifth order algebraic
equation.
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IDEI\TIFICATION OF THE DYNAMICAL PARAMETERS OF MANIPUTATOR

ACTUATOR IN THE PRESENCE OF ENCODER RESOLUTION

Petar Marii, Igor Itdmar Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Banjaluka

into appropriate recursive form, is given in reference

ul.
Recursive procedure of identification, that avoids

computation of matrix inversion in every iteration, is

proposed in this paper' Also' influence of optical

incoder resolution on the process of identification is

analyzed in the paper. In the model of manipulator,

interactions among joints and encoder resolution are

treated as colored disturbance.
Especially, problem of insufficient persistent

excitation (PE) of actuator, during real time

identification, when manipulator performs a typical

manipulation task, is discussed in this paper. Also,

influence of encoder resolution on PE characteristics

of regressor is analyzed. It is shown, that

"disturbance" signal, introduced in this manner,

diminish the problem of algorithm covariance matrix

blow-up. On the other hand, it is still insufficient for

elimination of this problem. Therefore, proposed

stabilization of algorithm is justified.

2, DYNA,MICAL MODEL OF MANIPULATOR

The motion of industrial robot manipulator, in a free

space, without interactions with environment, may be

described by the equation:
M ( q ) q +  C ( q , q ) q +  F ( i l + G ( q ) = 7  ( 1 )

where q is the vector of internal (ioint) coordinates,

M(q) is inertia tensor, C(q,q) is matrix which

represents centripetal and Coriolis effects, f(4) is

matrix of viscous friction, G(q) is matrix which

represents gravitational load, and z is vector of joint

generalized forces and torques. Let K, stand for

n x n matrix. which comprises reduction ratios of all
reduction gears. In that case we can write:

K rq=  q^ ,T^=  K r - lT ,

where e* and T^ are vectors of joint actuator

displacements, and actuator driving torques,
respectively. Further, one can set

M ( q ) = M + L M ( q ) ,  ( 2 )

where M denotes diagonal matrix whose constant
elements represent average inertia at each joint, and
LM(q) comprises configuration-dependent terms'

Now, one can write [8]:

t *= Kr- lMKr- 'q^*  F^Q^t  d G)

where

F. = Kr-t FK,-I (4)

represents the matrix of viscous friction coefficients,
and

Abstract: .Identification of the parameters of joint

actuator dynamics, is analyzed in this paper' The

ffict of encoder resolution, concerning measurement

of the angular displacement of actu(ttor, is taken into

account in this analysis. This effect and interaction

among the manipulator links are introduced in the

identification pirocedure as a colored disturbance'

AIso, it is shown that encoder resolution improves

persistent excitation (PE) characteristics of the

regressor . Nevertheless, stabilization of the recursive

algorithm, proposed in this paper,is justiiied,by every

test case presented in the PaPer

I.. INTRODUCTION

The form of the adopted model has essential influence

on the validity of the dynamical model. The

assumption, that manipulator consists of n

inilependent systems (n joints), yields the simplest

control strategy. In that case, control of each joint is

performed, as it is a single input - single output
(SISO) system. Interactions among the joints, during

the performance of a manipulation task, are treated as

disturbances. When actuator is coupled to the link, by

reduction gears, these disturbances can be dumped

significantly, with an appropriate conirol strategy.

Estimate of the parameters, of actuator dynamical

model, can be computed from actuator control signals

and measured values of rotor angular displacement.
Measurement of rotor angular displacement, is usually
performed by optical encoder. An optical encoder
provides information on measured value, in digital
form. Having in mind identification of the parameters

of actuator dynamical model, it is natural to consider
encoder resolution as a measurement error. Many
papers deals with a problem of identification in the

presence of colored disturbance and unmodeled
dynamics. Often, it is a case, that the real system does

not belong to the class of system model. Then, it is

necessary to take into account the effect ofunmodeled
dynamics, during the process of identification [1,2]'
This problem is not important, if each joint actuator is
modeled separately, because, it is a well known fact,
that actuator has the second order model.
When disturbance is not of a white noise type, the

least squares (LS) method of identification yields

biased estimate of the rnodel parameters. It is shown,

in references [3,4], how to obtain unbiased estimate,
without modeling the disturbance. Algorithms are

given in nonrecursive form. The advantages of
recursive procedures of identification, comparing with
nonrecursive ones, are well known, and they are given

in the literature [5,6]. The procedure, of

transformation of nonrecursive algorithm given in [4],



cl = K,-1 LM(q)K,-tq*+ K,4c1q,4)K,-1q* 
rs)

+ K,- IG1q1 
\ " /

represents the contribution that depends on the
configuration. Therefore, the manipulator with drives
is actually composed of two subsystems. The first
subsystem has r^ as input and e^ as output, while

the second subsystem has q*,e*,e. as inputs, and

d as an output.The first subsystem is linear and
decoupled, since each component of ?- influences

only the corresponding component of q*.In equation

(3), d denotes the vector, whose each component
represents the sum of influences, of other joints, on
the corresponding joint of manipulator. Thus, a
component of vector d can be regarded as a
disturbance acting on the actuator of a joint. When
there is a need for a faster working process, lower
reduction ratios should be adopted. This, in tum,
results in a greater impact of disturbance d, accorditg
to equation (5). Such an unfavorable effect is more
profound in the case of joints actuated with the direct

drive motors, because in this case K, is identity

matrix ( K, = I ). The second subsystem is nonlinear

and coupled. Decentralized approach to the
manipulator dynamics modeling, based on the above
stated considerations, is wide spread. Each joint of the
manipulator is considered independently from the
others, through the dynamics of its actuator. If we
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consider the DC rhotor, with well known dynamical
model, as an actuator, then dynamical model of the
joint, which is in fact the model of actuator, has
armature voltage as input and angle of rotation of the
shaft as output.
Electrically driven manipulators arc usually
constructed with a DC permanent magnet torque
motor, for each joint. Basically the DC torque motor
is a permanent magnet, armature excited, continous
rotation motor, incorporating such features as high
torque/power ratio, smooth low - speed operation,
linear torque - speed characteristics, and short time
constants. Use of a permanent magnet field and DC
power provide maximum torque with minimum input
power, and minimum weight. These features also
reduce the motor inductance, and hence, the electrical
time constant. The block scheme of joint I can be
represented in the domain of complex variable s as in
Fig. 1. In this scheme z is the armature voltage, I -

armature inductance, R - armature resistance, K"- -

proportionality constant between voltage and torque,
-I - effective momentum of inertia of the combined
motor and load, reffered to the motor shaft, /
effective viscous friction coefficient of the combined
motor and load, reffered to the motor shaft, K^, -

proportionality constant between velocity and
electromotive force.
Transfer function from the amature voltage to the
angular displacement of motor shaft is:

Q^G)
_)

Fisure 1. Block scheme of ioint actuator

Q^G) =
u(s) s(s'JL+ s(Lf + RJ) + Rf + K"^K^" (6)

Since the electrical time constant of the motor is much
smaller than the mechanical time constant, armature
inductance effect can be neglected. This allows
simplification of the above transfer function:

Q*G) =
u(s)

K

s(sR"/+ Rf +Kn*K^"

s(s{" + 1)

where K is motor gain constant, and T* - motor time

constant.An optical shaft encoder is a digital
transducer that converts angular shaft position into

binary coded signal. This type of sensor uses an
encoder disk to provide measurement of the joint

coordinate (q). Since the device output is in digital
form, it is often cited as one of those fortunate devices
that does not require a subsequent analog-to-digital
conversion ofthe outFut [9].
Optical encoders are devided into two basic
categories: absolute and incremental. An absolute
encoder consists of a disk with concentric tracks and a
light sensor with transmitter for each track. The light
source for an optical encoder, used in robotics, is a
light emitting diode (LED). The optical sensors are
either photodiodes or phototransistors. In order to
obtain an angular position of the shaft, absolute
encoder disk, usually, is coded with the Gray code.
An advantage of the Gray code is that each position

advance requires only one change in the digital code

K

K

(7)
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(word). An absolute encoder may be turned off,

without losing track of the position. Indeed, they need

to be powered only when a reading is required.

The output of an incremental encoder is a pulse train,

representing the overall rotation of the code disk. The

rotation is expressed'in the number of angular

increments. This fact is, in essence, sufficient when

one wants to obtain velocity data. On the other hand,

the determination of an angular position requires an

extemal digital counter, that keeps ffack of the

number ofpulses. In case ofpower failure, the counter

may reset, thus, resulting in the loss of position

information. Similarly detrimental is the fact that if an

error does occur, it is propagated to all subsequent

information.
An encoder can only be as good as its peripherals - the

mechanical parts and processing electronics. The size

and weight of an encoder, the shaft loading, end of the

shaft play, and the external counter are all factors that

play an impoftant role in the quality of the encoder

output. The basic quality of an encoder itself,
however. is its resolution. The resolution is, in

essence, the smallest unit of the measured value, that

measuring device can provide, or equivalently, the

smallest input increment that still provides a

measurable change in output. The resolution of an

absolute encoder is r = 2n, where n is a number of

tracks of an encoder.
The corresponding angular resolution is

360; 2n
r - = - - - .  ( 8 )
" 2 " 2 "

The resolution of an incremental encoder is simply a
number of slots per resolution

N = f f i  ,  ( 9 )
.t

where r* is the radial distance from the center to the
middle of encoder slot, and s is the width of a slot (

and the opaque segment as well) at the same distance.

3. NONRECURSIVE ESTIMATION OF
PARAMETERS OF THE JOINT
ACTUATORDYNAMICS

As mentioned above, identification of parameters of
the joint dynamical model should be performed in the
profound presence of the non-white disturbance d.

Modeling of the i'h joint actuator, based on the set of

measurement data lu(t),y(r) f f , can be carried out as

follows:
R ( , - t  t

vU)=4(t  + Ai l -r ; lv (z-t))u(t)  + u.(r) ,'  
A (z - ' )

gk- \= l+  a ( - t  + . . .+  anz- " ,  (10)

B(z-t)  = bo + brz-|  + . . .  + b^z-m,

where z-1 denotes backward in time shift operator, a

denotes motor input voltage, y denotes output of the

optical encoder, and v- denotes unknown but bounded

disturbance signal. Also, it is assumed that u and y

are signals of l imited power, i.e. ryy<6,ruu<@.

Further, AIV denotes multiplicative component, that
incorporates unmodeled dynamics, characterized by

stable unknown transfer function l(z-l), and known

stable transfer function W(z-l). System (10) can be

described by, [9]:
ee-l)y(t) = nk-L)(r+ a,(z-I)w(z-'))r(t) 

' t)
+ v(r )

where v denotes, also, unknown but bounded signal

uncorrelated with input. The existence of unmodeled
dynamics is not very profound, according to equation
(7). Thus, appropriate discrete model can be adopted,

taking into account that l7(z-r; = g . Then the

equation (11) becomes:

,s(z-1)y(t) = 317-11u(t) + v(t) (12)

where component v(t) models an effor of the optical
encoder and sum of influences of otherjoints, and can

be regarded as unknown colored disturbance.

Modeling bf a manipulator joint of can start from the

following equation:
y( t )  + ary( t  -  l )+. . .+a,y( t  -  n)  =

bsu(t) + bru(t - 1)+...+b*u(t - m) + v(t)

Also, following notation is introduced:

a  =  f a . ,  a2 , . . . ,  a  r l r  ; b  :  l bo ,b t , . . . , b * l '

erQ) =t-y7 - \ ,-y(t - 2),.  ' . ,-v(t * n)lr

(  13)

rpuG)= lu ( t ) , u ( t  -  1 ) , . . .  , u ( t 'm ) l r  
( 14 )

e o U ) = [ u ( t  -  m -  l ) , . . .  , u ( t  -  m -  D ] r .

Definitions of the regressor and the parameter vector
are as follows:

rpr (t) =ler' tt) - tpo' tt);rpur (t);rpo' G)l 
(15)

g  =1a . r ; b r ; a r l  ( 16 )

Now, the system (13) can be rewritten in the form of
linear regression:

y( t )  = Er  ( t )u(r )  + v(r ) .  (17)

Vector of the system parameters a occurs twice in the
vector of parameters 0 , that is being estimated. This
fact is used in order to determine the bias, induced by
the disturbance, in the parameter estimate.
The parameter estimate obtained by nonrecursive LS
method, from the set of measurement data

ly(r ) ,u( t ) \ !  ,  are g iven by:

( .  N  \ - 1

o1,v;= l* l , r ror 'a, l  x
t N - '  )\ -  i = I  )

(18)
-t1l'l;n*ilr)[*i,,',,,',J=
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Thus, the following relation holds:

.tim ti(lr) = 0 + R-,ipR,p
N-+-
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The above stated yields:

4(lr) = (ur n)-1ur (t
- REe-' (N)e(z' Raq4 (N)e)l zr )e e,D. 

Qu)

Equations (18) and (26) give 'a nonrecursive
algorithm, that yields an unbiased estimate of the
parameters, for the system described with equation
(  1) .

If matrix R.rr{tl) is nonsingular, then the solution for

e(ru), according to equation (18), will exist. In the

theory of identification of dynamical systems, this
condition is denoted as a PE condition for a regression
vector, E(r). This condition is usually stated as:

at <lo}qr (i)< Pr,vt
i = t

where L is an integer, and u,p >0. Condition on

de(iQee(N)) is connected with the PE characteristics

of input signal. During the motion of manipulator, in
many manipulation tasks, this condition is nol
fulfilled. In a manipulation task, it is common, that
velocity has a trapezoid-like profile. A typical
velocity profile, when manipulator transfers an object
from one place to another, is shown atFig.2.

Figure 2. A typical velocity profile, during the
performance of a manipulation task

The phase of motion, from t = l0 to r = t3, represents

the motion of manipulator without the load. In the

time interval tt<t 1t4, the end-effector takes the

object. During the phase from lo to /, , manipulator

carries the object. The time intervals

t r< t< t2 , t 31 t5 - t4 ,  and  t sS t< /6  co r respond  to

the working conditions, when the input signal is
constant. Regarding the PE condition, the time

interval, tzlt<fa, is specially unfavorable. During

that period, the input signal equals zero.

( le)

where

R , = .{im n*{N) =
t Y  + @

( , , v  \
l r E \  r , . l

. t i n l ;  ) _A0)A 'Q) l/Y- * \  rY  
i= l  )  (20)

( r {  ' )
R* = . f im l ;  ) . roG)t f ) l

r v + @ l  r r  .  r  ,
\  t = t  /

Equation (t4) can be written in the form [5]:

[arnll |"1
tim olrv; = ,,* I o,i"l l= | , l*

N+- rV-r-l ^- | | |

103(N)l L"J

lRr, I
, t lRr - , |  o  I  t z t l
L 0 l

because, v(1,) is uncorrelated with input signal a(r),
thus:

R* = frru(L),... ,rr(n),O,... ,01 = [rR u,0] . Q2)

q1lUl ana {1lf; O"not" estimates of the parameter

vector a. Therefore, d(lr) yi"tor two estimates of a,

and difference 
try*fOr(tt l-4fryll depends, only,

on the bias component R u , induced by the

disturbance. This fact suits dllf;, for extraction of
the bias in the parameter estimates, through the
difference between two estimates of a.

(27)

matrix adopted

7r = 71,0,-If;dim(Z) = (2n * m + l) x n

then from equation (18) follows:

zr .1im alnt;= zrRrr-tQRr" {23)
N-+-

where Q=fI ,0lr ;dim(Q) = (2n+ m+1)x n .  A

consistent estimate of Rru is given by:

Rr, = (zr Rrrt (w)e)tz'o(u). Q4)

It is obvious, from equation (19), that the unbiased
parameter estimates are given bY:

o,(N) = o (N) - Rpe-' (N)Re, (N)

= o(lr) - R*rn{tt)Qx (25)

(zr fr.ao-t ( N ) e)-t zr o (N ).

Further, { d"not"t an unbiased estimate of the vector

of parameters 0o = la,blr .If matrix H is adopted as:

Ir ol
/1 = 

|  0 1 l ;dim(H) 
= (2n* m+ l)x (n + m+ l)

L/ 0l
then, following relation holds: I19o = 0.
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4. RECURSIVE ESTIMATION OF

PARAMETERS OF THE JOINT
ACTUATOR DYNAMICS

Very often, especially in the adaptive control systems,

there is a need for algorithms, that, in real time,

perform estimation of the parameters of time varying

system. The estimation is, by the rule, performed

through the recursive procedures, because they have

several advantages in comparison to nonrecursive

ones.
The procedure of transformation of basic nonrecursive

LS method, to recursive form (RLS), is given in

several books on system identification t5'61.
Following that procedure, nonrecursive BFLS can be

transformed into BFRLS.
Starting from the equation (18), and adopting that the

number of measurement data is ly' = r , following

equation can be written:

( t  )-I f- r )
^  l l s  ' r  I  l l s t  I
O(ls) =l  :  ) '  q( i ) tp '  ( i )  |  |  :  )  .E( i)y(t)  |

I t L t " '  I  l t 4  r

| 
' 

i=l ./ [- ;=t ) (28)

t r  I
l s l  I= P(t)l La(t)y(t) |
l i = l  )

From the last equation, it is obvious, that the

covariance matrix P(t) can be computed recursively

as follows:

p-r (t) = p-r (t - t) + rp(t)ET (t). Q9)

In order to obtain, in recursive manner, estimate of the
vector of parameters 9, besides equation (29),

following equations have to be set:

e ( t ) = y ( t ) - E ' @ O ( t - t ) ,

K(t) = r111f1r7,

e61= $g - r) + K(t)e(t),

(30)

(31)

(32)

where e(t) and K(t) denote prediction enor and the
gain of the estimator, respectively. In order to make
the algorithm run, it is necessary, that the initial

conditions, P(0) and d(0), -" t"t.

It is sufficient to have a recursive procedure for

er R-r@e)-I =, ;r (zT p-Lg _r)e_

Introducing F (t) = QT R-l 171g1-I, the last equation

can be written in the form suitable for recursive

7'1

computation of the correlation matrix of

regressorR*, if an unbiased estimate of the

parameters, given by the equation (26), would be
computed recursively. According to the equation (20)'

an estimate of R*, can be comPuted as:

^ ' 3
RO=L\,p(1Er (i)

" 
i=l

( t-l
=11 ) Eti)er (i)+EG)rp

t l H
\ i=l

The expression, for recursive com
regressor covariance matrix, is:

nG1=!-:f P(r -1) + lrr,>r'r,t.

)tu , l
)

putation of the

(JJ,,l

Thus, an unbiased estimate of the parameters, taking

into account the equation (26), canbe computed as:

og(/) = 6T g',-lgT ,, - (34)

n-I G)ger p-r 691-r zr )o (r).
The algorithm, for recursive computation of an

unbiased estimate of the parameters, is given by the

equations (29) - (34). The algorithm demands

computation of matrix inversion, in every iteration,

for the matrices r-ltrl,iQtr), and zTR-IQ)Q,

according to the equations (31) and (34).Inversion
computation, for the first and the second matrix, can
be avoided, if a well-known matrix inversion lemma
is applied to the equations (29) arrd (33). Thus,
following equations hold:

P(t1 = P1s - 17 -
P(t - r)EQ)E-l(r)P(r - t) (3s)

t+ rpT (t)P(t -l)tp(t)

n-ltrl =)rn-rrt - tx/ -

E@rpr Oft-|Q -t) ). (36)

t -t+ ET $)fri.-r(, -t),p(r)'
Now, the following equation can be set:

zr fr-rl -r)El),pr oR-lG -t)Qr-r

t - t + tpT (Df<-l (, - t),p(r)
(37)

computation, i.e. there is no need for the computation
of matrix inversion. Thus, the following equation
holds:

(38)

(3e)According to the introduced notation, the equation
(33) can be rewritten in the form:

oo(r) = 1PT u;l nT g -

Fr-r(Der@zr )s(,).
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It is a well known fact, that the gain of the RLS
estimator, denoted K(t), goes to zero, when the
covariance matrix, P(r), diminishes. This effect is

known as estimator turn-off, [5]. There is the same
problem in the case of BFRLS estimator. Thus, if the

initial value of the parameters estimate (i(0) is bad,

the true value of the parameters cannot be reached.
Therefore, this version of the algorithm cannot be
used in the case of time varying parameters. The
problem of the estimator turn-off can be solved, if
RLS algorithm with forgetting factor, A * l, is
employed, in the part of algorithm where, biased

parameters estimate d, ir 
"o-puted. 

Thus, the

computation of the matrix P-l(t), according to the

equations (29) and (34), has to be replaced by:
' p-|(t) = ),p-r (t - t) + rp(t)ET (t). 

(40)

In order to avoid the computation of matrix inversion,
the last equation can be transformed to:
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solution of this problem, in [10], based on the
following approximation.
Firstly, equation (42) should be rewritten as:

_r  _r  r  (43)
P '(t) = E '(t) + tp(t)rp' (t)

where

n-r@ = pa(r  +r-  P P-r( /  -  1)) .
pa

Now, equations (43) and (44) can be transformed to
the form:

" ,rr=[,  
-

(44)

, (45)nQ)rp(t)rpr (t) E(t)

)" + cpr 61ngxpr0 I 1

(41)

When z1 < 1 (a typical value is adopted from the

interval 0.9<1S0.99), the algorithm will perform
well, if PE is adequate during the identification
process. Considering implementation of the recursive
identification algorithms, usually, evaluation of PE
quality of the regressor is based on the trace of
covariance matrix P [10], instead the equation (2'7). It
is common, that the manipulator has a trapezoid like
profile of velocity, during the motion. In that case, an
actuator driving voltage and a link velocity are kept
constant, on the substantial part of the manipulator
trajectory. On the other hand, it is more difficult to
fulfill the PE condition, in the case of the BFRLS
algorithm, due to the larger regression vector rp(r).

Thus, it is very important to achieve good
performance of the algorithm, in the case of the large
time intervals with inadequate PE. Computation of the
covariance matrix is modified, in the case oi so
called, stabilized version of the adaptive estimator
(SRLS) . Instead of the equation (40), in the case of
SRLS, there is the following equation:

p-r (t) = 1t - p)P-l(r - t) + (42)

EQ)tpT (t) + pat

where p e (0,1) and a > O . It is obvious, that in the

case a = 0, modification becomes the RLS algorithm

with forgetting factor )" = I - p . Also, it is necessary

to avoid a computation of matrix inversion, p-l (t) ,

in every iteration. This cannot be done in a usual way,
using the matrix inversion lemma. Thus, there is a

P(t - l) Pct .
Ee) = _:--__::_ - ---:-:- ?,(r - l) + ... (46)

L _  p  ( t _  p ) .

It is shown, in [10], that, in order to compute E(t), itis
sufficient to take into account the first and the second
term, from the right hand side of the equation (46).

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Manipulator PUMA 560 is modeled by software
package MATLAB, Robotics Toolbox. The actuators
of all PUMA 560 joints are driven by the control
voltage depicted at Fig. 3.

Iterations
Figure 3. Joint conffol voltage[V]

Results of identification of the first joint actuator
dynamics are presented in this section. Adopted
values of the BFRLS algorithm parameters

are: P(0) =10" , g = 0.01 . Also, the second order

discrete transfer function is adopted in order to model
the actuator dynamics. In the first test case, encoder
resolution, considering measurement of the actuator
output, is not taken into account. Error of the one-
step-ahead output prediction, estimates of the model
parameters and the places of the discrete transfer
function poles are presented at Fig. 4 - 6, respectively.

'  
, l tT (r \  )P(r)  =l  ,  -  P(t : I )a(  y

[ 1 + rp' (t)P(t -I)aQ) 
)

P(t -1)

h '
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200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Iterations
Figure 4. Prediction error

Iterations
Figure 5. Parameter estimates

Figure 6. Poles of the model

In order to track PE characteristics of the regressor,

trace of the covariance matrix P(r) is presented at Fig.
'1.

Iterations
Figure J .Trace of covariance matrix

It is obvious, that there are some time intervals where

tacelP(t)fexponentially grows. Fig. 5. and Fig' 7'

ilustrate influence of the covariance matrix variations

on the variations of the estimates of the model
parameters.
In the second test case, encoder resolution is taken

into account. This is done by rounding ajoints angular

displacement data. Each data, presented in radians, is

ffuncated, thus having the three decimal figures

behind decimal point. This corresponds to the

resolution of 10-3 radians. Fig. 8. ilustrates a change
in regressor PE characteristics due to adopted encoder
resolution. Fig. 8. presents a ttace of the covariance

matrix P(r).

Iterations
Figure 8. Trace of covariance matrix, in the presence

of encoder resolution

Comparison of Fig. 7. and Fig. 8. shows improved

regressor PE characteristics. Variations of a trace of

the covariance matrix P(t) are less profound. Hence,

variations of estimates of the parameters are less
profound. Estimates of the parameters are presented at

F i s .9 .

200 400 600

-=_.la-.:
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Iterations
Figure 9. Parameter estimates, in the presence of

encoder resolution

Therefore, a problem of covariance matrix blow-up is
diminished, but it still exists.
The third test case coresponds to the BFRLS
algorithm proposed in this paper. Values of the
algorithm parameters are the same as in previous test

cases. Value of the stabilization factor a is u = 10{ .
Encoder resolution model is the same as in the second
test case. Error of the one-step-ahead output
prediction, estimates of the model parameters and the
places of the discrete transfer function poles are
presented at Fig. i0 - 12, respectively.

_ x  1 0 3

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
DI. ..

Iterations
Figure 10. Prediction error
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Iterations
Figure 11. Parameter estimates

Figure 12. Poles of the model

6. CONCLUSION

Recursive algorithm, for identification of the
dynamical model parameters, in the case of the system
disturbed by the colored noise, is proposed in this
paper. It is shown, that encoder resolution and
interaction among manipulator joints can be modeled
as colored disturbance, considering the model ofjoint
actuator. Algorithm, for typical manipulation tasks,
yields small variations of parameter estimates,
because in stabilized version of the algorithm there is
no need for a computation of matrix inversion.
Simulation results confirm undertaken analysis and
benefits from the proposed algorithm.
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A PEDESTRIAN AND YEHICLE MOTION IDENTIFICATION
BY AN'IIF.THEN" RULES BASED METHOD

Milojko V. Jevtovii, l/TI't/J, Beograd
Vlastimir Pavlovii, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nii

Abstract - In this paper, the original sensor signal processing method and results interpretation, enabling the
pedestrian and vehicle motion identification in the obsemed area, are exposed. Sensors perform motion
detection. The method is based on the time-domain sensor signal analy;u by computing the certain
parameters, und the results are interpreted, upon the beforehand defined rules. The decision rules about
what is moving in the protected ares are also discussed. Deciding, i.e. results interpretation, is performed by
class separation from the parameter set, such as: mean-Iength signal duration in the observed time perioil,
rnean-time daration of the pause between the sensor saccessive initiations, mean-time duration of the pause
between two successive passing through "zero", mean motion speed, etc. The proposed method gives positive
results, unlike the attempts for solving the identiftcation problem by using several other methods. The
mentioned method has a software realizption on the laboratory equipment (personal computer and digital
signal processor), Its efftciency is tested in real conditions. The experimental results show that the proposed
method is very efficient for solving the pedestrian and vehicle automatic identification problem.

1.. INTRODUCTION

In electronic protecting system realization, the
problem of provocative classification, perturbing
the protected area or object security always arise.
In other words, the problem is how to identify
the pedestrian and vehicle motions, i.e. how to
classify provocative inciting (activating) the
appropriate sensors by its motions. The
assumption is that the information about what is
moving is contained in the sensor signal. In the
previous work for solving the mentioned
problem, several authors have applied a few

different signal processing m€thods, such as:
higher order spectrums [1], comparison with
reference signal [2f, cyclic spectrum method [3],
cepstrum [4], [5] and higher order moments [6].
These methods did not give satisfactory results in
the case of seismic signal. Thus, our approach to
the solution of the problem was to investigate
time-domain sensor signal anaiysis, computing
cartain parameters and to give results

interpretation by appropriate rules. The sensor
analysis method, computing parameters and
decision rules are presented in this paper. The
results review by real signals is also given. In
addition to the commercial speed and
acceleration sensors, with appropriate amplifiers,
a new acceleration sensor, with piezoceramic,
and a new analogue circuit are used. The

characteristics of the sensor proposed by Prof.
Pavlovii [9] are optimized in a mechanical and

electrical sense, thus, after incitement, the

impulse response has a dominant first osciliation
and decreasing envelope. In the absence of the
incitement, it has significantly low levei of

seismic noise. We emphasize that the other
sensor solutions [7,8], Fig.1, with amplifier, give
an impulse response, which has increasing
oscillation envelope up to the peak value, after

nm1g[}6)

Fig. Lb

""::;:,n***,"*-

which the envelope decreases, Fig.3.

2. SENSOR SIGNAL ANALYSIS

During pedestrian motion, the sensor
incited by a foot sroke on the ground. Fig.
shows the sensor's signal waveform, caused

oo
e
I
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Flg. 2. V'bvetm of the q'rgircl sismlc dgrcl

l l N
P. =L(P" ,  +  R,  +. . .+  P" , )  = I tP. ,  (1)
"  N .  " ,  N - , = ,
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pedestrian motion. For such signals, a mean-
lensth duration can be defined as:

83

The mean-time pause duration between two
steps depends, of course, on motion speed (slow

walk, normal walk, running) and the number of
moving pedestrians (one, two or group of
pedestrians). For one walking pedestrian, pause
duration Rs will is bounded as:

Rr". ,n aRr aRrr-u*

while for a running pedestrian it is:

Rrr*n (R, (Rrr.*

Foot stroke on the ground, caused by
pedestrian motion, creates oscillations that the
sensor detects and generates an alternating
signal, which is periodic at one pan (Fig.2).

Assuming that the sensor signal does not
contain direct (DC) component (it can be simply
eliminated, if exists) it is easy to notice that
signal from Fig.2 has a certain number of passing
through "zero", inFig.2 denoted by:

A l , A 2 . . . , A g

Mean-value of interval duration between two
successive sensor signal "zeto" passings, can be
determined from the relation:

where Q is the number of "zeto" passings.

Pedestrian motion speed can.be determined
from the motion path (trajectory) by determining
two path coordinates, i.e. by measuring the
distance (already known) between them and the
elapsed time for the pedestrian to cross that
distance.

A new method in which it is not necessary to
know paths in order to determine the pedestrian
motion speed is presented in this paper.

According to Fig.1 the pedestrian step
duration is:

(4)

(5)

where N is the number of pedestrian foot strokes,
and P5; - is the ith stroke duration. This
definition of P5 is valid for signals that do not
have significant presence of reflections (Figs. lb
and c). The reflected signals influence can be
avoided in two ways: by computing P5 for large
number of N or by rejecting signals whose
duration is less than the predefined minimal
value P5r;.

*. *""","J;::;*,€*.ssrcr

The value of Ps, depending on the
person mass, its motion speed and
characteristics, will be bounded:

Prr, SP, SPr**

for most persons moving in the observed area.

For a sensor signal, caused by pedestrian
motion, the mean-time R5, physically denoting
pause duration between two steps, is defined by
(see Fig.l):

1  l K
R.  = ] (R. ,  *R. ,  + . . .+PsK)  = ; IRr ,  (3 )

J  
K \  

O I  
K E

where i=1,2,...,K is the pedestrian steps number,
and R5; is the time between two successive foot
strokes on the sround.

moving
ground



4 = p, +R, (7)

Step mean-duration can be evaluated from the
relation:

l m
, rs  =- ) (Ps .  +Rs, )  (g )

l7l t=t

where n-is the step number.

The step number in a time unit, measured in a
time interval of ? seconds, is:
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1. Generated sensor signal, caused by vehicle
motion, is continuous and lasts longer than 3
seconds for sure.

2. Generated sensor signal, caused by pedestrian
motion (one, two or group of pedestrians) has
intenuptions, which mean duration is longer
than30ms.

3. If one person performs normal walk (five or
more steps), then the time interval between
two successive foot strokes, ranges between
I30ms to 800rus.

4. Pedestrian motion speed, in the case of slow
walk is less than 3 km/h, in the case of normal
walk it ranges between 3 to 7 km/h, while in
the case of running it is greater thanT kn/h.

5. Vehicle motion speed is greater than 15 knt/h.

On the basis of experiments performed with
real stimuli, the other rules for processing results
interpretation are defined. Using them, a decision
as to what is moving in the observed, protected
area can be made.

Considering the computing results of signal
parameters values and the set of the
aforementioned rules, the determination problem
of what is moving in the protected area, can be
solved by an "if-then" based method. The
algorithmic approach has following form:

if
P5 at boundaries P5aa< Psr< Pyv

and
Rs at boundaries R9y( Rsr< Rsiv

and
Apl interval of"zefo" passing

L7ap1 L,p21 A,pp

and
vo motion speed vo,rzS vor3 vpu

etc.

then
the motion provocative:
normal walking PEDESTRIAN

The second example, for the running
pedestrian in the protected area, is:

if
P5 at bounddries P51a1< P5yS P5N1

r .  - T
r \ c  - - -' T*,

(e)
m

)(Psr r Rr,)
i=l

If a mean-length pedestrian step is denoted by
D (regardless on a motion manner) then the
pedestrian speed motion can be determined from
the relation:

TMD
lm/s)  (10)V r = K r P -

ite,, * R,,)
j=1

The accuracy of the determined pedestrian
speed motion depends on the adopted pedestrian
step mean-length value.

The vehicle motion speed is determined by
measuring the time interval between the signal
generation at the two sensors, placed on the path.
The distance between two sensors is beforehand
defined (measured).

3. DECISION RULES

Sensor signal parameters, depending on the
types of stimuli (pedestrian, vehicle), lie within
certain boundaries. For most of these parameters,
boundaries can be determined only after a large
number of experiments with real sensors. On the
basis of performed experiments and obtained
results, some experimental knowledge is made,
which can be formulated in several rules, such
AS:
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and
Rs at boundaries R5,Y1< Rs,( fts,vt

and
Ap, interval of"zero" Passing

L1'a1 1LP11 L'Pg

and
vo, running sPeed voazr( rptSrput

etc.

then
the motion Provocative:

running PEDESTRIAN

For the vehicle motion, algorithmic approach
has the form:

if
sensor signal continual P5 > 3s

and
sensof signal Rs Perpetual R5 = Q5

and
Apr interval of"zero" Passing

a,uS L,pr3 L,u
and

vou motion speed vula( vuKl rvN

then
the motion provocative:

VEHICLE

Extensions of the above algorithmic
approaches to a group of pedestrians, group of

vehicles etc. can be realized in a similar way.

4, RESULTS

On the basis of the proposed method, a

software module for pedestrian and vehicle

motion identification was developed. It was
installed on a personal computer with digital

signal processor connected with a set of sensors

array via (by) the low-pass amplifiers and filters.

Two types of sensors, electrodynamics
(geophone) and piezoelectric, are used in the

investigation.

Testing of the method proposed for pedestrian

and vehicle motion identification is performed in

real conditions, inciting sensors by pedestrian

and vehicle motion. Experiment is performed by

motion of ten (10) different pedestrians and two

85

groups of pedestrians in the protected area. They

were waiking slowly, normal and fast (running)'

Three-hundred-forty-five (345) passings through

protected area were performed. Successful

identification of 337 pedestrian passings was

achieved. Eight passings by slow walk were rlot

identified, due to large pedestrian distance from

sensors (on the sensor sensitivity threshold).
Pedestrian motion identification results are
presented in Table 1. The decision quality of

vehicle motion identification was examined, also.

All of performed 30 vehicle passings, were

successfully identified.

A measuring of the pedestrian speed in the

case of slow and normal walk and running is
particularly performed by the proposed method.

Measured results for three pedestrian motion

speeds, whereby each one passed the protected

area for 30 tlmes, are given in Table 2.

Simultaneous measuring of the passed paths

length and the elapsed time for those paths that

were passed, have confirmed that the proposed

method offers satisfactory results'

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed method for pedestrian and

vehicle motion identification, based on time-
domain sensor signal analysis, computing certain
parameters and interpreting the results on the

basis of the already defined rules, offers positive
results for the decision about what is moving
through the protected area.

Using the new sensor with the appropriate
analogue amplifier Prof. Pavlovic's, positive

identification results, by the described new

method. are obtained.
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Table 1. The results of identification
Normal walk Slow walk Runnine

Ser.
no.

Incitation
provocativ

No.
incit.

Identif. no. No.
incit.

Identif. No No.
incit.

Identif. No

Succes. Unsuc. Succes. Unsuc. Succes. Unsuc.
I Pedestr. I t0 10 0 10 9 10 10 0
2 Pedestr.2 10 10 0 10 9 1 10 10 0
3 Pedestr. 3 10 10 0 10 9 I 10 10 0
A Pedestr. 4 10 10 0 10 9 I 10 10 0
f Pedestr.5 10 10 0 10 9 I 10 10 0
6 Pedestr.6 10 10 0 10 l 0 0 10 10 0
7 Pedestr. 7 10 10 0 10 10 0 10 10 0
8 Pedestr. 8 10 l 0 0 10 10 0 10 10 0
9 Pedestr. 9 10 10 0 10 10 0 10 10 0
t0 Pedestr. 10 l 0 l0 0 10 10 0 10 10 0
11 2pedestms. 10 10 0 l 0 10 0 l 0 10 0
12 Ped. group 5 0 5 5 0 ) 4 I

Table2. The measured
Motion soeed km/tr

Pedestr Pedestr.2 Pedestr.3

SW NW RUN SW NW RUN SW NW RUN
2.76 3.63 7.43 3.45 5.87 10.09 2.58 3.28 14.90
2.94 3.63 t . +3 3.63 5.35 11.40 2.71 3.92 16.10
2.25 4.49 9.33 5.01 4.66 9.67 2.69 3.45 13.60
3.97 a 4. , 7.94 2.2s 3.90 0.07 2.91 4.10 13.10
3.45 3 . i 1 7.08 4.66 6.22 0.04 3.10 3.28 10.70
2.08 2.59 6.9r 2.94 6.04 3.03 2.45 3.92 13.00
2.94 3.1 r 7.77 2.25 7.94 1 . 1 0 . A 3.45 12.40
2.59 2.59 9.33 2.59 5.30 1.60 2.7 4 . t l 11 .60
3 . 1 1 2.94 8.29 . t  Aa 4.60 3.10 2.8 3.28 15.70
2.76 2.25 8.r2 r.21 7.94 2.40 2.8 4 .10 11.60
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